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Chapter 1: Literature Review 2 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Zea mays was first introduced to Africa in Ghana by Portuguese traders in the 16th century 
(Gorter 1953, Fajemisin and Shoyinka, 1976). The steady spread of maize cultivation since then 
has made it the most important cereal crop in Africa today. Whereas improved maize genotypes 
and agricultural techniques enable yearly yields above 10 tons hectare-1 in the developed world, 
yearly yields across Africa have remained low at ~1 ton hectare-1 in most countries (Efron et ai., 
1989). Although outmoded agricultural practices are the main reason for poor yields, maize 
pathogens inflict substantial additional losses (Efron et ai., 1992). Of the many pathogens 
currently confronting maize farmers in Africa, Maize streak virus (MSV) is the most significant 
(Bosque-Perez and Allem, 1992). 
It is probably safe to assume that indigenous grass-infecting viruses resembling modem MSV 
began infecting maize plants from the moment they were first planted in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Despite this, the first definitive reports of maize streak disease (MSD) were only documented 350 
years later in Natal, South Africa (Fuller, 1901). Fuller (1901) mistakenly identified MSD as a 
soil nutrient deficiency and it was not until 1924 that its causal agent was first determined to be a 
virus, named MSV, that was obligately transmitted by leafhopper species in the genus Cicadulina 
(Storey, 1924). 
MSV particles were first visualised in 1974 and were found to be 18 X 30 nm with an unusual 
twinned quasi-isomeric or "geminate" morphology (Bock et ai., 1974). The particles are 
presumed to consist of 2 incomplete icosohedra with T= 1 surface lattice, comprising 22 
pentameric capsomers each containing 5 coat protein molecules (Hatta and Francki, 1979). 
Another surprising discovery was that the nucleic acid within these unusual virus particles was 
circular single stranded DNA (ssDNA) - this was the first time that this had ever been observed 
for a plant virus (Harrison et ai., 1977). Based on these observations, MSV and other viruses 
sharing a geminate particle morphology and ssDNA genomes were assigned to a new taxonomic 
group called the geminiviruses (Mathews, 1979). This taxon has subsequently been upgraded to 
family status: The family Geminiviridae was established in 1995 (Briddon and Markham, 1995). 
As with most other virus groups, the age of geminivirus molecular biology dawned in the 1980s 
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TABLE 1.1 A selection of 
orfu tA se 
Curtovirus 
Name 
/.J'!4W:;U.H,1i streak virus 
Panicum streak virus 
Wheat dwarf virus 
Chloris striate mosaic virus 
Miscanthus streak virus 
Bean dwarf virus 
Tobacco dwarf virus 
virus 
Tomato DSl:;Utl04:JUfIV virus 
Cotton leaf curl virus 
Tomato leaf curl virus 
vein mosaic virus 
Tobaccoleafcurlvffus 
Tomato leaf curl virus 
vein virus 
Indian cassava mosaic virus 
Althea rosea enation virus 
East African cassava mosaic virus 
South African cassava mosaic virus 
African cassava mosaic virus 
mosaic virus 
Tomato mottle virus 
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FIGURE 1.1 The phylogenetic relationships between a selection of begomovirus (A components only), 
mastrevirus, curtovirus and topocuvirus genome sequences. Mastreviruses and curtoviruses have 
leafhopper vectors, begomoviruses have whitefly vectors and topocuviruses have treehopper vectors. 
While the begomovirus AbMV is not vector transmissible, the mastreviruses BeYDV and MiSV have no 
known vector. Whereas all begomoviruses, curtoviruses and topocuviruses have dicot hosts, 
mastreviruses have either monacot or dicot hosts. Old and new world begomoviruses (in pink and 
orange respectively) form distinct species groupings. The depth of diversity amongst the African streak 
virus group (in green) is greater than that found amongst either the old or new world begomoviruses. 
Sequences were aligned in Clustal V (Higgins et al., 1992) and used to construct a rooted neighbour 
joining tree (Saitou and Nei, 1987) with 1000 bootsrap iterations. Numbers associated with nodes 
represent percentages of bootstrap support for the nodes. Nodes with less than 60% bootstrap support 
were collapsed_ Whereas vertical distances are arbitrary, horizontal distances reflect relationships 
between the sequences. GenBank accession numbers for the sequences and full virus names can be 
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FIGURE 1.2 The genomic arrangements of geminiviruses and some other related replicons. Origins of 
(+) strand synthesis are indicated by the stem loop symbol at 12 o'clock. OW = Old World. NW = New 
World. IR = intergenic region. LlR = long/large intergenic region. SIR = shorVsmall intergenic region. CR 
= common region that is nearly identical in the A and B components of bipartite begomoviruses. Genes 
and parts of genes in the same colour either express or potentially express proteins with detectable 
sequence homology. Rep = replication associated/initiator protein gene found in all geminiviruses, 
circoviruses and nanoviruses. In mastrev i ruses, it is expressed from the post-translationally spliced 
transcript of ORFs C1 and C2; RepA = variant of Rep potentially expressed from an unspliced 
complimentary sense transcript and encoding a multifunctional regulatory protein that is unique to the 
mastreviruses. MP = movement protein gene of mastreviruses and curtoviruses. The V2 ORF of 
topocuviruses may also encode a movement protein but this remains to be proven. CP = coat protein 
gene. REn = replication enhancer gene found in begomoviruses and curtoviruses (Bisaro, 1996). While 
an ORF encoding a protein with substantial sequence homology with the begomovirus and curtovirus 
REn exists in topocuv i ruses, its function in this genus remains to be proven. TrAP = transcription 
activator protein gene found in begomoviruses. While a homologue exists in curtoviruses, its function in 
this genus remains to be determined (Hormuzdi and Bisaro, 1995). While the C4 ORF of curtoviruses is 
apparently involved in tumour induction (Latham et al., 1997), in the monopartite begomovirus, TYLCV, it 
is apparently involved in movement (Jupin et al., 1994). While one study on the C4 ORF of the NW 
begomovirus, TGMV. indicated it is potentially involved in transcriptional regulation of Rep (Groning et al .. 
1994), another study has found that the TGMV C4 is non functional and is probably not expressed 
(Pooma and Petty, 1996). While a C4 ORF exists in topocuviruses and certain mastreviruses, its function 
in both these virus groups is unknown (Palmer et al., 1998; Pooma and Petty, 1996). PreCP = pre coat 
protein gene that in OW begomoviruses is apparently involved in ssDNA accumulation (Wartig et al .. 
1997) and/or movement (Padidam et al., 1996). In curtoviruses the V2 gene is apparently involved in 
regulation of ssDNA accumulation (Stanley et al., 1992; Hormuzdi and Bisaro, 1993). NSP = nuclear 
shuttle protein gene is unique to bipartite begomoviruses but expresses a protein with some sequence 
homology to geminivirus CPs (Rybicki, 1994). MPB = movement protein gene found on the B component 
of bipartite begomoviruses. DNAs associated with certain monopartite begomovirus infections are 
mostly satellites (Dry et al., 1997; Mansoor et al.1999; Saunders and Stanley, 1999; Saunders et al .. 
2000). but the 13 component DNA detected by Saunders et al. (2000) massively enhances the virulence 
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genes that they possess, all encode a replication initiator/associated protein (Rep) and a coat 
protein (CP). Besides Rep and CP, mastreviruses express a movement protein (MP), and may 
also express a variant of Rep, called RepA, that is unique to this genus. Whereas the curtoviruses 
also possess a MP gene in a similar position to that found in mastreviruses, the MP gene of 
bipartite begomoviruses, called MPB, is expressed on the complementary strand of their B 
component. Other geminivirus encoded proteins with established functions include a 
transcription activator protein (TrAP) found in begomoviruses, a nuclear shuttle protein (NSP) 
found in bipartite begomoviruses, and a replication enhancer protein (REn) found in both 
begomoviruses and curtoviruses. In addition to these genes, there are a number of other 
curtovirus, topocuviruses, and begomovirus open reading frames (ORFs) with either unknown or 
only suspected functions (Fig 1.2). 
While there is easily detectable homology between the Rep proteins of genuruvrruses, 
nanoviruses and circoviruses (Fig 1.2 ; Boevink et a/., 1995; Meehan et a/., 1997), amino acid 
sequence motifs within these Rep proteins share highly conserved spatial and sequence 
relationships with motifs found in replication associated proteins from a number of ssDNA 
prokaryotic replicons (Koonin and Illyina, 1993). It is therefore believed that the portions of 
geminivirus Rep genes encoding these motifs probably have a prokaryotic origin (Fig 1.3; llyina 
and Koonin, 1992; Koonin and Ilyina, 1992, 1993). In support of this view, certain geminivirus 
Rep proteins appear to have retained their capacity to facilitate replication in prokaryotic hosts 
(Rigden et a/., 1996) and prokaryote-like plastid environments (Groning et a/., 1987, 1990). 
Also, the discovery of geminivirus Rep-related sequences within an extra-chromosomal DNA of 
a phytoplasma may indicate that occasional gemini viral infections of prokaryotes still occur 
(Rekab et a/., 1999). 
The genus Mastrevirus contains more diversity than all the other geminivirus genera combined, 
with the depth of diversity amongst the African streak virus group alone being greater than that 
found amongst either the New or Old world begomoviruses (Fig 1.1). This has prompted 
speculation that the mastreviruses are the oldest geminivirus group (Rybicki, 1994). It is unusual 
therefore that despite the occurrence of all other geminivirus genera in the Americas, no ''New 
World" mastreviruses have yet been discovered there. The degree of sequence diversity amongst 
the New World geminiviruses is substantially lower than that found in the Old World and it is 
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FIGURE 1.3 The possible evolutionary relationships of rolling circle replication (RCR) domains within the 
replication-associated proteins encoded by a number of ssDNA replicons. Based on a published 
alignment of the -80 amino acids spanning the three RCR motifs from a diverse group of ssDNA replicons 
(Koonin and Ilyina, 1993), this unrooted dendrogram was constructed by the neighbour joining method 
(Saito and Nei, 1987) using 1000 bootstrap iterations. While bootstrap support for nodes near the centre 
of the dendrogram is relatively poor (all nodes with less than 30% support have been collapsed), support 
for all the presented nanovirus, circovirus and geminivirus groupings was in excess of 50%. While the 
nanoviruses, circoviruses and geminiviruses probably share a common plant virus origin, the circoviruses 
now have vertebrate hosts (Gibbs and Weiller, 1999). The circovirus, CAV (Chicken anaemia virus), 
probably has an independent prokaryotic origin and is classified here in the "Paracircoviridae" according to 
the suggestion of Takahashi et al. (2000). There was 48% bootstrap support for the pUB11 0 plasmid 
family being more closely related to the geminiviruslcircoviruslnanovirus grouping than to other prokaryotic 
replicons. The unabbreviated versions of virus names and GenBank accession numbers for the 
sequences used to construct this dendrogram can be found in Table A.2 (see Appendix A). 
mastreviruses are the oldest geminivirus group, then the earliest geminiviruses must have evolved 
following the separation of Africa and South America 130 million years ago (Rybicki, 1994). 
As the number of completely sequenced geminivirus genomes has increased in recent years, so 
too has the realisation that recombination has been a major contributor to sequence diversity 
within this family (Padidam et ai., 1999a; Rybicki, 1994; Torres-Pacheco et al., 1993; Zhou et 
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arisen through ancient recombination events between mastreviruses and begomoviruses (Briddon 
et ai., 1996a; Klute et ai., 1996). This speculation was based on the observation that whereas the 
Rep genes of curtoviruses and topocuviruses more closely resemble those of begomoviruses, the 
curtovirus and topocuvirus CP genes more closely resemble the CP genes of mastreviruses (Klute 
et ai., 1996; Briddon et ai., 1996a). However, more sophisticated recombination analysis of 
geminivirus genomes has revealed that, while recombination is almost certainly the cause of 
curtovirus and topocuvirus Rep proteins appearing begomovirus-like, the recombination events 
involved were most likely far more recent than the divergence of these genera from the 
begomoviruses and involved only the 5' portion of Rep (Fig 1.4; Padidam et. ai., 1999a; personal 
observation). Apart from its involvement in inter-genus recombination, the 5' portion of Rep is 
also the only coding region that has been transferred between both Old and New world 
begomoviruses, and Asian and African begomoviruses (padidam et. al., 1999a). Because the 
-400 5' nucleotides of so many currently sequenced begomovirus, curtovirus and topocuvirus 
Rep genes have a recombinant origin (padidam et al., 1999a), phylogenetic analysis using only 
this region of these viruses' genomes yields virtually no infonnation on the relationships of the 
rest of their genomes to one another (Fig 1.4). 
1.3 THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MAIZE STREAK DISEASE 
As is the case with most virus diseases, MSD is erratic: It can be devastating in some years and 
insignificant in others (Efron et ai., 1989). It occurs throughout Africa from northern Egypt 
(Aromar et ai., 1987) to the southernmost parts of South Africa (Willment, 1999), on the Indian 
Ocean islands of La Reunion and Mauritius (Briddon et al., 1994), the Atlantic Ocean island of 
Cape Verde (Buchen-Osmond, 1998b), the Middle East (Walkey, et ai., 1990) and in India (Seth 
et ai., 1972). 
Despite its name, MSD can not be fully understood in terms of the isolated relationship between 
maize plants, a single maize-adapted MSV strain, and an insect species that transmits viruses 
between maize plants. It is instead the product of extremely complex interactions between at least 
8 species of cicadellid leafhoppers in the Genus Cicadufina (Fig 1.1; Dabrowski, 1987; Fennah, 
1959; Nielson, 1986; Ruppel, 1965; Soto, 1978), over 80 grass species (Buchen-Osmond, 1998a; 
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MSV·KE MSV·KE - -10% nucleotide sequence divergence 10% nucleotide sequence divergence 
FIGURE 1.4 Recombination within the Rep genes of begomoviruses, topocuviruses and curtov i ruses. 52 
genomic sequences (using only DNA A components of begomoviruses) were aligned in Clustal W 
(Higgins et a/., 1992). The first nucleotides of every sequence in the alignment were the conserved 
geminivirus (+) origin sequence, TAATATTAC. The total length of the alignment with insertions was 3304 
nucleotides. The alignment was split into three pieces at positions 2600 and 3110. The piece 
corresponding with nucleotides 3111-3304 in the origional alignment was discarded because of extreme 
sequence variablity in this region. The pieces of the alignment corresponding to nucleotides 0-2600 and 
2601-3110 were each used to construct a rooted neighbour joining tree (Saito and Nei, 1987) with 1000 
bootstrap iterations. The phylogenetic relationships of the 510 5' nucleotides of begomovirus, curtovirus 
and topocuvirus Rep genes (the 2601-3110 tree) differ remarkably from the relationships between the rest 
of these viruses' genomes (the 0-2600 tree). Numbers associated with tree nodes represent percentages 
of bootstrap support for the nodes. Nodes with less than 40% bootstrap support were collapsed. Whereas 
vertical distances are arbitrary, horizontal distances reflect relationships between the sequences. 
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and Traore, 1994; Mesfin et at., 1992; Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999). Compounding 
this complexity are environmental factors that influence the species composition of grass and 
leafhopper populations (Dabrowski et at., 1987). 
It is not surprising therefore that accurate predictive modelling of MSD epidemics has not yet 
been achieved. However, loose correlations between disease incidence and both environmental 
conditions and agricultural practices have been noted. Because there is a strong correlation 
between rainfall and leafhopper population densities (Asanzi et at., 1994; Okoth and Dabrowski, 
1987a; Rose, 1972), drought conditions followed by irregular rains at the beginning of growing 
seasons tend to be associated with severe MSD outbreaks (Efron et at., 1989; Rossel and 
Thottappilly, 1985). It has also been noted that in regions with two maize growing seasons a year, 
the incidence of MSD is higher during the second season (Dabrowski et ai., 1991; Efron et ai., 
1989; Fajemisin et at., 1976). 
The primary focus of future epidemiological modelling ofMSD will probably be the dynamics of 
MSV transmission by leafhopper populations. Like most other infectious plant diseases with an 
insect vector, serious MSD outbreaks are absolutely governed by leafhopper acquisition and 
movement of severe MSV isolates from infected plants (wild grasses or crop plants) to sensitive, 
uninfected crop plants. Of the 8 Cicadulina species that are capable of transmitting MSV (Fig 
1.1), Cicadulina mbila is considered to be the most important. It is the most widely distributed 
species and a larger proportion of C. mbila popUlations have the ability to transmit MSV, 
compared with other Cicadulina species (Story, 1928, 1933; Markham et at., 1984). The relative 
abundance of the different Cicadulina species in different parts of Africa is influenced by 
altitude, temperature and rainfall (Dabrowski et ai., 1987; Okoth and Dabrowski, 1987a) 
The virus is acquired by the leafhoppers during the course of their feeding on infected host plants. 
C mbila can feed on more than 138 grass species, -70% of which are also known to be potential 
MSV hosts (Buchen-Osmond, 1998a; Damsteegt, 1983; Konate and Traore, 1992). When 
feeding on an infected plant, a leafhopper can only acquire the virus by feeding directly on 
chlorotic lesions (peterschmitt et at., 1992; Storey, 1928). It is believed that MSV infected plants 
displaying substantial chlorosis may actually attract leafhoppers because of their yellow colour 
and that leafhoppers may preferentially feed on infected cells within chlorotic lesions because 
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Uptake of virus particles by a leafhopper during feeding on a MSV infected cell does not 
automatically enable transmission of MSV by the insect. The ability of leafhoppers to transmit 
MSV is an inherited, dominant sex-linked characteristic (Story, 1932) and the different 
Cicadulina species vary enonnous1y in both the proportion of individuals capable of transmitting 
the virus and in the efficiency with which transmission occurs (Asanzi et al., 1995; Dabrowski, 
1987; Markham et al., 1984; Van Rensburg and Gi1iomee, 1990). Once ingested by a 
leafhopper, the mechanisms by which MSV particles are first transported into its haemocoe1, and 
then into its salivary glands, are unknown. 
Following acquisition of the virus by a leafhopper, it becomes viruliferous within 30 hours 
(Okoth et al., 1987b) and is able to transmit for the rest of its life (Reynaud and Peterschmitt, 
1992). Whereas there is some evidence that the begomovirus, Tomato yellow leaf curl virus 
(TYLCV), may be able to replicate within its whitefly vector (Rubinstein and Czosnek, 1997), it 
is unlikely that MSV replication occurs within leafhoppers since virus titres within an insect 
decrease over the lifetime of the insect (Reynaud and Peterschmitt, 1992). Another difference 
between TYLCV in whiteflies and MSV in leafhoppers is that MSV is not transmitted 
transovarially (Storey; 1928; Van Rensburg and Giliomee, 1990) whereas TYLCV is (Ghanim et 
al., 1998). 
The distance that MSV spreads from a source of innocu1um is determined by the movement 
behaviour of leafhoppers. Distinct long and short distance flight morphs have been detected 
amongst Cicadulina popUlations in Zimbabwe (Rose, 1972). It is believed that the long flight 
morphs are a migratory fo n (Rose, 1972) and as such they may play an important part in the 
rapid long distance spread of virulent MSV variants (Rose, 1978; Dabrowski et a!., 1987). 
Migratory movement is more common in certain Cicadulina species than in others (Dabrowski et 
a!., 1991) and it is probably influenced by environmental conditions (Downham and Cooter, 
1998; Rose, 1972). 
The dynamics of primary infection following leafhopper invasion of a susceptible maize crop is 
influenced by leafhopper population densities, the proportion of viruliferous individuals in 
populations, and the virus titre within these individuals (Rose, 1978; Van Rensburg and 
Giliomee, 1990). Disease spread is apparently linear when only a few viruliferous leafhoppers 
are involved in transmission, but becomes exponential once the number of insects exceeds one 
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Although attempts to understand the dynamics of MSD epidemics have focused primarily on 
vector population dynamics and behaviour, an important component of any realistic MSD 
epidemiological model will be the influence of the grass species that are both MSV and vector 
hosts. Because Cicadulina species have favoured hosts for mating and oviposition, the species 
composition of grass popUlations in any particular area will directly influence leafhopper 
population densities in that area (Odhiambo, 1995; Van Rensburg, 1982). Also, many preferred 
leafhopper hosts are annual grasses, and seasonal alterations in the species composition of grass 
populations strongly affect leafhopper population densities and feeding behaviours (Okath and 
Dabrowski, 1987a; Van Rensburg, 1979a). 
The species composition and age distribution of grasses (including cultivated crops) in an area 
may also strongly influence the amount of MSV inoculum available for transfer in that area 
(Konate and Traore, 1992; Rodier et al., 1995). While MSV infects at least 80 of the 138 grass 
species that leafhoppers feed on (Buchen-Osmond, 1998a; Damsteegt, 1983; Konate and Traore, 
1992), both the susceptibility of these grasses to MSV infection and the severity of symptoms 
that occur following their infection, may be strongly influenced by a number of factors. While 
sensitivity to infection can vary substantially from species to species (Damsteegt, 1983), it can 
also vary within a species with genotype and plant age at the time of inoculation: For example, 
plants from many species, including maize, generally become more resistant to MSV infection 
with age (Damsteegt, 1983; Peterschmitt et aI., 1992). 
Once a viruliferous leafhopper has successfully transmitted virus to a susceptible plant at a 
suitable growth stage, the time taken for symptoms to develop is correlated with the virus strain 
transmitted, the virus titre within the insect (Rose, 1978) and the sex of the insect (females are 
apparently better transmitters than males; Van Rensburg and Giliomee, 1990). Between 3 and 7 
days after leafhopper inoculation of plants with MSV, roughly circular spots (0.5 - 2mm in 
diameter), become visible on the lowest exposed portions of the youngest leaves (Bock et a!., 
1974). Later symptoms range from narrow veinal streaks a fraction of a millimeter in width to 
complete leaf chlorosis, stunting and sterility, depending on the MSV strain involved, the host 
plant species and genotype, and the age of the plant at the time of infection. 
Whereas effective control of MSD in cultivated crops is possible with the use of carbamate 
insecticides (Drinkwater et al., 1979; Van Rensburg, 1988; Van Rensburg et aI., 1978; Van 
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resistant crop genotypes is the best way to minimise the impact of MSD on African agriculture 
(Efron et aI., 1989; Rodier et aI., 1995; Tang and Bjarnason, 1993). Great successes have been 
achieved in the development of MSV resistant maize genotypes that tolerate infection without 
significant yield loss (Barrow, 1992; Efron et al., 1989; Rodier, 1995; Van Rensburg et al., 
1991). Besides providing relatively inexpensive security against crop losses, MSV infected 
tolerant maize genotypes contain 10 to 90 times fewer virus particles than infected sensitive 
genotypes (peterschmitt et al., 1992) and are therefore much poorer sources of innoculum during 
secondary disease spread (Rodier et a/1995). 
While efforts are underway to promote the widespread cultivation of MSV resistant maize in 
Africa, surprisingly little is known about the MSV populations that will confront these new 
genotypes. Attempts to determine the depth of MSV's genetic diversity have just begun and to 
date only three major MSV strain groupings have been discovered (Fig 1.1; Rybicki et aI., 1998; 
Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999). The other African streak virus species, of which only 
PanSY and a few SSV species have yet been described (Bigarre et aI., 1999; Briddon et al., 1992; 
Briddon, 1996b; Hughes etal., 1992), have received even less attention than MSV. 
Although MSV is by far the most studied African streak virus species, virtually all research 
efforts have been focused on the characterisation of only one MSV strain - MSV -A (Fig 1.5). 
The nucleotide sequence divergence of MSV -A isolates obtained from opposite ends of the 
continent is very low « 3% divergence; Briddon et aI., 1994) which may indicate either that the 
rate at which MSV -A is evolving is fairly slow, or that continent wide spread and dominance of 
new MSV genotypes with enhanced fitness is very rapid. Experimental approximations of the 
rates at which a MSV -A isolate evolves when maintained in a susceptible maize genotype, a 
resistant maize genotype and a non-maize host (Coix lacryma-jobi) are respectively, 9.5 x 10-5, 
17.3 x 10-5, and 26.5 x 10-5 substitutions per site per year (Isnard et aI., 1998). These rates of 
evolution are relatively low and imply that only one nucleotide per MSV genome becomes fixed .. 























FIGURE 1.5 The African streak viruses. Three MSV strains are currently known to exist. Strain A 
contains isolates that are known to produce severe streak symptoms in maize. Whereas strain B viruses 
have been isolated from wheat and wild grasses the only discovered strain C virus, MSV-Set, was isolated 
from a Setaria sp. The other African streak viruses are PanSV and at least 3 distinct SSV species. DSV 
and CSMV are included here for reference purposes. While DSV shares remarkable similarities with the 
African streak viruses, the isolate presented here was obtained from the island of Vanuatu and is therefor 
technically not an African streak virus. Full genome sequences of all viruses (except SSV-Mil for which 
only a CP and SIR sequence is available) were aligned in DNAMAN (Lynnon BioSoft, Quebec) and used 
to construct a rooted neighbour joining tree (Saito and Nei, 1987) with 1000 bootsrap iterations. Numbers 
associated with tree nodes represent percentages of bootstrap support for the nodes. Nodes with less 
than 60% bootstrap support were collapsed. Whereas vertical distances are arbitrary, horizontal distances 
reflect relationships between the sequences. GenBank accession numbers for these sequences and full 
virus names are listed in Table A.1 (see Appendix A). 
Besides MSV-A, isolates of two other MSV strains, MSV-B and -C, have been cloned and fully 
sequenced (Fig 1.5; Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999). While MSV-B isolates are 
common in streak-infected grasses and wheat (Rybicki et at., 1998; Schnippenkoetter, 1998; 
Willment, 1999), they have only rarely been detected in maize (Willment, 1999). Only one 
MSV-C isolate (from a Setaria sp.) has ever been detected. Because MSV-A isolates are so 
infrequently found in MSV infected non-maize hosts (Willment, 1999), it is possible that they 
may have been as rare as MSV-C isolates before the arrival ofmaize in Africa. 
It has been demonstrated that cloned isolates of all 3 MSV strains are capable of establishing 
infections in a range of host species and genotypes (Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999). 
However, the severity of symptoms resulting from these infections differ according to strain, with 
different strains producing their severest symptoms in different hosts (Schnippenkoetter, 1998; 
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strains adapted to survival in certain species, it has not abolished the capacity of these strains to 
infect a variety of sUb-optimal hosts. The reason that MSV strains have not become very 
narrowly host adapted is probably related to the feeding behaviours of Cicadulina species. 
Because these insects feed on an enormous range of grass species, there would be only a small 
probability that an extremely host-adapted virus once acquired by a leafhopper would be 
transmitted into a host that it could infect. 
It is unknown whether any MSV strains other than MSV -A play an important role in the 
epidemiology ofMSD. Both MSV-B and -C isolates have been found to produce mild symptoms 
only in maize genotypes that are very MSV susceptible and are therefore unlikely to pose any 
significant threat to maize production (Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999). It has been 
directly demonstrated that mixed MSV-A and -B infections occur in nature and there is also 
strong evidence of recombination between these strains (Willment, 1999). It is therefore possible 
that MSV -B, -C and other as yet undiscovered MSV strains may indirectly influence MSD 
epidemiology through recombination with MSV -A type viruses. Recombination has been linked 
with the emergence of a number of geminivirus diseases (Umaharan et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 
1997; Zhou et aI., 1998) and it is quite conceivable that it may also eventually contribute to the 
evolution of MSV genotypes with elevated virulence. 
1.4 THE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF MAIZE STREAK VIRUS 
There has been a substantial drive in recent years to determine how geminiviruses replicate and 
move their genomes from cell to cell during infections. While the primary motivation behind 
these studies has been to shed some light on the still obscure molecular details of plant DNA 
replication and intercellular trafficking, they have also provided fascinating insights into the 
intricate survival mechanisms that these viruses have evolved. 
1.4.1 The Genome Organisation of Maize Streak Virus 
In stark contrast to the complexity of MSD, the genome of its causal agent is very simple. It is 
composed of only 4 genes, and two intergenic regions that contain sequence elements required 
for transcription and replication (Fig 1.2). Despite this, however, MSV is still capable of 
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the molecular mechanisms that operate to produce an infection, the small collection of genomic 
features comprising a MSV genome will be examined in detail. 
1.4.1.1 The long intergenic region 
All geminivirus genomes contain at least one intergenic region (IR) from which virus genes 
diverge in both the complementary and virion senses. Mastreviruses have two intergenic regions; 
a short or small one (SIR) which is unique to this genus and a long or large one (LIR) which is 
analagous to the single IR of the curto viruses, topocuviruses and the A component of 
begomoviruses (Fig 1.2). Besides containing divergent RNA polymerase II-type promoters and 
other transcriptional regulatory features that are necessary for the expression of the 
complementary and virion sense genes, the LIRs of mastreviruses and the IRs of other 
geminiviruses also contain sequence elements that are essential for the replication of viral DNA 
(Gutierrez, 1999; Palmer and Rybicki, 1998; Fig 1.3). 
The most striking feature within the LIR of the mastreviruses and IRs of other gerniniviruses is 
an inverted repeat sequence that is capable of forming a stable hairpin loop structure in duplex 
DNA (Fig 1.6; Sunter et ai., 1985). All geminiviruses sequenced to date have the highly 
conserved nonanucleotide sequence, TAATATT .J..AC, within the loop: This contains the (+) 
strand origin of replication (.J..; Heyraud et ai., 1993a; Heyraud-Nitschke et ai., 1995; Laufs et 
ai., 1995a; Stanley, 1995; Stenger et ai., 1991). Related nonanucleotide sequences have also 
been found in similar hairpin loop structures identified in nanoviruses, circoviruses, and a range 
of geminivirus associated DNAs, (Fig 1.2; Dry et ai., 1997; Mansoor et ai., 1999; Saunders et 
ai., 2000; Saunders and Stanley, 1999). The exact sequence of the nonanucleotide is not 
absolutely required in mastreviruses and it has been demonstrated that a MSV mutant possessing 
the sequence, TAATACTAC, is only slightly less fit than a wild-type virus (Schneider et ai., 
1992). 
Whereas the sequence of the stem is highly conserved amongst the begomoviruses, 
topocuviruses, and curtoviruses, substantial differences exist in the stem sequences found in the 
mastreviruses. While the stem loop structure is absolutely required for gemini virus replication 
(Laufs et ai., 1995a; Orozco and Hanley-Bowdoin, 1996), the sequence of the stem does not 
appear to be as crucial and only contributes to the efficiency of replication (Orozco and Hanley-
Bowdoin, 1996; Willment, 1999). There is, however, some confusion as to whether the 
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FIGURE 1.6 A schematic representation of the MSV-Ns long intergenic region (LlR). (A) The main 
landmarks within the LlR. These include a stem-lOOp structure and highly conserved nonanucleotide at 
the origin of (+) strand replication, iterated sequences (iterons) potentially involved with Rep recognition or 
binding to the LlR, TATA and GC-boxes boxes involved in gene transcription, and a region of static DNA 
curvature. (8) Initiation points of complementary and virion sense transcripts. (C) Possible positions of 
Rep binding within the LlR inferred by analogy to those detected in Wheat dwarf virus (WDV). (0) Minimal 
sequence requirements for MSV replication initiation and termination. The regions that contain replication 
specificity determinants (RSDs) most likely contain Rep binding sites analagous to those detected in 
WDV. Numbering is relative to the (+) strand replication initiation site. References are within the text. 
required for both initiation and termination of virion strand replication or whether it is only 
required for termination (Gutierrez, 1999, Heyraud et aI., 1993b, Kammann et at., 1991, Palmer 
and Rybicki, 1998). This confusion stems from the demonstration with wheat dwarf virus 
(WDV) that while iterated sequences found in the stem and a sequence resembling the conserved 
nonanucleotide are essential for initiating replication, the stem-loop structure is not explicitly 
required (Kammann et ai., 1991). There is, however, a rather fortuitous and apparently unique 
arrangement of nucleotides within the WDV LIR that enables replication initiation from a second 
site (Heyraud et ai., 1993b). It is therefore likely that WDV is an exceptional case and that the 
stem-loop is generally required for both initiation and termination of geminiviral replication. 
A sequence occurring between the TAT A box believed to direct Rep/ RepA transcription (Boulton 
et ai., 1991a) and the RepA initiation codon is directly repeated in the stem of the stem-loop (Fig 
1.6). This repeated sequence, called an iteron, occurs in all mastreviruses sequenced to date and 
ranges in size from 6 to 12 nucleotides for different viruses. By analogy with similar iterated 
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also believed to be involved in Rep binding (Arguello-Astorga et at., 1994a; Choi and Stenger, 
1996; Fontes et at., 1994a, b) . Electron microscopic visualisation of WDV Rep and RepA 
binding complexes and DNAse I footprinting studies have indicated that spherical Rep and Rep 
A oligomers comprising 8 molecules form -144 nucleotides upstream from the replication 
initiation site in the region of the 5' iteron (Castellano et at., 1999; Missich et at., 2000; Sanz-
Burgos and Gutierrez, 1998). These "C-complexes" are approximately the same size for both 
Rep and RepA and span -75 nucleotides (Missich et at., 2000). Unlike begomovirus Rep 
proteins (Fontes et at., 1992), WDV Rep also binds at both the stem loop to form an "0-
complex" and -90 nucleotides downstream from the replication initiation site to form a "V-
complex" (Castellano et at., 1999). While RepA also forms a V -complex its footprint is 10 
nucleotides smaller than that of the Rep V -complex. Whereas the WDV iteron upstream of the 
Rep initiation codon was encompassed by the DNAse I footprint of the Rep and RepA C-
complexes, the footprints of both their C and V-complexes encompassed the consensus 
sequence, GTGTGaN22_23GTG(G)TC (on the (+) sense strand at the site of the C-complex and on 
the (-) strand at the site of the V -complex), which Castellano et at. (1999) propose is the actual 
Rep recognition sequence. Only part of the consensus is present in the WDV stem sequence 
encompassed by the O-complex and it is believed that this may explain the low affinity with 
which this complex forms relative to the other two (Castellano et at., 1999). 
It is unknown whether similar Rep complexes form within the LIRs of MSV and other 
mastreviruses. Nucleotide sequence analysis of these other LIRs has not revealed any 
arrangements of directly and inversely repeated sequences analogous to the Rep recognition 
sequences found in the WDV LIR. It is worthwhile noting that there are quite substantial 
differences between WDV and MSV LIRs. Firstly, the LIR between the replication initiation site 
and RepA start codon in WDV is substantially larger (239 nucleotides) than the corresponding 
region in MSV (162 nucleotides in MSV-Ns). The distance between the RepA TATA box and 
the RepA proximal iteron is 43 nucleotides in WDV and only 22 in MSV. Secondly, relative to 
the RepA start codon, complimentary sense transcription in MSV can be initiated from three 
TATA boxes located at nucleotide positions -101, -62 and -57, whereas in WDV it can only be 
initiated from 2 overlapping TATA boxes at positions -131 and -129. Lastly, the distance 
between the WDV RepA proximal iteron and the -129 TATA box and replication initiation site is 
43 and 158 nuc1eotides respectively, whereas the distance between the iteron and -101 TATA box 
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Assuming that the Rep oligomer complexes forming on the LIR of MSV will be approximately 
the same size as those in WDV, a far greater proportion of the MSV LIR would be contained 
within these complexes than has been noted for WDV (Fig 1.6). A MSV C-Complex could 
conceivably cover all three of the RepA proximal TAT A boxes. While it is not possible to predict 
the exact position within the MSV LIR where Rep oligomer complexes might form, indirect 
evidence for the existence of C and 0 complexes has been obtained. Major and minor replication 
specificity determinants (RSDs) in MSV have been mapped to regions in the MSV LIR 
corresponding to the positions of the WDV C- and 0- complex sites, respectively (Fig 1.6; 
Willment, 1999). It is probable that these RSDs span sites of Rep binding in the vicinity of the 
MSV RepA proximal iteron and stem loop (Wi1lment, 1999). 
An approximately 80bp region of static DNA curvature between the stem-loop and the MP start 
codon has been identified in WDV (Suarez-Lopez et ai., 1995), MSV and other mastreviruses 
(Gutierrez et ai., 1995). The curvature is produced by a series of "A-T tracts" (Fig 1.4) which, 
on the (+) strand ofWDV, are comprised of groups of three to four repeated T residues separated 
from one another by between 7 and 17 nucleotides (Suarez-Lopez et ai., 1995). By analogy with 
demonstrations in other experimental settings (reviewed by Perez-Martin and de Lorenzo, 1997), 
it is believed that bending of this region may play a role in transcriptional regulation of 
mastrevirus virion sense genes (Castellano et ai., 1999). Besides the detection of Rep and/or 
RepA enhancement of virion sense gene expression (Collin et ai., 1996; Hofer et ai., 1992), it 
has been noted that the Rep V -complex spans 4 out of 6 of the A-T tracts in WDV (Castellano et 
ai., 1999). It is not inconceivable therefore that V-complex formation may influence virion 
sense gene transcription through alteration of DNA curvature within the V -sense promoter 
(Castellano et ai., 1999). 
In the absence of both Rep and RepA expression, the MSV virion sense gene promoter is only 
about 20% as strong in maize protoplasts as the CaMV35s promoter (FenolI et ai., 1988). The 
promoter required for optimal CP expression has been localised to a region 530 nuc1eotides 
upstream of the CP start codon (Fenoll et ai., 1988, 1990). This region, called the upstream 
activator sequence (VAS), includes the stem loop and two directly repeated GC boxes at the base 
of the stem proximal to the RepA start codon. One or two GC boxes at this position is a 
conserved feature of all the geminivirus genomes yet sequenced. In MSV, the region containing 
the GC boxes binds maize nuclear factors to the VAS and has been named the rightward 
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virion sense genes, it is also possible that rpe1 may recruit nuclear factors to this region for 
purposes of replication (Arguello-Astorga et al., 1994b). Nuclear factors bind non-cooperatively 
on opposite faces of the DNA helix to both of the MSV GC boxes (Fenoll et al., 1990). The 
importance of binding on opposite faces is probably not significant as there is only one box in 
PanSY whereas distances between the repeated boxes in SSV, CSMV and WDV differ and so 
therefore will the relative position of factor binding (Hughes et al., 1993; Palmer and Rybicki, 
1998). 
1.4.1.2 The short intergenic region 
A short intergenic region (SIR) exists between the termination co dons of the CP and Rep genes 
of all mastreviruses. Despite containing both the origin of (-) strand synthesis and the 
polyadenylation and termination signals of the virion and complementary sense transcripts (Fig 
1.7), the SIR has not been very thoroughly investigated. 
A small complementary sense primer-like molecule -80 nucleotides in size and of unknown 
origin has been found bound within the SIR of enapsidated MSV, WDV, Digitaria streak virus 
(DSV), Chloris striate mosaic virus (CSMV), and Tobacco yellow dwarf virus (TYDV) DNA 
(Donson et al., 1987; Donson et al., 1984; Andersen et al., 1988; Hayes et al., 1988; Morris et 
al., 1992). The 52 3' nucleotides of the primer binding site and 8 additional nucleotides past its 
3' end are, together with most of the LIR, the only sequences always present in naturally 
occurring MSV sUbgenomic DNAs (Fig 1.7; Billharz, Martin, and Rybicki unpublished) . At the 
onset of an infection, the primer molecule probably enables synthesis of a dsDNA replicative 
forms from newly uncoated (+) strand DNA. While it is possible that a similar primer is 
produced during active geminivirus replication (Gutierrez, 1999), its occurrence in virions may 
simply be a consequence of encapsidation prematurely arresting (-) strand synthesis (Donson et 
al., 1984). 
It appears as though altering the size of the SIR has an impact on the fitness of MSV. While 
addition or removal of small oligonucleotides within the SIR have been found to result in slight 
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FIGURE 1.7 A schematic representation of the short intergenic region (SIR) of MSV-Ns. Orange boxes 
indicate the positions of polyadenylation Signals for both virion and complementary sense transcripts. The 
primer binding site is the region of the SIR that binds a small complementary DNA molecule encapsidated 
within virions. The region conserved in MSV subgenomic DNAs is likely to contain the minimal origin of (-) 
strand replication. Rep terminates at slightly different positions in different MSV isolates. Numbering is 
relative to the (+) strand replication initiation site. References are within the text. 
pressure for reversion to near wild-type SIR size (Shen and Hohn, 1991). It is possible that subtle 
constraints on SIR size in autonomously replicating viruses are related to the mechanics of 
replication. Within a group of28 naturally occurring MSV subgenomic DNAs it was noted that a 
60 nucleotide portion of the SIR (52 of the nucleotides overlapping the 3 'portion of the primer 
binding site) and a 239 nucleotide portion of the LIR (from - 164 to 75 relative to the (+) strand 
origin of replication) were consistently present (Billharz, Martin, and Rybicki unpublished). 
However, the fewest number of nucleotides separating these two "core regions" was 112 
nucleotides 5' and 141 nucleotides 3' of the SIR core region, implying that a degree of spatial 
separation between the minimal LIR and SIR sequences may be requrred for efficient replication 
(Billharz, Martin, and Rybicki unpublished). 
Despite the overwhelming retention of an SIR core region amongst MSV subgenomic DNAs, the 
exact sequence requirements for the initiation of ( -) strand synthesis are almost certainly very lax. 
It has been demonstrated that replacing the SIR of the dicot infecting mastrevirus, Be YDV, with 
that ofMSV has only a slight effect on the ability of the chimeric BeYDV to replicate in tobacco 
protoplasts (Liu et al., 1999b). While the sequences of the MSV and Be YDV SIRs share 55% 
sequence identity, they only share 48% sequence identity in the core SIR region conserved in all 
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1.4.1.3 The complementary sense genes (Rep and RepA) 
All geminiviruses produce a replication initiator/associated protein (Rep) that is the only viral 
gene product that is absolutely required for replication (Elmer et a/., 1988; Hanley-Bowdoin et 
al., 1990; Hayes et al., 1989; Schalk et a/., 1989). In mastreviruses, RepA (the C1 ORF) and the 
C2 ORF (also called RepB), respectively encode the amino- and carboxy-terminal parts of Rep 
(Fig 1.2 and Fig 1.8; Mullineaux et al., 1990; Schalk et al., 1989). Because the C2 ORF lacks 
both a detectable transcript and a methionine start codon in all mastrevirus species except MSV, 
it is unlikely that it encodes any autonomous protein (Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). 
In MSV, complementary sense (C-sense) transcription can potentially be initiated from any of 
three TAT A boxes located 57, 62 and 101 nucleotides upstream from the RepA start codon (Fig 
1.6). Beginning at the same transcription initiation site, two C-sense transcripts (1.5Kb and 
1.2Kb; Fig 1.8B) are produced during MSV infections (Dekker et a/., 1991; Mullineaux et a!., 
1990). Splicing ofthe larger transcript removes an intron which permits expression of full length 
Rep from the two ORFs (Wright et al., 1997). Introns have also been directly demonstrated in 
the Rep genes ofDSV (Accotto et al., 1989), WDV (Schalk et al., 1989), and TYDV (Morris et 
al. , 1992). It is highly likely that analogous introns also occur in the Rep genes of all other 
mastreviruses so far sequenced. 
It is very probable, although as yet unproven in vivo, that RepA, a variant of Rep that is unique to 
the mastreviruses, is translated from both the unspliced 1.5Kb and the 1.2Kb C-sense transcripts 
(Dekker et a/., 1991; Mullineaux et a!., 1990; Gutierrez, 1999). If expressed in infected cells, 
MSV RepA would have the same N-termina1214 amino acid sequence as Rep, but would have a 
different C-terrninus (Fig 1.8C). Efficient replication of WDV in Triticum monococcum 
protoplasts with its native Rep replaced with an "intronless" cDNA of the spliced transcript has 
demonstrated that expression of Rep alone is sufficient for replication (Schalk et a/., 1989). 
While not absolutely required for replication, there is substantial evidence that RepA is a 
multifunctional protein with unique features (Table 1.2) that are required at different stages 
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FIGURE 1.8 The MSV-Ns RepA(C1) and C2 ORFs, their expression and the functional domains of their 
products. (A) The C-sense intron (in red) is bounded by donor and acceptor sites (DS and AS 
respectively) and contains a consensus branch point or lariat sequence (LS). Orange boxes represent 
potential C-sense transcript polyadenylation signals (PAS). At the 3' end of the C2 ORF are a series of 
sequences that are conserved between MSV-isolates and are potentially capable of forming stable stem-
loop structures (Donson et al., 1984). (8) Small (1) and large (2) C-sense transcripts are produced with 
20% of the large transcripts being spliced to produce the mRNAs from which Rep is expressed. RepA is 
potentially expressed from either long or short unspliced transcripts. (C) The sequence motifs and 
functional domains that have been detected in mastrevirus Reps (After Gutierrez, 1999). Note that no 
mastrevirus DNA binding domain has yet been mapped and the region indicated here is inferred by 
analogy to those mapped for begomovirus and curtovirus Reps (Choi and Stenger, 1995, 1996; Jupin et 
al., 1991). Also, there is currently no evidence that the GRAB binding activity of WDV's RepA is shared by 
MSV's RepA. Numbering of DNA is relative to the (+) strand replication initiation site. References are 
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The N-tenninal portions of Rep and RepA that are common to both proteins contain a number of 
conserved amino acid sequence motifs with either known, unknown or suspected activities (Fig 
1.8C). Three of these motifs, named l, II and ITl, were identified through their apparent 
conservation with those found in replication-associated proteins from ssDNA phages and 
plasmids that replicate via a rolling circle mechanism (Fig 1.3; Koonin and Ilyina, 1993). 
Whereas motif I has an unknown function, motif IT is possibly involved in binding Mn2+ or Mg2+ 
(Koonin and Ilyana, 1992; Laufs et al., 1995a) and motif III participates in DNA cleavage and 
linkage at the virion sense origin of replication (Laufs et al., 1995b). 
A motif similar to the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) binding motif found in a range of viral 
oncoproteins (Ludlow, 1993; Moran, 1993; Voesden, 1993) is found in the Rep and RepA 
proteins of most mastreviruses (Xie et aI., 1995). Whereas WDV and MSV RepA interact with 
human Rb proteins and a homologous maize Rb related protein (RbR) via this motif (Grafi et al., 
1996; Horvath et aI., 1998; Xie et al., 1996), it appears as though MSV and BeYDV Rep proteins 
do not interact with RbR (Horvath et al., 1998; Liu et al., 1999c). It is possible that the failure of 
these and possibly other mastreviral Rep proteins to interact with RbR, despite the presence of a 
binding motif, may be a consequence of the motif being obscured by protein folding (Horvath et 
aI., 1998; Gutierrez, 1999). 
Besides the ammo acid sequence motifs common to Rep and RepA, a number of domains 
potentially participating in the various activities of these proteins have been identified. It is 
highly likely that mastrevirus Rep and RepA proteins perfonn certain of their functions in an 
oligomerised fonn (Sanz-Burgos and Gutierrez, 1998; Missich et aI., 2000). A 13 amino acid 
region between the Rb binding domain and motif III has been implicated in Rep-Rep, RepA-
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While DNA recognition and binding domains have been mapped to the N-terminal 116 and 89 
amino acids of begomovirus (Jupin et al. , 1995) and curtovirus (Choi and Stenger, 1996) Rep 
proteins, respectively, the observed sequence-specific DNA binding activities of mastrevirus Rep 
and RepA (Castellano et al., 1999; Sanz-Burgos and Gutierrez, 1998; Missich et a/., 2000) are 
also likely to reside in this region (Fig 1.8C; Gutierrez, 1999). 
Besides sharing common amino acid sequence motifs and functional domains, Rep and RepA 
both have unique C-termini that potentially enable these proteins to perform very different roles 
in the life cycles of mastreviruses. Conserved amongst gemini virus Rep proteins (but not found 
in RepA) is a dNTP binding domain (also referred to as motif IV) with A and B motifs similar to 
those found in proteins with kinase and helicase activities (Fig 1.8C; Gorbalenya and Koonin, 
1989). It has been demonstrated that while in begomoviruses the motif has an associated ATPase 
activity that is apparently required for efficient replication (Desbiez et al., 1995; Hanson et al., 
1995), the motif is not required for the Rep-mediated nicking reaction at the (+) strand origin 
during replication (Heyraud-Nitschke et al., 1995). Although the exact purpose of the ATPase 
activity is uncertain, it is possible that the motif may have an associated helicase activity that is 
operational during replication (Breret et al., 1999; Desbiez et al., 1995) 
A regIOn with similarity to the DNA binding domains of the myb-related class of plant 
transcription factors is also conserved amongst all geminivirus Rep proteins and overlapping the 
dNTP binding motif (Hofer et a/., 1992). For MSV, the transactivation activity of this region has 
been demonstrated in yeast (Horvath et al., 1998) and it is conceivable that it may enable Rep to 
induce virion sense gene transcription (Hofer et a/., 1992; Zhan et aI., 1993) or else to directly 
transactivate expression of host genes during an infection (Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). 
Interestingly, full length Rep is unable to activate transcription in yeast reporter gene constructs, 
implying that the transactivation domain may be masked during protein folding. Such a masking 
effect has been detected for the ATF-2 transcription factor (Li and Green, 1996) and may regulate 
the transactivation activity of Rep by ensuring that the domain is only exposed following binding 
of Rep to appropriate host proteins (Horvath et aI, 1998). 
Associated with the unique C-terminus of MSV RepA is another transactivation domain with 
demonstrable activity in yeast (Fig 1.7C; Horvath et al., 1998). In WDV there is some evidence 
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transcription (Collin et ai., 1996). It is feasible that a domain in the C-terminal portion of RepA 
may be involved in this activity. 
Also unique to the C-terminus ofmastrevirus RepA proteins is a region that, in WDV at least, has 
been found to interact with a group of host GRAB (geminivirus RepA Qinding) proteins (Xie et 
aI., 1999). These GRAB proteins resemble members of a family of plant proteins containing a 
NAC (gon-apical-meristem, ATAF and CUC2 genes) domain. It appears that NAC proteins are 
involved in diverse plant developmental pathways and it is possible that RepA-GRAB binding 
may influence these pathways for the benefit of viral processes (Gutierrez, 2000). 
1.4.1.4 The virion sense genes (MP and CP) 
All mastrevirus genomes contain movement protein (MP) and coat protein (CP) genes that are 
absolutely required for systemic infection of host plants (Boulton et aI., 1989a; Lazarowitz et ai., 
. 1989; Woolston et ai., 1989). Whereas CP genes are similarly positioned in every geminivirus 
genome yet sequenced, the genomic location of NIP genes is more varied. Curtovirus and 
monopartite begomovirus genes with movement functions are found in the same position as that 
of mastreviruses but bipartite begomoviruses have two genes encoding MPs (MPB and NSP) on 
their DNA B components (Fig 1.2). Unlike the substantial amino acid sequence identities shared 
by all gemini virus CPs, the MPs of viruses in the different genera have no detectable sequence 
homology and it is a distinct possibility that they all have different evolutionary origins (Rybicki, 
1994). 
Transcription of the MSV virion sense genes is probably directed by two TATA boxes 26 and 
214 nucleotides upstream from the MP start codon (Wright et ai., 1997). Two co-terminal 
bicistronic transcripts are produced - a less abundant transcript initiated -145 upstream from the 
MP start within the stem sequence of the stem loop and a more abundant transcript initiated only 
1 nucleotide upstream from the MP start codon (Fig 1.9; Wright et ai., 1997). While it is 
probable that MP and CP can be expressed from both virion sense (V-sense) transcripts (Wright 
et ai., 1997), CP is generally present in infected cells at much higher concentrations than MP 
(Mullineaux et ai., 1988). In MSVand certain other mastreviruses, splicing of an intron within 
the MP portion of V -sense transcripts appears to be an important determinant of relative MP and 
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FIGURE 1.9 The MSV-Ns movement protein (MP) and coat protein (CP) genes, their expression and the 
functional domains of their products. (A) The MP intron is bounded by donor and acceptor sites (OS and 
AS respectively), and contains both a series of T-tracts and a consensus branch point or lariat sequence 
(LS). Shown in orange is the V-sense transcript polyadenylation signal (PAS). (8) Large (L) and small (S) 
V-sense transcript are produced with the small transcripts being more common. 10% of large and 50% of 
small transcripts are spliced. CP can be expressed from all transcripts but is most efficiently expressed 
from the spliced and unspliced small transcripts. MP can be expressed from large or small unspliced 
transcripts. (C) The known or suspected functional domains of MP and CP. The location of the MP intron 
corresponds directly with the suspected MP transmembrane domain. Numbering of DNA is relative to the 
(+) strand replication initiation site. References are within the text. 
that CP could be expressed from all spliced and unspliced V -sense transcripts, whereas MP could 
only be expressed from the unspliced transcripts. While it is unclear how the presence of the 
intron might impact CP expression, it has been suggested that it may act as an enhancer element 
analogous to introns used in cereal transgene expression cassettes (Wright et at., 1997; Palmer 
and Rybicki, 1998). 
It is likely that post translational modification of the MSV MP occurs since its apparent size of 
14kDa is larger than that predicted from its sequence (l0.9kDa; Dickinson et at., 1996). 
Mastrevirus MPs have a hydrophobic domain (Fig 1.8C) that may either facilitate their 
interaction with host cell membranes or be involved in homo- or hetero-oligomerisation with the 
CP (Boulton et at., 1993; Kotlizky et at., 2000). MPB, encoded by the begomovirus BCl gene 
(Fig 1.2), appears to be functionally similar to the mastrevirus MP in that both localise to the cell 
wall in infected plant cells, both probably interact with plasmodesmata to facilitate virus cell to 
cell movement and both have been shown to move from cell to cell (Dickinson et aI., 1996; 
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Squash leaf curl virus (SqLCV), is apparently involved in the fonnation of endoplasmic 
reticulum-derived cytoplasmic tubules in infected cells (Ward et al., 1997). However, no 
analogous structures have yet been observed in mastrevirus infected cells. 
The CP obviously oligomerises during capsid fonnation but the CP-CP interaction domains 
enabling oligomerisation have yet to be detennined for mastreviruses. The MSV CP binds both 
ds and ssDNA in a sequence non .. specific manner (Liu et al., 1997). Whereas the binding domain 
lies within the first 104 CP amino acids, the binding site probably falls between amino acids 5 -
22 (Fig 1.9C; Liu et al., 1997). In accordance with the identification of potential nuclear 
localisation signals within the N-terminal regions of all mastrevirus CPs (Fig 1.9C; Liu et al., 
1997), it has been demonstrated that MSV CP expressed in insect cells, tobacco protoplasts and 
maize cells is imported into the nuclei of these cells (Kotlizky et al., 2000; Liu et al., 1999a). 
Nuclear targeting of a transiently expressed CP has also been demonstrated in maize cells 
(Kolizky et ai., 2000). The DNA binding activity and nuclear localisation of the MSV CP may 
imply that it is functionally equivalent to the bipartite begomovirus nuclear shuttle protein (NSP 
encoded by BV1). Begomovirus NSPs are believed to shuttle viral DNA across nuclear 
membranes (Lazarowitz and Beachy, 1999). Interestingly, there is phylogenetic evidence that 
the begomovirus NSP gene (BV1) may have originated from an ancient geminivirus CP gene 
(Fig 1.2; Rybicki, 1994). 
1.4.2 Maize Streak Virus Infection of Maize 
1.4.2.1 Initiation of infection following leafbopper delivery of virions 
Very little infonnation is available on the stages of MSV infection between leafhopper delivery 
of virus particles into pennissive host plants and the onset of rolling circle replication in the 
nuclei ofpennissive cell types. Leafhoppers feed from both the mesophyll and phloem of healthy 
host plants (Mesfin et al., 1995). Virus particles delivered into the phloem of leaves are 
apparently transported within sieve tubes to regions removed from the leafhopper feeding site 
(peterschmitt et al., 1992; Storey, 1938). The ultimate destination of these particles remains to be 
detennined but a sufficient number move out of an inoculated leaf within a few hours to initiate a 
productive infection (Story, 1938). 
A MSV infection is presumably initiated when at least one virus particle enters a nucleated plant 
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can be initiated by entry of a particle into any nucleated cell or whether it requires that a particle 
enters a cell undergoing active division (Hanley-Bowdoin et al., 1999). It is also unknown 
whether infection of these first cells is by individual particles (completely monoclonal) or by 
groups of particles (potentially polyclonal). 
Once an individual virus particle is within a permissive cell it presumably uncoats either in the 
nucleus or in the cytoplasm. In the latter case, capsomeres or CP monomers derived from virion 
disassembly would probably bind to and transport the released DNA into the nucleus (Liu et aI., 
1999a). DNA released from virions is single stranded except for an approximately 80 nucleotide 
region in the SIR which is believed to be vital for priming the initiation of (-) strand DNA 
synthesis (Donson et al., 1984; Hayes et al., 1988). The short complementary nucleic acid 
molecule bound to the otherwise ssDNA is primer-like in that it is predominantly DNA but also 
contains a few ribonucleotides on its 5' end (Donson et al., 1984). While similar primer 
molecules have also been found in a number of other mastrevirus species (Andersen et al., 1988; 
Donson et al., 1987; Hayes et aI., 1988; Morris et al., 1992), the mechanism of their synthesis 
remains to be determined (Gutierrez, 1999). 
Synthesis of (-) strand to produce a dsDNA replicative form (RF) is believed to be initiated from 
the primer (Donson et aI., 1984; Hayes et aI., 1988). While this process is almost certainly 
exclusively host mediated, the enzymes and cofactors involved are unknown. It is assumed that 
no modification of host cell gene expression is required to convert the newly uncoated DNA into 
the dsDNA RF. It is therefore likely that in cells that are not actively dividing, constitutively 
expressed nick repair enzymes and cofactors are responsible for synthesising the (-) strand 
(palmer and Rybicki, 1998). As mentioned previously, however, it is currently unknown whether 
an infection can be initiated by invasion of a cell that is not actively dividing (Hanley-Bowdoin et 
al., 1999). 
The newly synthesised relaxed covalently closed dsDNA, called RFII, is most likely converted 
into a supercoiled form containing approximately 16 superhelical turns through interaction with 
histones from the host cell (Gutierrez, 1999; Hamilton et aI., 1982). Histone associated 
geminivirus mini-chromosomes have been detected for the begomovirus, AbMV (Abouzid et al., 
1988; Pilartz and Jeske, 1992) and it is probable that they also occur in all other geminivirus 
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the template from which the virus' genes are expressed and the starting point from which rolling 
circle replication can begin. (Gutierrez, 1999) . 
1.4.2.2 Preparation of the cellular environment for replication 
Besides an absolute dependence on Rep expression, geminivirus replication also relies on 
expression of the host cell's DNA replication machinery. The sequence of events within the 
nuclei of infected cells necessary for rolling circle replication (RCR) to occur are largely 
unknown, but Rep and probably RepA almost certainly playa central role in both the mechanics 
of the replication process and the preparation of the nuclear environment for replication to occur. 
Under normal healthy conditions, the DNA replication machinery of a plant cell is only expressed 
immediately before mitosis during the S-phase of the cell cycle. Potential requirements for cell 
cycle specific host factors during replication has been noted for both MSV and DSV. Replication 
levels of both these viruses correlate with the division state of their host cells (Accotto et ai., 
1993; Lucy et aI., 1996). However, MSV is not restricted to replicating in actively dividing cells 
(Lucy et ai., 1996) and a WDV based gene vector has been found to initiate replication 
independently of cell division (Timmermans et ai., 1992). 
In newly infected non-dividing cells, Rep and/or RepA may induce the expression of host 
enzymes and co factors required for rolling circle replication (RCR). Rep from the begomovirus, 
TGMV, is able to induce expression of proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) in differentiated 
cells (Nagar et ai., 1995). PCNA is the processivity factor of DNA polymerase 8 and its 
expression does not normally occur in cells that are not actively dividing. While this indicates 
that a gemini virus Rep is capable of inducing at least part of a differentiated host cell's 
replication machinery, the exact mechanism by which this induction occurs is unclear. 
Rep and/or RepA may either directly induce the promoters of certain host genes required for 
virus replication or they may interfere with cell cycle regulatory systems to indirectly induce the 
host genes required for virus replication (Gutierrez, 2000, Hanley-Bodoin et ai., 1999, Palmer 
and Rybicki, 1998). The C-terminal portion of all geminivirus Rep proteins share a substantial 
degree of sequence homology with the DNA binding domains of the myb-related class of plant 
transcription factors (Fig 1.8, Hofer et ai., 1992). Both the portion of Rep spanning this domain 
and an additional domain in the unique C terminus portion of Rep A have transactivation activity 
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RepA proteins may function as transcription factors that directly modify the expression of host 
genes, there is currently no evidence that they have this capacity 
There is, however, substantial evidence that geminivirus Rep and RepA proteins may interact 
with key components of host cell regulatory pathways to induce expression of host factors 
required for their replication. mastrevirus RepA proteins and begomovirus Rep proteins bind 
both human retinoblastoma (Rb) protein (Xie et at., 1995; Collin et at., 1996) and a maize 
retinoblastoma related (RbR) protein (Grafi et at., 1996; Horvath et at., 1998; Xie et at., 1996). 
In mammals, the Rb family of proteins control cell cycling by sequestering transcription factors 
necessary for entry of cells into the S-phase (Hamel et at., 1992; Lam and LaThangue, 1994). 
Mammalian viruses such as simian virus 40 (Ludlow, 1993), adenoviruses (Moran, 1993) and 
human papillomavirus (V oesden, 1993) encode gene products that bind Rb proteins via an Rb-
binding motif (Nevins, 1992). This Rb-binding results in the release of transcription factors that 
are necessary for expression of the DNA replication machinery of host cells (Hamel et at., 1992; 
Lam and La Thangue, 1994). The Rb-binding domains of these mammalian viruses closely 
resemble Rb-binding motifs found in most mastrevirus Rep and RepA proteins (Horvath et at., 
1998; Liu et at., 1999c; Xie et at., 1995). 
Besides interacting with RbR proteins, WDV RepA also interacts via its -170 C-terminus amino 
acids with a group of GRAB (geminivirus RepA Qinding) proteins (Xie et at., 1999). While these 
GRAB proteins have unknown functions, they share substantial sequence identity to a family of 
plant proteins containing the so-called NAC (gon-apical-meristem, AT AF and CUC2 genes ) 
domain (Xie et at., 1999). NAC domain proteins are involved in a variety of plant developmental 
pathways and it is conceivable that RepA interaction with GRAB proteins may be part of a 
second mechanism used by mastreviruses to modify cellular physiology to favour virus 
replication (Gutierrez, 2000). 
As yet there is no direct in vivo experimental evidence that mastrevirus Rep proteins are capable 
of altering host regulatory pathways to specifically favour viral replication. No mastrevirus 
induced host cell proliferation has yet been observed so it is unlikely that these viruses 
manipulate cell cycle controls to achieve total progression from G I-phase through S-phase to 
mitosis. Accordingly, S-phase associated factors such as H2b are not always detectable in cells 
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progression of the cell cycle into an S-phase like state in which only the DNA replication factors 
that these viruses require are expressed (Gutierrez, 2000). 
1.4.2.3 Replication 
Once RFI has been produced, sufficient quantities of Rep and RepA have been expressed, and the 
necessary host enzymes and co factors are available, RCR of virus genomes can begin (Fig 1.10). 
During the coarse of replication in tomato golden mosaic virus (TGMV) infected Nicotiana 
benthamiana cells, it has been demonstrated that substantial alteration of nuclear architecture 
occurs. Whereas virus DNA accumulates within the centre of nuclei as variably sized inclusions, 
host chromosomal DNA is often condensed and excluded to the periphery of nuclei. Under these 
conditions, however, host genes can still be transcribed and there is also evidence that host DNA 
is replicated (Bass et aI., 2000; Hanley-Bowdoin et ai., 1999). 
During replication Rep functions as a site and strand specific endonuclease (Heyraud-Nitschke et 
ai., 1995; Laufs et ai., 1995a). Within the minimal origin of WDV replication (Sanz-Burgos and 
Gutierrez, 1998), Rep oligomers comprising 6 to 8 molecules (Sanz-Burgos and Gutierrez, 1998) 
bind with low affinity at the stem of the stem-loop sequence (O-complex) and with high affinity 
~ 140 nucleotides upstream from the (+) strand replication initiation site (C-complex; Castellano 
et ai., 1999). It is possible that Rep binding at the stem sequences in RF DNA is required for 
extrusion of the stem-loop in a manner similar to that which occurs during DNA binding and 
replication initiation in dsDNA plasmids such as pT811 (Noirot et ai., 1990). While it is feasible 
that different Rep molecules within a single Rep oligomer bind the C and 0 sites to produce a 
higher order O:C complex at the origin (Gutierrez, 1999), an O-complex alone is capable of 
nicking the (+) strand between the last T and A residues of the invariant nonanucleotide (+) 
strand origin sequence (TAATATT .J.AC; Castellano et ai., 1999; Laufs et ai., 1995a; Stanley, 
1995). The initiation reaction involves nucleophilic attack on the phosphodiester bond between 
the T and A nucleotides by the OH-group of a conserved tyrosine residue within the RCR III 
motif (Fig 1.8) of a Rep molecule within the OIO:C complex (Laufs et ai., 1995b). The Rep 
molecule conducting the nicking reaction remains attached at the 5' end of the nicked strand, 
while the 3' OH-terminus is used as a primer for synthesis of a new plus strand (Laufs et ai., 
1995b). The new strand is synthesised by host replication proteins and displaces the parental (+) 
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FIGURE 1.10 Summary of the MSV infection process. Early during an infection following the synthesis of 
a dsDNA replicative form (RF; 1) RepA is most likely expressed and induces a cellular state in which viral 
DNA replication can occur (2). Rep is also expressed early and rolling circle replication begins (3). At a 
later point in the infection process, following genome amplification and possibly Rep and/or RepA 
induction of the V-sense promoter, MP and CP are expressed (4) and movement and encapsidation occur 
(5). Represented here is movement of unencapsidated ssDNA but it should be noted that it is possible 
that dsDNA and/or encapsidated ssDNA may also be moved either cell to cell or systemically within the 
phloem of plants. Whereas the involvement of MSV CP and MP in movement has been demonstrated 
(Kotlizky et al., 2000; Liu et al., 1997, 1999a), the mechanics of the process are obscure and certain 
details have been borrowed from a cell to cell movement model proposed for the begomovirus, SqLCV 
(Lazarowitz and Beachy, 1999; Qin et al., 1998). While the probable timing of events is indicated, it is 
unlikely, for example, that absolutely no MP and CP expression occurs during the earlier stages of the 
infection process. ssDNA is represented by blue lines, dsDNA by bold black lines and RNA by orange 
lines. References are within the text 
activity, indicating that these and other geminivirus Rep proteins may also have a helicase 
activity that is operational during this phase of (+) strand replication (Breret et al., 1999; Desbiez 
et al., 1995). 
By analogy with other rollingcirc1e replicons, it is believed that release of the old (+) strand 
probably occurs by one of two mechanisms (Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). The first potential 
mechanism is continuous. Following completion of the new (+) strand the newly synthesised 
nonanuc1eotide at the origin of replication is nicked by a second Rep molecule - possibly another 
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old strand. This Rep molecule acts as a terminase by becoming covalently linked with the 5' AC 
end of the newly nicked nonanucleotide and the phosphoryl group of the displaced strand is 
transferred from the initial Rep's active site tyrosine to the newly generated 3'OB to 
simultaneously recircularise and release the old (+) strand. The second potential mechanism is 
discontinuous. Closing and release of the old (+) strand is mediated by a non-tyrosine residue in 
the active site of the same Rep protein and re-initiation of the next cycle of replication is 
mediated by a different molecule (palmer and Rybicki 1998). 
Once released, it is assumed that a site within the SIR of the old (+) strand must become the 
substrate of a priming event which will enable synthesis of a new (-) strand. As mentioned 
previously, the origin of the primer molecule associated with encapsidated mastrevirus DNA is 
unknown but the presence of a few ribonucleotide monophosphates on its 5' end indicates that its 
synthesis is probably initiated within the SIR by a host DNA primase (Gutierrez, 1999). Its 
length of -80 nucleotides is a mystery and is possibly due to initial extension of the RNA primer 
by a DNA polymerase complex with limited processivity (Gutierrez, 1999). During active 
replication, it is also feasible that there is no break in primer DNA extension around nucleotide 
80 and that the small RNNDNA primer observed in encapsidated DNA is the result of primer 
extension being arrested by encapsidation (Donson et ai., 1984). No primer molecule associated 
with (-) strand synthesis has yet been detected in any of the other geminivirus genera and it would 
follow that for viruses in these genera to successfully initiate an infection they must be delivered 
into cell types actively expressing a DNA primase. It is possible that the presence of an 
encapsidated primer molecule in mastreviruses is an evolutionary adaptation enabling these 
viruses to initiate new infections in terminally differentiated cell types that do not express DNA 
primases. 
During RCR, a newly released (+) strand has three possible fates which are largely determined by 
the stage during the replication process when it is released. Early on during replication it is 
highly likely that it will be converted into another RF DNA in order to maintain an exponential 
increase in viral DNA accumulation. Later on, however, an increasing number of released (+) 
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1.4.2.4 Regulation of the infection process 
It is unknown whether discreet switches between replication, movement, and encapsidation occur 
within a cell at certain stages during the infection process. To operate successfully, such 
switches require mechanisms whereby the virus is able to "perceive" the appropriate stages 
during an infection when different activities should occur. Conceivably, these switches could 
operate at the levels of viral gene transcription, post-transcriptional mRNA processing, and post-
translational modification of gene products. While advances have been made in identifying the 
gemini viral gene products and genes that may interact to control virus infections within host 
cells, very little is known about how these interactions converge to control the infection process. 
The multiple activities that have been determined for geminivirus Rep proteins and mastrevirus 
RepA proteins (Table 1.2) indicate that they are the viral gene products that completely control 
and direct viral replication. Tight self regulation of Rep and/or RepA expression could be the 
central mechanism by which gemini viruses control their life cycles within host cells. Through its 
involvement in replication, Rep is directly responsible for multiplying the copy number of its 
own gene. Once replication commences the number of Rep genes available for expression will, 
for a time at least, increase exponentially. Despite gene expansion, Rep transcripts are relatively 
rare in infected cells (Wright et al., 1997), indicating that Rep expression is probably tightly 
controlled. It has been demonstrated that mastrevirus, begomovirus, and curtoviruses Rep 
proteins (Akbar Behjatnia et al., 1998; Fontes et al., 1992, 1994b; Sanz-Burgos and Gutierrez, 
1998) and mastrevirus RepA protein  (Missich et al., 2000) bind near TATA boxes that direct 
Rep transcription. Because it has been demonstrated for begomoviruses that Rep is capable of 
repressing its own promoter (Eagle et al., 1994; Sunter et al. 1993), it has been proposed that Rep 
binding may interfere with the initiation of Rep transcription (Arguello-Astorga et al., 1994a, b). 
While this would provide an obvious negative feedback mechanism whereby constant Rep 
expression levels could be retained in the face of massive Rep gene expansion, in mastreviruses 
there is no evidence that Rep is able to auto-regulate its own expression. Although there is 
evidence that RepA expression down-regulates replication (Collin et al., 1996), the mechanism 
by which this is achieved remains unknown. 
Because Rep and RepA have different activities in mastreviruses it has been suggested that 
mechanisms altering the relative proportions in which they are expressed may control the 
progression of the infection cycle from replication initiation through to movement and 
encapsidation (Wright et al., 1997; Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). In mastreviruses two 
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the other tenninates within the SIR (Fig 1.8B; Dekker et ai., 1991; Mullineaux et al., 1990). 
Whereas only RepA could be expressed from the smaller transcript, both Rep and RepA could be 
expressed from the larger one. Because the larger transcript must first be spliced to enable Rep 
expression, one obvious way of modulating the relative amounts of Rep and RepA that are 
produced may be through control of intron splicing (Wright et al., 1997). There is, however, 
anecdotal evidence that the mechanism controlling the relative amounts of Rep and RepA 
expressed may operate at the level of transcription. Mutational analysis of the three TAT A boxes 
101, 62, and 57 nucleotides upstream from the RepA start codon in MSV-Ns indicated that 
transcripts initiated from the two TATA boxes closest to the start codon were predominantly of 
the shorter type (personal communication with M. 1. Boulton, 1997, cited by Palmer and Rybicki, 
1998). In MSV, the exact positions of Rep and RepA oligomer binding within the LIR have yet 
to be detennined but it is possible that Rep and or RepA binding in the proximity of the -101 
TATA box may force the initiation ofC-sense transcription from -57 or -62 TATA boxes. In so 
doing RepA and/or Rep C-complex fonnation may enhance the expression of RepA while at the 
same time inhibiting the expression of Rep. 
One might expect that during replication, MP and P expression levels will also increase as a 
result of gene amplification. While this probably does occur (palmer and Rybicki, 1998), there is 
evidence that the expression of MP and CP may also be enhanced at an appropriate point during 
the infection process by the interaction of Rep and/or RepA with the virion sense (V -sense) 
promoter. In the mastreviruses, WDV and CSMV, it has been observed that Rep may mediate 
transactivation of the V-sense promoter (Hofer et ai., 1992; Zhan et ai., 1993). It has also been 
shown in WDV constructs unable to express RepA, that the activity of the V -sense promoter is 
far lower than in constructs retaining the potential to express RepA (Collin et al., 1996). · Both 
Rep and RepA oligomer complexes of WDV have been found to assemble immediately upstream 
of the TAT A box that is believed to initiate MP and CP transcription (Fig 1.6; Castellano et al., 
1999; Missich et ai., 2000). It is possible that transactivation domains in Rep and/or RepA may 
play a role in enhancing V -sense transcription following complex fonnation (Horvath et al., 
1998; Castellano et aI, 1999; Missich et ai., 2000). It is also possible that the mechanism by 
which the Rep and/or RepA binding complexes may regulate V -sense gene transcription is 
related to their covering 4 of 6 A-T tracts upstream of the MP start (Fig 1.6). The tracts, believed 
to confer static curvature of the DNA in this region, are possibly involved in transcriptional 
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feasible that Rep and/or RepA V -complexes may enhance expression of the V -sense genes 
(Castellano et ai., 1999). 
The relative proportions of MP and CP expressed may also be vital in detennining the specific 
times at which movement and encapsidation occur during the infection process. Whereas CP can 
be expressed from both spliced and unspliced versions of a long and short V -sense transcript, MP 
can only be expressed from the two unspliced transcripts (Fig 1.9; Wright et ai., 1997). If Rep 
and RepA V-complexes form on the LlR at similar positions to those that occur in WDV 
(Castellano et aI., 1999; Missich et ai., 2000), they may potentially alter the ratio of long and 
short V -sense transcripts produced by preventing formation of the larger transcript. In vitro 
expression assays have indicated that whereas MP is apparently expressed with similar 
efficiencies from both long and short unspliced transcripts, CP is expressed at higher levels from 
the spliced and unspliced short transcripts (Wright et aI., 1997). Additional regulation of relative 
MP-CP expression levels might be achieved through differential transcript splicing (Wright et ai., 
1997). Apart from decreasing the amount of transcript available for MP expression (50% of the 
smaller transcript and 10% of the larger transcript is spliced), it is also possible that splicing of 
the MP intron may greatly enhance CP expression in vivo (palmer and Rybicki, 1998; Wright et 
ai., 1997). 
Future models describing the dynamics of mastrevirus replication from the initiation of infection 
through to late stages of the infection process will need to reconcile all of the regulatory activities 
of RepA and Rep. Of particular importance is information regarding the expression of RepA at 
different stages during infection. While RepA is possibly involved in preparing the cellular 
environment for replication early during the infection process, it apparently also directly 
influences viral replication levels (Collin et ai., 1996) and is potentially active in the 
transactivation of CP and MP expression during the later stages of infection (Collin et ai., 1996; 
Horvath et aI., 1998; Zhan et aI., 1993). If all these RepA activities are confirmed in vivo, it will 
imply that the mechanism that regulates RepA expression (transcriptional, post-transcriptional 
intron splicing) or activity (post-tratanslational modification) is likely to be the "master control" 
of the entire infection process. 
1.4.2.5 Encapsidation and movement from cell to cell 
Apart from being the primary location of replication, the nucleus is also the site of virus particle 
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underway, increasing nuclear concentrations of CP result in the accumulation of ssDNA (Boulton 
et al., 1989a; Lazarowitz et aI., 1989). CP molecules in the nucleus possibly bind (+) strands 
released during RCR and arrest the synthesis of new RF DNAs (Dons on et aI., 1984). There is 
apparently no encapsidation signal within geminivirus genomes and it is possible that any circular 
ssDNA of an appropriate size will be encapsidated (Mansoor et al., 1999; Saunders and Stanley, 
1999). MSV (+) strands, each with an attached -80 nucleotide primer molecule (Donson et al., 
1984), are packaged into particles that congregate to form large paracrystalline nuclear inclusions 
(pinner et al., 1993). Crystalline arrays of MSV particles have also been detected outside nuclei 
within physiologically active phloem companion cells, and inside the vacuoles of dead and dying 
cells within chlorotic lesions (pinner et al., 1993). 
At some point in the infection process after the onset of replication and probably before the 
completion of encapsidation, viral DNA must be moved into neighbouring cells. The 
mechanistic details of this process are still obscure but in MSV it appears to involve both the CP 
and MP (Boulton et al., 1989a; Kotlizky, et aI., 2000; Lazarowitz et aI., 1989). 
The movement functions of the CP may involve both its stimulation of ssDNA accumulation and 
its activity as a nuclear localised ss and dsDNA binding protein. While it has been observed that 
MSV CP mutants fail to accumulate ssDNA (Boulton et aI., 1989a; Lazarowitz et al., 1989), it is 
unknown whether this is due to lack of ssDNA sequestration within capsids or whether the 
mutants lack a specific genetic switch that shifts the infection process from replication to ssDNA 
accumulation (Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). Lack of encapsidation would almost certainly account 
for a decrease in the amount of ssDNA in infected nuclei. However, curtovirus and begomovirus 
encoded proteins other than the CP are also involved in ssDNA accumulation (Jeffrey et al., 
1996; Padidam et al., 1996; Rigden et aI., 1993) which suggests that, outside the context of 
encapsidation, the accumulation of ssDNA may be an important aspect of the gemini viral 
infection process (Ingham et aI., 1995; Jeffery et al., 1996; Padidam et al., 1999b). Although cell 
to cell movement of geminivirus genomes as both ssDNA and dsDNA apparently occurs in 
certain species (Noueiry et al., 1994; Rojas et aI., 1998), most of the evidence currently available 
supports the view that ssDNA is the most common form in which geminiviruses move their 
genomes (Fig 1.10; Padidam et aI., 1999b; Pascal et aI., 1994; Rojas et al., 1998; Sanderfoot et 
al., 1996). While it is possible that the MSV CP initiates the onset of cell to cell movement by 
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and virus movement has only been established for the begomoviruses (Padidam et aI., 1999b; Qin 
et at., 1998). 
The second proposed movement function of the MSV CP is that it is directly involved in the 
transport of MSV DNA between cells. Based on observations that the CP binds both ds and 
ssDNA (Liu et at., 1997) and is capable of transporting this DNA into nuclei (Liu et at., 1999a), 
it has been suggested that it may be the functional equivalent of the bipartite begomovirus nuclear 
shuttle protein (NSP; encoded by BV1; Fig 1.2). NSP, which is also nuclear localised and binds 
both ss and dsDNA, is believed to mediating the movement of ssDNA into and out of nuclei 
(Rojas et at., 1998; Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995; Sanderfoot et at., 1996; Ward and 
Lazarowitz, 1999). 
Similar parallels have been drawn between the movement functions of the mastrevirus MP and 
the movement functions of the bipartite begomovirus MPB (encoded by BC1; Fig 1.2). Both 
types of MPs localise to the cell wall in infected cells, interact with plasmodesmata, and have the 
ability to move independently from cell to cell (Dickinson et at., 1996; Kotlizky et at., 2000; 
Noueiry et aI., 1994; Pascal et at., 1993). Interaction between MP and CP of mastreviruses 
(Kotlizky, et at., 2000) is also paralleled by interactions between the MPB and NSP of 
biparpartite begomoviruses (Schaffer et at., 1995; Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995; Sanderfoot 
et at., 1996). While the MPB of SqLCV has been shown to bind NSP and move it across cell 
walls (Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995; Sanderfoot et aI., 1996), MSV's MP is apparently also 
able to interact with and redirect CP from the nucleus to the cell periphery (Kotlizky, et aI., 
2000). 
There are currently two proposed models of bipartite begomovirus movement. The first model is 
based on studies of the movement of the phloem limited virus, SqLCV. During the early stages 
of replication, CP in the nucleus binds (+) strand DNA and removes it from the replication pool. 
CP binding at this stage does not result in encapsidation because CP concentrations early during 
replication are too low for capsid formation (Qin et aI., 1998). Viral NSP moving between the 
cytoplasm and nucleus binds accumulated viral ssDNA in the nucleus and displaces the CP 
molecules (Qin et aI., 1998). NSP molecules complexed with viral ssDNA (ssDNA:NSP) move 
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Sanderfoot et at., 1996; Ward and Lazarowitz, 1999) 
and, while in the cytoplasm, are bound by MPB. MBP transports the ssDNA:NSP complex 
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1994; Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995; Lazarowitz and Beachy, 1999). As infection in the first 
cell progresses, however, the concentration of CP in the nucleus eventually becomes sufficient 
for encapsidation to occur. Once encapsidation takes place ssDNA is no longer available for NSP 
binding and movement to surrounding cells ceases. By the time that this happens, however, 
transmission of virus genomes into every adjacent cell has already occurred (Qin et ai., 1998). 
A second, less developed model has been proposed to describe the movement of BDMV - a 
begomovirus which is not phloem limited. The major differences between this and the first 
model is that it describes the movement of both ss and dsDNA during which MPB interacts 
directly with the vial DNA. In this model, NSP recognises and binds both ss and open circular 
dsDNA in a size and form dependent manner (Rojas et ai., 1998). Because mutants displaying 
dramatic decreases in ssDNA accumulation suffer little or no fitness loss (Azzam et ai., 1994; 
Ingham et ai., 1995), it is proposed that, in BDMV at least, dsDNA is the predominant form in 
which genomes are moved (Noueiry et ai., 1994; Rojas et ai., 1998). Following movement into 
the cytoplasm, the viral ds/ssDNA is transferred from NSP to MPB and the DNA:MPB complex 
moves through the cytoplasm and across the cell wall into a neighbouring cell (Rojas et ai., 
1998). 
While it is feasible that similar mechanisms of cell to cell movement may occur in mastreviruses, 
important differences between the movement of these viruses and begomoviruses are likely to 
exist. MSV, like BDMV, is not phloem limited and the ds and ssDNA binding activity of the 
MSV CP superficially resembles that of BDMV's NSP. It is, however, very unlikely that the 
BDMV model of moveme t will be applicable to MSV movement because, unlike the BDMV 
MPB, the MSV MP does not bind DNA (Liu et ai., 1997). Another important difference between 
mastreviral and begomoviral movement, is that the mastrevirus CP will need to simultaneously 
perform the movement functions of the begomovirus NSP and CPo While the MSV CP binds 
MSV DNA (Liu et ai., 1997) and is able to mediate its transport into the nucleus (Liu et ai., 
1999a), its ability to act as a nuclear shuttle protein has not yet been proven. 
Besides requiring the co-ordinated interactions of viral gene products and DNA, the successful 
movement ofMSV genomes from infected to uninfected cells is strongly dependent on the extent 
of plasmodesmatal connections between neighbouring cells (Lucy et ai., 1996). Also, successful 
delivery of viral DNA into uninfected cells does not guarantee infection will occur. In maize, it 
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1996; Pinner et al., 1993). For example, in maize leaves the virus infects all photosynthetic cell 
types (e.g. mesophyll and bundle sheath cells) but despite abundant plasmodesmata! connections 
between photosynthetic, epidermal and parenchyma cells, MSV is only rarely detectable in the 
latter two cell types (Lucy et al., 1996). 
It is unknown whether systemic movement of gemini viruses within plants simply relies on 
normal cell to cell movement to deliver genomic DNA into the phloem, or whether viral DNA is 
specifically packaged for long distance transport. It is possible that cell to cell movement might 
involve unencapsidated ss or dsDNA but that long distance movement in the phloem might 
require encapsidation (Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). However, leafhopper feeding experiments 
have determined that no virus acquisition occurs unless leafhoppers feed directly on symptomatic 
tissues (Peterschmitt et aI., 1992; Storey, 1928). This is interesting because MSV CP is 
detectable at low levels in the asymptomatic leaf tissues of infected plants (Peterschmitt et al., 
1992) indicating that movement of MSV throughout the plant is possibly in a form that is not 
transmissible. While it may be that leafhopper transmission requires that MSV particles form 
crystalline complexes to survive the ingestion process, it is also possible that the CP detected in 
asymptotic tissues is in the form of unencapsidated CP:DNA complexes in the process of 
movement. 
In MSV -infected maize, the correlation between patterns of virus accumulation and translocation 
pathways between tissues is strong evidence that long distance movement occurs via phloem 
elements (Lucy et al., 1996). It is believed that MSV is incapable of invading the root apical, 
shoot apical and reproductive meristems due to the absence of developed vasculature in these 
tissues (Lucy et al. , 1996). It is also noteworthy that in all maize organs except the leaves, MSV 
infection is almost completely restricted to the vasculature (Lucy et aI., 1996; Pinner et al., 1993). 
There is a degree of correlation between MSV replication and the expression of the mitosis-
specific histone gene, H2b, in the developing vasculature and it is therefore possible that infection 
of host cells in all organs except the leaves requires active cell division (Lucy et aI., 1996). 
Within the shoot apex, MSV first enters developing leaves at approximately plastochron five. 
While the virus is restricted to the developing leaf vasculature before plastochron 12, it is likely 
that the development of metaphloem elements at approximately plastochron 12 provides an 
opportunity for MSV to escape the vasculature into the photosynthetic cells of the leaf. 
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loading of photoassimilates once the leaf emerges from the whorl. Before emergence, however, 
the developing photosynthetic tissues are still net importers of photoassimilates and the virus 
most likely moves into these cells through their plasmodesmatal connections with the 
metaphloem (Lucy et al., 1996). 
While MSV replication apparently ceases within mature leaf sheaths, it continues indefinitely 
within the infected cells of leaf laminae (Lucy et a!., 1996). Because there is obviously an upper 
limit to the amount of encapsidated genomes that a single nucleus can contain, indefmite 
replication of MSV in maize leaves implies that genomes must either be constantly exported or 
degraded within these cells. Given that MSV in the leaf preferentially infects photosynthetic 
cells, it is very interesting that replication in these cells neither ceases nor correlates with H2b 
expression (Lucy et al., 1996). The features of photosynthetic leaf cells that make them more 
sensitive to MSV infection than surrounding epidermal and parenchyma cells, and enable stable 
long term MSV replication in the absence of host cell division certainly warrant further study. 
On the leaves, the pattern of chlorotic streak-like lesions that characterises MSV infections is 
directly correlated with the pattern of virus accumulation within the leaves (Lucy et al., 1996) 
and the virus can only be acquired by leafhoppers from these lesions (peterschmitt et al., 1992; 
Storey, 1928). The degree of chlorosis that occurs within lesions is MSV strain-dependent and is 
related to different degrees of infection-induced chloroplast malformation (pinner et a!., 1993). It 
is interesting that while leafhoppers generally feed from the phloem sieve tubes of hosts such as 
Digitaria sanguinalis, . they mainly feed on the mesophyll cells of maize plants (Mesfin et al., 
1995). In an infected maize leaf, virus particles are undetectable in phloem sieve tubes whereas 
they occur at high concentrations within mesophyll cells (Lucy et al., 1996) and it is possible that 
colonisation by MSV of photosynthetic cells in host species such as maize is an evolutionary 
adaptation to leafhopper feeding behaviour. 
1.5 PROJECT AIMS 
If the work that is about to be described in this thesis could be said to have had a single major 
objective it was the attempted marriage of traditional plant pathological and molecular biological 
approaches to improve our understanding of why MSV, a remarkably simple organism, is the 
most significant pathogen of Africa's most important food crop. Because very little is currently 
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genotypes, an obvious starting point for this proj ect was an investigation of the molecular 
diversity and pathogenicity in maize of MSV isolates from different parts of Africa. At the 
beginning of the study, no fully quantitative methods for rapidly assessing the pathogenicity of 
MSV isolates were available and the first goal of the project was therefore to develop a rapid, 
accurate and precise means of quantifying MSV symptoms. Towards this end an image analysis 
system making use of specifically written analysis software was devised to enable the automated 
and objective quantification of chlorotic areas on the leaves ofMSV infected maize. The system 
was then rigorously tested for its ability to accurately and precisely assess symptoms in the hands 
of different users. 
Having developed an accurate and precise means of determining chlorotic areas on the leaves of 
MSV infected maize plants, the next goal of the project was to devise a means of evaluating the 
virulence of cloned MSV isolates. Apart from being useful for the assessment of MSV virulence, 
it was realised that such a technique would also be of great potential value to maize breeders 
involved in producing MSV resistant genotypes. During this part of the study it was discovered 
that techniques used to construct agroinfectious MSV clones could influence both the infectivity 
of clones and the initial severity of the infections they produced. For testing the virulence of 
cloned MSV isolates it was therefore necessary to identify measures of symptom severity that 
were not influenced by the manner in which agroinfectious clones were constructed. 
The MSV diversity aspect of this project was carried out as part of a long-term ongoing study 
investigating the diversity of MSV isolates infecting maize and other grass species from different 
parts of Africa. For descriptive purposes, a classification system for MSV isolates was devised 
and the prevalence of isolate groupings in maize and non-maize hosts in different regions of 
Africa was used as a basis for the selection of 12 MSV isolates for cloning and full genomic 
sequencing. Together with 10 previously described African streak virus isolates, the relative 
virulence of 22 virus isolates in maize was determined using the MSV symptom evaluation 
technique developed earlier in the study. While the main aim of this part of the project was 
identification of groups of MSV isolates that are most virulent in maize, it also culminated in the 
discovery of new MSV strains and yielded evidence of extensive recombination both amongst 
MSV isolates, and between MSV isolates and other African streak virus species. Because 
existing recombination analysis software was very poorly suited to the detection of both intra-
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Continuing with the recombination and MSV pathogenicity themes, the final aim of this project 
was to identify the genomic features of extremely virulent MSV isolates that were responsible for 
their elevated fitness in maize. To achieve this, a series of chimaeric viruses were constructed 
that contained genomic components of three less pathogenic virus isolates mixed with those of a 
highly virulent isolate. Apart from identifying pathogenicity determinants by analysing the 
virulence of the chimeras, a secondary aim of this part of the project was to determine the degree 
to which the different components of a MSV genome rely on co-evolved sequences in other 
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ABSTRACT 
The use of computer assisted image analysis techniques for the objective quantification of maize 
streak virus (MSV) symptoms in Zea mays was investigated. Comparisons were made between 
independent duplicate evaluations of chlorotic lesion areas occurring on MSV infected leaves 
using visual assessment, a commercial image analysis system, and a custom image analysis 
system employing software developed specifically for this study. Relative to visual assessments of 
disease severity, computer assisted image analysis employing both the commercial and custom 
systems provided significant enhancements in the accuracy and precision of chlorotic area 
estimations. The commercial image analysis system afforded no significant improvement in 
precision or accuracy over the custom system. An important advantage of examining images using 
the custom-written software was that the software permitted a high degree of analysis automation. 
Digitised images of maize leaves could be automatically analysed by the custom software five 
times faster than and with the same precision and accuracy as when the same images were 
analysed with the commercial software. Because of the flexibility of the image analysis techniques 
described they should be applicable to the measurement of symptom severity in other plant host-
pathogen combinations. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Quantification of disease severity is central to the evaluation of gross host-pathogen interactions in 
plant pathology and breeding. Methods used in the quantification of disease severity should 
ideally be simple, cheap, fast, flexible, precise, and accurate. Currently employed methods of 
symptom assessment for many plant diseases are either qualitative or only semi-quantitative and 
often rely heavily on visual assessment by a single scorer. While many of these techniques have 
been successfully employed in the assessment of disease control practices and the identification of 
disease resistant plant varieties, various studies have demonstrated the unreliability of the human 
eye for the objective determination of symptoms (Horsfall and Barratt, 1945; Lindow and Webb, 
1983; Parker et al., 1995; Sherwood et al., 1983). These studies have found that data based on 
visual assessment of disease symptoms are inaccurate when percentages of leaf injury are close to 
50% (Horsefall and Barratt, 1945) and contain biases correlated with the numbers (Sherwood et 
aI., 1983), areas (Parker et al., 1995, Sherwood et al., 1983), and shapes of disease lesions (Lindow 
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Almost since their inception, personal computers have been employed in the analysis of plant 
disease severity (Blanchette, 1982; Lindow and Webb, 1983). The response of a video camera to 
incident light is unaffected by amounts of disease injury, and objective computational 
quantification of diseased areas is not prone to biases related to lesion number and shape (Lindow 
and Webb, 1983). Many commercial image analysis and processing systems, often backed by 
powerful software, are currently available and are being extensively used in plant disease 
assessment (Kokko et al., 1993; Newton, 1989; Price et al., 1993; Shaw and Royle, 1989). An 
important factor in the use of these dedicated systems is, however, their high cost. Depending on 
the complexity of the disease assessment task at hand, cheap alternative protocols may be devised 
using the personal computers and digital image capture equipment commonly found in many 
laboratories and homes (Kampmann and Hansen, 1993; Lindow and Webb, 1983; Sah and 
Fehrmann, 1992). Useful in this regard is the availability, via the Internet, of a wealth of relatively 
sophisticated image processing and analysis software that is in most cases inexpensive and often 
free. 
For purposes of assessing the MSV resistance of individual maize plants, breeders have developed 
and currently use a semi-quantitative five- to twelve-point symptom severity rating systems 
(Barrow, 1992; Efron et al., 1989; Govinden and Rummun, 1996; Rodier et al., 1995; Van 
Rensburg et al., 1991). However, because the MSV pathology studies that were to be carried out 
during this project would require more precise evaluation of symptoms in differentially resistant 
maize genotypes infected with differentially virulent MSV strains, it was necessary to develop a 
more accurate quantitative technique of symptom determination. It was realised that maize streak 
disease (MSD) symptoms are particularly suited to quantification by microcomputer assisted 
image analysis because MSV produces well defined chlorotic lesions on the leaves of afflicted host 
plants that directly correspond with the pattern of virus accumulation within the leaves (Efron et 
al., 1989; Lucy et al., 1996). 
In this chapter the suitability of computer based image analysis techniques for the objective 
quantification of maize streak symptoms in maize was investigated. Approximation of percentage 
chlorotic areas occurring on MSV-infected maize leaves were made both visually and with image 
analysis techniques. The latter techniques involved the use of both a commercial image analysis 
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symptom assessment techniques investigated were compared for accuracy, precision and requisite 
analysis time. 
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.2.1 Virus Strains 
Agroinfectious constructs of differentially virulent MSV strains were either produced during this 
study (MSV-MatA - see Chapter 4), or obtained from Dr W. H. Schnippenkoetter (University of 
Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa; MSV-Kom and MSV-Set), Dr J. A. Willment (University 
of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa; MSV-Tas, MSV-VW, and MSV-VM) and Dr M. 
Boulton (John Innes Centre, Norwich, U.K. ; MSV-N). 
2.2.2 Specimen Preparation 
Inoculation of 3 d old seedlings of the MSV -sensitive Zea mays cultivar, Jubilee, was carried out 
by agroinfection (See Chapter 3 for details). Fi teen days after inoculation, blades of the third 
leaves of six uninfected control plants and 110 plants displaying symptoms ranging from almost 
complete chlorosis to small isolated chlorotic leaf spots, were cut transversely into four segments 
of equal length. Colour photographs were taken of the second segment from the base of each leaf 
blade. Once photographed, leaf segments were wrapped in damp paper towels and stored on ice 
until use. 
2.2.3 Visual Analysis of Symptoms 
Visual assessment of symptoms was carried out on all the leaf segments involved in the study. 
Percentage chlorotic area estimates were made from projections of the colour slide photographs 
taken during preparation of leaf segments. Four scorers, three of whom had extensive experience 
in visually assessing maize streak symptoms, independently estimated percentage chlorotic areas 
of the leaf segments under identical conditions. Each scorer repeated their visual assessment of 
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2.2.4 Image Capture Systems 
Image analysis in this study utilised both a Joyce Loebl IV120 image-analysis system (JL 
Automation Ltd., Sunderland, u.K.) and GDS 5000 image capture equipment (Ultra-Violet 
Products, Upland, California). The commercial Joyce Loebl system comprised a Hitachi KP-140 
monochrome video camera (Hitachi Denshi LTD, Tokyo, Japan) connected to a Joyce Loebl 
Control Processor. Near uniform top lighting was supplied by two fluorescent lamps. The GDS 
5000 image capture equipment used in the custom image analysis system comprised an U1tra-
Violet Products monochrome video camera connected to an Image Store 5000 processor box. Two 
opaqued 100W light bulbs arranged to provide near uniform top lighting were used for specimen 
illumination. 
2.2.5 Image Analysis Protocols 
Between 15 and 18 leaf segments, including the six symptomless control leaves, were grouped in 
the same orientation without touching one another on black felt within a 15 X 25 cm area. Images 
of leaf segments containing 256 grey shades with dimensions of 512 X 512 pixels and 756 X 512 
pixels were captured with the Joyce Loebl and GDS 5000 systems respectively. Also included in 
every image was an internal colour control comprising a contact print of a photographic graded 
grey scale or "step-wedge" (Fig. 2.1) (Stouffer Graphic Arts, Inc., South Bend, Indiana). Optimum 
video camera aperture settings permitting the widest possible spread of pixel shades in captured 
images were established based on the examination of pixel shade frequency histograms from 
images containing a series of step-wedges and a test group of leaf segments (with MSV symptoms 
ranging from mild to severe). These images were captured using a variety of aperture settings with 
constant top lighting. Establishment of an optimum lighting intensity standard exploited the 
phenomenon of image flooding - which results in uniform whitening of bright areas of an image 
that are excessively illuminated - of a selected step-wedge that was then employed as a standard 
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FIGURE 2.1 Computer assisted quantification of MSV symptoms on maize leaves. (A) Captured image 
containing: (1) symptomatic leaf segments, (2) asymptomatic control leaf sections, and (3) a step-wedge 
internal colour control. (B) Thresholding of image pixels into background (black), healthy leaf area (grey) 
and chlorotic leaf area (white) categories based on the gray shades of (4) specific step-wedge segments. 
(C) Histogram describing the distribution of pixel colour frequencies in image (A). While a pixel colour 
value of 1 represents black, a pixel colour value of 256 represents white. Differently coloured sections of 
the histogram indicates pixels grouped into the different threshold categories in image (B). Black 
represents background, blue represents healthy leaf area and pink represents chlorotic leaf area. 
A pixel thresholding strategy, based on that described by Lindow and Webb (1983), was used for 
analysis of images captured with both the Joyce Loebl and GDS 5000 systems (Fig 2.1). Images 
obtained with the Joyce Loebl system were analysed using JLGenias (version 3.01), a commercial 
software package designed specifically for use with this image analysis system. Analysis was 
partially automated with the use of a custom "macro" based analysis sequence. With the custom 
system, captured images were analysed using Image09, an image analysis program written 
specifically to automatically set pixel threshold values based on the shade of designated step-
wedge segments (see Appendix B for a description of the software; Set-up files for the program 
are available on the CD ROM packaged with this thesis in the directory "D:lmage09/setup.exe"). 
Image capture and analysis of leaf segments using the commercial system was carried out by a 
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Image capture and analysis of leaf segments using the custom system was carried out 
independently by the same four scorers that visually assessed chlorotic areas. Prior to image 
capture and analysis scorers received approximately five minutes of instruction on setting-up the 
image capture equipment and using the Image09 software. For both the custom and commercial 
systems scorers repeated the entire image capture and analysis sequence twice. 
The degree of analysis automation achievable with Image09 was investigated. For images 
examined using the custom image analysis system, the pixel shade values corresponding to both 
the backgroundlhealthy leaf area and the healthy/chlorotic leaf area threshold cut-off values 
determined automatically by Image09 were compared with corresponding values manually 
selected by the four scorers. To assess the feasibility of using Image09 to determine thresholding 
cut-off values without any human input, the software was used to analyse all of the images 
captured with the Joyce Loebl system without any scorer input other than image selection. 
Automatically determined threshold cut-off values, percentage chlorotic leaf areas and analysis 
times were recorded. 
The mean chlorotic area values of the asymptomatic control leaf segments included in each 
analysed image were subtracted from the chlorotic area estimate for each symptomatic leaf 
segment analysed in that image. This yielded chlorotic area estimates adjusted to account for 
pixels incorrectly grouped in the chlorotic leaf area category. 
2.2.6 Analysis of Symptoms by Leaf Tracing 
A hybrid of analogue and digital techniques based on the acetate image analysis procedure 
described by Nutter et at. (1993) was used for quantification of the actual chlorotic areas of a 
random subset of the leaf segments involved in this study. For each selected leaf segment five- to 
ten-fold magnified tracings from projections of colour slides were made. Analysis of a single leaf 
segment involved making tracings of both total leaf area and total area of achlorotic leaf tissue. A 
digital image containing these was captured using the GDS 5000 system. Each image was 
processed to obtain a 2-color (black and white) image using Paint Shop Pro version 4.12 (JASC 
Inc., Eden Prairie, Minnesota). Calculation of percentage chlorotic leaf area from a processed 
image was carried out using IMPROCES version 4.2 (John Wagner, San Diego, California) to 
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F or each selected leaf segment, tracings of total and achlorotic areas and assessment of percentage 
chlorotic areas were repeated twice on consecutive weeks. 
2.2.7 Assessment of Symptom Quantification Techniques 
Linear regression analysis as described by Nutter et al. (1993) was used to estimate the relative 
precision of all the analysis techniques described. Reproducibility of chlorotic area estimations 
using visual symptom assessment and the image analysis techniques was determined for each 
scorer by regressing their first and second chlorotic area ratings of leaf segments against one 
another. To determine inter-scorer precision of symptom assessments made visually and with the 
custom image analysis system, means of each scorer's duplicated chlorotic area estimates were 
linearly regressed against those of all the other scorers and analysed accordingly. The accuracy of 
individual scorers employing the image analysis and visual assessment techniques were 
determined by linear regression analysis of the means of duplicated chlorotic area estimates against 
the means of duplicate percentage chlorotic area measurements made using the leaf tracing 
technique. To determine the practical implications of employing the different symptom 
quantification approaches, we analysed visual and image analysis derived chlorotic area estimates 
in relation to the seven MSV isolates used. The mean percentage chlorotic areas of leaves infected 
with the different MSV strains as determined by the four scorers visually and with the custom 
image analysis system, were compared. For all the analysis techniques total times taken to obtain 
chlorotic area estimates were recorded and averaged to obtain mean analysis times per leaf 
segment. 
2.3 RESULTS 
2.3.1 Assessment of Precision 
In repeated chlorotic area assessments by single scorers (Table 2.1) leaf tracing had the highest 
reproducibility of the techniques evaluated. While repeated visual assessment of chlorotic areas by 
individual scorers yielded the least reproducible results, the repeatability of a single scorer's 
chlorotic area estimates using either the commercial or custom image analysis systems were 
similar. Linear regression analysis of repeated symptom assessments by all scorers using either 
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TABLE 2.1 Determination of intra-scorer precision by linear regression analysis of repeated chlorotic area 
estimates made using the various symptom assessment techniques 
Analysis Scorer Regression Parameters 
Technique R2 Slope Y-int8 
Leaf Tracing Manual 0.990 0.976 1.140 
Commercial Image Manual 0.967 1.000 1.376 
Analysis System Automatic 0.972 0.990 1.360 
Scorer 1 0.966 1.019 -1.270 
Custom Image Scorer 2 0.962 0.965 1.031 
Analysis System Scorer 3 0.972 0.999 0.033 
Scorer 4 0.969 0.979 0.539 
Scorer 1 0.946 0.955 5.705'b 
Visual Assessment Scorer 2 0.965 0.995 -3.023' 
Scorer 3 0.945 0.983 2.819' 
Scorer 4 0.896 1.087'c 0.999 
8 Y -intercept 
bY-intercept values which are significantly different from zero (P < 0.01) are followed by *. 
c Slope values which are significantly different from one (P < 0.01) are followed by *. 
significantly from zero and one respectively. Although linear regressions of repeated visual 
symptom estimations yielded regression lines with slopes which did not differ significantly from 
one, for three scorers, y-intercepts of the regression lines differed significantly from zero. 
The inter-scorer precisions of chlorotic area estimates were generally higher using the custom 
image analysis system than when estimates were made visually (Table 2.2). In all cases, when 
estimates were made using the image analysis technique, y-intercepts and slopes of regressions 
did not differ significantly from zero and one respectively. Despite generally high coefficients of 
determination when regressing visually determined estimates of different scorers against one 
another, all of the y-intercepts and four of the six slopes derived from these regressions were 
significantly different from zero and one respectively. 
2.3.2 Assessment of Accuracy 
Regression analysis of estimated against actual chlorotic areas indicated that the commercial and 
custom image analysis systems were comparable in accuracy (Table 2.3). In all cases the slopes 
and y-intercepts from these regressions did not differ significantly from one and zero respectively 
(Fig. 2.2). Conversely, regressions of visual estimates against actual chlorotic areas yielded both 
y-intercepts which were significantly greater than zero for scorers one, three, and four and slopes 
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FIGURE 2.2 Regression of image analysis (in pink) and visually derived (in blue) percentage chlorotic 
area estimates against actual percentage chlorotic areas of 20 randomly selected leaf sections. Image 
analysis carried out by scorers one, two, three, and four employed a custom system. Images captured 
using a commercial image analysis system were analysed both manually using the commercial software 
(JLGenias version 3.01) and automatically using custom-written software (Image09). The dotted lines 
have slopes = 1 and y-intercepts = O. The coefficients of determination, y-intercepts and slopes of the 
regressions presented here are given in Table 2.3. 
TABLE 2.2 Determination of inter-scorer precision by linear regression analysis of chlorotic area 
estimates made by different scorers both visually and using the improvised image analysis system 
Regression 
Comparison 
Scorer 1 vs. Scorer 2 
Scorer 1 vs. Scorer 3 
Scorer 1 vs. Scorer 4 
Scorer 2 vs. Scorer 3 
Scorer 2 vs. Scorer 4 
Scorer 3 vs. Scorer 4 











































b Slope values which are Significantly different from one (P # 0.01) are followed by * 
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TABLE 2.3 Determination of disease assessment technique accuracy based on linear regression analysis 
of chlorotic area estimates obtained using the various analysis techniques plotted against actual chlorotic 
areas 
Analysis Scorer Regression Parameters 
Technique R2 Slope Y-inta 
Commercial Image Manual 0.973 1.040 -0.877 
Analysis System Automatic 0.976 1.045 0.346 
Scorer 1 0.985 1.013 0.275 
Custom Image Scorer 2 0.971 1.032 -0.782 
Analysis System Scorer 3 0.980 1.020 -0.190 
Scorer 4 0.979 0.999 0.610 
Scorer 1 0.913 1.066·b 12.958·c 
Visual Assessment Scorer 2 0.960 1.245' 1.064 
Scorer 3 0.957 1.135' 5.201' 
Scorer 4 0.927 1.029 8.385' 
a V-intercept 
b Slope values which are significantly different from one (P < 0.01) are followed by". 
C V-intercept values which are significantly different from zero (P < 0.01) are followed by". 
When comparing the mean percentage chlorotic areas of leaves infected with the different MSV 
strains as determined by the four scorers visually and with the custom image analysis system, it 
was noted that for all of the MSV strains except MSV -VM, visually derived estimates were higher 
than estimates obtained by image analysis (Fig. 2.3). In all cases except for MSV -VW, there was 
less variation between the mean chlorotic area estimates of the scorers when image analysis was 
used. Results obtained by image analysis indicated that, in terms of average chlorotic areas 
resulting from infection, MSV-Kom and MSV-VW did not differ significantly from one another in 
severity but both were significantly less severe than MSV-N. Alternatively, results obtained by 
visual assessment indicated that the severities of MSV -N and MSV -Kom were not significantly 
different from one another but that both were significantly more severe than MSV -VW. 
2.3.3 Assessment of Automated Symptom Quantification 
Of the 112 images captured using the custom image analysis system and analysed using Image09, 
the step-wedge was correctly identified in 111 (99.1%), the segment corresponding to healthy leaf 
area was correctly identified in 110 (98.2%) and the segment corresponding to chlorotic leaf area 
was correctly identified in 108 (96.4%). For the backgroundfhealthy and healthy/chlorotic leaf 
area pixel thresholding cut-off values, the mean absolute difference between the manually and 
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FIGURE 2.3 Comparison of mean chlorotic leaf areas resulting from infection of maize with the various 
MSV isolates. The bars represent means of the four scorers' individual estimations of average chlorotic 
areas resulting from infection with the different isolates, made both visually (blue bars) and with the use 
of the custom image analysis system (pink bars). The error bars represent standard deviations of the 
mean chlorotic area estimates made by the scorers. 
respectively. Of the 28 images captured using the commercial system and examined with 
Image09, the step-wedge was successfully detected and used to set thresholding cut-off values in 
27 (96.4%). Linear regression analysis of chlorotic area estimates from the first and second 
groups of images captured with this system indicated that automatic thresholding and symptom 
calculation was at least as precise as that carried out manually on the same images using 
JLGenias, the commercial image analysis software (Table 2.1). The means of duplicated chlorotic 
area estimates obtained manually using the commercial software and automatically using lmage09 
were highly correlated and, when regressed against one another, yielded a regression line with a y-
intercept of -1.453 (P> 0.99 that this value is not significantly different from zero), a slope of 
1.025 (P > 0.99 that this value is not significantly different from one) and a coefficient of 
determination of 0.990. The accuracy of chlorotic area estimates determined automatically with 
lmage09 compared very favourably with those determined manually using the commercial 
software (Fig. 2.2). 
2.3.4 Duration of Analyses 
Of the techniques assessed, visual quantification of symptoms was fastest, requiring, on average, 
7.6 (± 2.6 SD) seconds per leaf segment. The leaf tracing technique, which required 35.7 (± 15.4 
SD) minutes per leaf segment, was the most time consuming. Mean analysis times required to 
manually determine the percentage chlorotic areas on individual leaf segments using the custom 
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respectively. Automated analysis of images captured with the commercial system using Image09 
required only 10.1 (± 0.3 SD) seconds per leaf segment. 
2.4 DISCUSSION 
In this chapter the potential use of commonly available resources for the development of a fast, 
precise, accurate, and objective symptom quantification technique has been demonstrated. The 
pixel thresholding approach used for the analysis and quantification of percentage chlorotic leaf 
areas has been the basis of most published protocols for symptom quantification by image analysis 
(Blanchette, 1982; Kampmann and Hansen, 1993; Lindow and Webb, 1983; Newton, 1989; Price 
et al., 1993). Because of the simplicity of pixel thresholding it was possible to devise a variety of 
symptom quantification techniques utilising software either obtained at trivial cost via the Internet 
or written specifically to suit the purposes of this study. An example of one of these techniques is 
presented here together with an analysis of its precision and accuracy relative to both commercial 
image analysis and visual symptom quantification techniques. 
Two components of precision have been identified as significant when attempting to establish the 
overall precision of disease symptom quantification techniques. These are (i) intra-scorer 
precision, which refers to the reproducibility of disease severity estimates when made by a single 
scorer on different occasions; and (ii) inter-scorer precision, which refers to the reproducibility of 
symptom severity estimates when made independently by two different scorers (Nutter et al., 
1993). 
Using linear regression analysis, we have demonstrated that the custom image analysis technique 
developed during this study yielded percentage chlorotic area estimates which were both 
comparable for intra-scorer precision with estimates obtained using a commercial image analysis 
system, and significantly better for intra- and inter-scorer precision than visual estimates. 
Regression analysis indicated that while relative differences between the estimated chlorotic leaf 
areas remained consistent within the two groups of visual chlorotic area estimates made by a single 
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The accuracy of the custom image analysis system was similar to that of the commercial system. 
Regression analysis revealed that there were neither constant nor systematic errors in estimation 
related to actual chlorotic areas. All scorers estimated chlorotic areas significantly more accurately 
with the custom system than when estimating chlorotic areas visually. While the overall accuracy 
of the visual estimates was high relative to previous reports for other diseases (Nutter et aI., 1993; 
Parker et at., 1995; Price et aI., 1993; Sherwood et at., 1983), regression analysis showed that 
visual estimations of chlorosis significantly exceeded actual areas across the entire range of 
symptoms for three out of four scorers, a situation commonly reported (parker et at., 1995; Price et 
at., 1993; Sherwood et at., 1983). In addition, and in accordance with previous reports, the degree 
of overestimation by three out of four scorers increased significantly as actual chlorotic areas 
increased (price et at., 1993; Sherwood et aI., 1983). Despite these relatively consistent errors, 
however, examination of residuals (differences between estimated and actual chlorotic areas) 
indicated that no mathematical transformation of the visual estimates to achieve greater linearity in 
the regressions was warranted. Also, the slopes of the regression lines did not differ from one in a 
consistent manner indicating that no single mathematical transformation to linearity could be 
uniformly applied to the chlorotic area estimates made by all scorers. 
It was found that differentiating between strains based on of the degree of chlorosis they induced 
in infected plants, was influenced by whether the symptoms had been assessed visually or with 
image analysis. This indicates the need for accurate symptom quantification in studies dealing 
with the differentiation among MSV isolates that have subtly different pathologies. 
An important feature of the image analysis protocols employed in this study was the inclusion of 
healthy leaf segments and a graded grey-scale step-wedge as internal controls in every digital 
image examined. The inclusion of at least six asymptomatic control leaves in all the captured 
images permitted estimation of the number of pixels grouped in the chlorotic category that should 
have been grouped in the healthy category: these pixels generally represented the lightly coloured 
leaf midrib. The background level of incorrectly identified chlorosis on healthy leaves was used to 
correct chlorotic area estimates of symptomatic leaves to discount leaf midribs included in the 
"diseased" pixel group. 
The step-wedge played a dual role in the image analysis procedures, functioning both as a lighting 
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settings, and location of lighting source(s) relative to specimens, since these would not be relevant 
to any system other than the one used in this study. With both the custom and commercial 
systems, the potential usefulnes.s of an incident lighting intensity standard for recreating consistent 
lighting under different conditions was demonstrated. This represents a viable solution to the 
problem of standardising image analysis protocols in different locations using varied equipment 
and software .. 
Inclusion of the step-wedge as an internal colour control in images also provided a disease 
symptom independent guide for both the manual and automatic setting of pixel threshold cut-off 
values. The potential for negating the input of a human scorer at the analysis stage of symptom 
assessment was demonstrated with the use of a step-wedge as an internal colour control, coupled 
with the inclusion of step-wedge identification and examination algorithms in the Image09 
software. Pixel threshold cut-off values automatically detennined by the custom-written software 
compared well with those specified manually by scorers. Similarly, images captured with the 
commercial system and analysed with Image09 without any scorer input other than image 
selection, yielded chlorotic area estimates which were as precise and accurate as chlorotic area 
estimates obtained manually using JLGenias, the analysis software developed specifically for the 
commercial system. This result is significant in that it demonstrates that human judgement, which 
is an important SUbjective element in any analysis, need not be relied upon to detennine which 
pixels should be grouped in the background, healthy and diseased categories. 
Image09 has been developed with an in-built calibration capacity enabling the software to 
automatically detennine pixel cut-off values from the graded grey scale segments of any step-
wedge. Therefore, use of this software in conjunction with an appropriate step-wedge will enable 
increased standardisation and automation of analysis in image analysis protocols for quantifying 
the symptoms of other plant pathogens. The direct customisation of the software has also been 
facilitated by making the source code, written in Visual Basic and Visual C++ (Microsoft 
Corporation, Redmond, Washington), freely available (the source code can be found on the 
CDROM packaged with this thesis in the directories "D:Image09-SourceCodeNB" and 
"D:Image09-SourceCode/C++"). It should be possible for anybody reasonably competent at 
programming in BASIC or C to customise the program to accommodate any foliar disease 
symptom assessment task. These customisations could include: (i) adaptation of the software to 
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identification algorithms that are more complex than the pixel thresholding ones which are 
currently in wide use; and (iii) modification of the pixel examination and manipulation algorithms 
to pennit the analysis of colour images. 
Because the image analysis protocols described in this chapter were found to be suitable for the 
accurate and precise estimation of chlorotic areas in MSV -infected maize leaves, they were 
subsequently used to both analyse the virulence of MSV isolates and rapidly screen maize 
genotypes for MSV resistance (see Chapters 3, 4, and 5) . With regard to the analysis of MSV 
symptoms in pathology studies, the image analysis techniques described here could provide 
either a viable alternative to or a valuable refinement of the semi-quantitative MSV symptom 
rating scales currently employed for breeding purposes (Barrow, 1992; Efron et at., 1989; 
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ABSTRACT 
A rapid technique was devised for the objective and precise assessment of Maize streak virus 
(MSV) resistance amongst maize genotypes, and of the pathogenicity of cloned MSV isolates. 
The technique involves the use of agroinoculation to infect maize seedlings and objective 
symptom evaluation by quantification of infection rates, stunting, and chlorotic leaf areas. In 
assessing the MSV resistance of 19 maize genotypes, a description is given of how differentially 
virulent virus isolates can be used to quantify MSV resistance phenotypes ranging from 
extremely susceptible to completely immune. It is demonstrated how quantification of chlorotic 
leaf areas by image analysis permits differentiation between degrees of MSV resistance that are 
indistinguishable from one another using currently employed symptom assessment approaches. 
The viability of using the technique to compare the pathogenicity of cloned MSV isolates was also 
investigated. It was found that the orientation of cloned viral genomes relative to the CaMV35S 
promoter of the binary cloning vector pBI121 can significantly affect the infectivity of 
agroinfectious constructs, the amount of stunting induced in infected plants and the degree of leaf 
chlorosis on the earliest symptomatic leaves of infected plants. The influence of cloning vector 
sequences on the efficiency of the agroinfection process is discussed and measures of MSV 
pathogenicity that are not influenced by these sequences are identified. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The belief that the best solution to the African MSV problem is the widespread use of high 
yielding MSV resistant varieties has led to the initiation of maize breeding programmes aimed at 
developing such varieties throughout Africa (Barrow, 1992; Efron et al., 1989; Rodier, 1995; Van 
Rensburg et al., 1991). An important part of these programmes and related MSV pathology 
studies has been the development of a number of techniques for the quantification of MSV 
symptoms. The techniques currently employed by breeders are semi-quantitative and most 
commonly involve the use of five to twelve point rating systems based on the intensity of 
streaking (Barrow, 1992; Kim et a!., 1989; Rodier, 1995; Van Rensburg et a!., 1991). While these 
systems have the advantage of being rapid enough to permit the evaluation of large numbers of 
infected plants, their reliance on visual estimation of chlorotic areas makes them fundamentally 
SUbjective. Besides visual estimation of chlorotic areas, MSV pathology studies carried out in 
conjunction with breeding programs have employed measurement of infection rates (Boulton et 
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and B73 was provided by J. B. J. van Rensburg [Summer Grains Centre (SGC), Potchefstroom, 
South Africa]. Seed of the hybrids PAN6099, PAN6191, PAN6193, PAN6195, PAN6363, 
PAN6364, and PAN6549 was obtained from D. Nowell (PANNAR Ltd., Greytown, South 
Africa). Sweetcom (cv. Jubilee) seed was obtained from Starke Ayres Nursery (Cape Town, 
South Africa). While cloning of the full length infectious genome of MSV-MatA is described in 
Chapter 4, construction of the chimaeric MSV genomes, MSV-MatMPKom, MSV-MatCPKom, 
and MSV-MatMPCPKom is described in Chapter 5. During preliminary studies based on visual 
assessment of symptoms in sweetcom (cv. Jubilee), these viruses were identified as being very 
severe (MSV-MatA, MSV-MatCPKom), moderately severe (MSV-MatMPCPKom) and moderate 
(MSV-MatMPKom) in their virulence in maize. Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58C1 [pMP90] 
(Koncz and Schell, 1986) was used to deliver constructs during agroinoculation. 
3.2.2 Production of Agroinfectious Constructs 
Agroinfectious constructs of the infectious MSV isolates MSV-Kom and MSV-Set (pKom and 
pSet respectively) were obtained from Dr W. Schnippenkoetter (University of Cape Town, Cape 
Town, South Africa) and a non-infectious construct of the isolate MSV-WW (PWW) was obtained 
form Dr J. A. Willment (University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa) . 
Construction of agroinfectious clones was carried out according to Grimsley et at. (1987). To 
permit efficient replicative release upon agroinfection, all constructs contained one full MSV 
genome bounded by two full long intergenic regions (Schnippenkoetter, 1998). Entire genomes of 
the four MSV isolates MSV-MatA, MSV-MatMPKom, MSV-MatCPKom, and MSV-
MatMPCPKom were all cloned in both orientations into the BamHI site ofpUC19 using standard 
cloning techniques (Sambrook et al., 1989). Each of the 8 clones was dimerised according to 
Palmer (1997), and cloned into the EcoRI and Xbal sites ofpBI121 (CLONTECH, CA) to obtain 
MSV-AI, MSV-AII (MSV-MatA in both orientations in pBI121), MSV-BI, MSV-BII (MSV-
MatMPKom in both orientations in pBI121), MSV-CI, MSV-CII (MSV-MatCPKom in both 
orientations in pBI121), MSV-DI, and MSV-DII (MSV-MatMPCPKom in both orientations in 
pBI121, Fig. 3.1). Dimerised MSV-MatA genomes were additionally cloned in both orientations 
into the EcoRI and Xbal sites ofpBIN19 (CLONTECH, CA) to obtain MSV-AIII and MSV-AIV 
(Fig. 3.1). Constructs were transformed into Agrobactenum tumefaciens C58C1 (pMP90) (Koncz 
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FIGURE 3.1 Types of agroinfectious MSV constructs evaluated in this study. Type I (MSV-AI, MSV-BI, 
MSV-CI and MSV-DI) and type II (MSV-AII, MSV-BII, MSV-CII and MSV-DII) constructs are tandemly 
dimerised full length MSV genomes cloned in opposite orientations into the Xbal and EcoRI sites of 
pB1121. Type III (MSV-AIII) and type IV (MSV-AIV) constructs are tandemly dimerised full length MSV 
genomes cloned in opposite orientations into the Xbal and EcoRI sites of pBIN19. B, E, and X represent 
BamHI, EcoRl, and Xbal restriction sites, respectively. 
3.2.3 Agroinoculation 
Agroinoculation was perfonned according to Grimsley et al. (1987) with the following 
modifications: (i) standardised inoculum was obtained from actively growing A. tumefaciens 
cultures at OD600=0.4 which were concentrated 10-fold after two washes with sterile distilled 
water and stored on ice for no more than 30 minutes before injection; (ii) 3d old seedlings were 
injected; (iii) injection of 2:1 of inoculum 1 mm beneath the coleoptilar node of seedlings was 
achieved using a 25:1 Hamilton syringe (Bonaduz, Switzerland), with its bevelled tip inserted to a 
standardised depth of 1.5 mm (aided by a specifically designed collar) into the coleoptile; (iv) only 
seedlings with a coleoptile between 15 and 30 mrn in length were selected for injection. 
Agroinfection experiments involving specific constructs were carried out on groups of 14 plants. 
For each agroinfection experiment, a group of 14 seedlings injected with sterile distilled water 
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growth room maintained at between 21 and 22°C, at 80% relative humidity, with 16 hours of light 
per day. 
3.2.4 Analysis of Symptoms 
Disease severity was measured in terms of (i) percentages of agroinoculated plants that became 
infected, (ii) percentages of leaf areas covered by chlorotic lesions in infected plants, and (iii) 
heights of infected plants relative to uninfected control plants. The proportion of plants showing 
symptoms was determined at three-day intervals between the fifth and fourteenth days after 
injection. For each MSV isolate-plant genotype combination these measurements were integrated 
into an infection rate (rR) value calculated as the mean percentage of infected plants observed at 
the four assessment times. Percentage leaf areas covered by chlorotic lesions in symptomatic 
plants were estimated for leaves two through six using the microcomputer-based image analysis 
technique described in Chapter 2. The image analysis protocol required the use of a digital image 
capture device and analysis software developed in our laboratory (set up files for the softwre, 
Irnage09 can be found on the CD-ROM supplied with this thesis in the directory 
D:Irnage09/setup.exe). The percentage chlorotic areas of leaves two and three were assessed 15 
days after agroinoculation; the percentage chlorotic areas of leaves four, five and six were 
assessed 22, 29 and 35 days after agro noculation respectively. For each virus isolate - plant 
genotype combination the mean percentage chlorotic are~ of the 2nd to 6th leaf (designated C2_6), 
was used as a representative measure of chlorosis. Heights of symptomatic plants and uninfected 
control plants were measured 15 days after agroinoculation as the distance from their coleoptilar 
nodes to the tip of their fourth leaves. For specific MSV isolate - maize genotype combinations a 
value designated S (representing stunting occurring as a result of infection) was calculated as the 
mean height of symptomatic plants expressed as a proportion of the mean height of uninfected 
control plants. The value of I-S was used as a description of stunting. Resistance was rated on a 
commonly used 6-point scale (0 = immune to 5 = highly susceptible) for each of the maize 
genotypes by the breeders that provided them for use in this study. 
3.2.5 Evaluation of MSV Isolates and Maize Genotypes 
The MSV-A (I-V), MSV-B (I and II), MSV-C (I and II), and MSV-D (I and II) agroinfectious 
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resistant). Agroinfection experiments involving each maize genotype - agroinfectious construct 
combination were repeated at least three times. 
The MSV-AI, pSet and pKom constructs (representing MSV-MatA, MSV-Kom and MSV-Set, 
respectively), were used in the evaluation of MSV resistance in 19 maize lines. Each maize line 
was challenged with these three MSV isolates in at least three agroinfection experiments. For 
each agroinfection experiment involving a specific maize genotype the values, JR, 1-S, and C 2-6, 
respectively representing the mean IR, I-S and C2-6 values determined for the three test MSV 
isolates, were used as generalised measures of resistance. 
3.3 RESULTS 
Chlorotic lesions on the second or third leaves of agroinfected plants first appeared between four 
and eleven days after injection. With very few exceptions, all plants that became infected showed 
symptoms by the 11 til day after agroinoculation. Neither chlorotic streaking nor stunting were 
observed in plants injected with either distilled water, A. tumefaciens C58Cl [pMP90] containing 
p WW (a non-agroinfectious construct of the MSV isolate, MSV -WW), or A. tumefaciens C5 8C 1 
[pMP90] containing the binary cloning vector pBI121 without an MSV genome. 
3.3.1 The Effect of Vector Sequences on Agroinfectious MSV Clones 
An investigation was carried out to determine the effect of MSV cloning orientation in a series of 
agroinfectious constructs on the symptoms resulting when these constructs were used in 
agroinfection ofhighly MSV sensitive (Jubilee) and moderately MSV resistant (PAN6099) maize 
genotypes. The type I agroinfectious constructs (Fig. 3.1) containing the four MSV -isolates were, 
based on infection rate (IR) values, all more infectious than the type II constructs (Fig. 3.2). Both 
the degree of stunting 15 days post inoculation and the chlorotic areas on leaves two and three 
were greater for the type I than for the type II constructs (Fig.s 3.2 and 3.3). This was probably 
due to the difference in the frequency with which plants became symptomatic when injected with 
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FIGURE 3.2 Relative rates at which plants became symptomatic (IR) and the amount of stunting 
symptomatic plants exhibited (1-S) when infected with different agroinfectious constructs. Type I 
constructs (AI = MSV-AI. BI = MSV-BI. CI = MSV-CI and 01 = MSV-OI) are represented by pink bars. 
type II constructs (All = MSV-AII. BII = MSV-BII. CII = MSV-CII and Oil = MSV-OII) by blue bars. the type 
III construct (Alii = MSV-AIII) by green bars and the type IV construct (AIV = MSV-AIV) by orange bars. 
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean. 
It was hypothesised that the different rates at which plants infected with type I and type II 
constructs became symptomatic was due to either the sense of the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) 
transferred during the agroinoculation process or the orientation in the constructs of viral 
genomes relative to the CaMV35S promoter. Because geminiviruses are ssDNA viruses it is 
feasible that the sense of the ssDNA delivered into maize cells by A. tumefaciens during 
agroinfection may have influenced the infectivity of agroinfectious constructs. 
Rep is the only viral gene product required for replication (Lazarowitz et al., 1989) and at the 
onset of an infection it can be assumed that the first viral gene product expressed is Rep (Palmer 
and Rybicki, 1998). There are believed to be two mechanisms by which infectious unit length 
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FIGURE 3.3 Percentage chlorotic areas recorded on leaves 2 through 6 of two maize genotypes 
(Jubilee and PAN6099) agroinoculated with the type I (pink symbols and lines) and type II (blue symbols 
and lines) agroinfectious constructs. The type III and type IV constructs, MSV-AIII (green symbols and 
lines) and MSVA-IV (orange symbols and lines), respectively, are represented in the MSV-A panel using 
broken lines. Error bars on either side of symbols represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean. 
homologous recombination and replicational release (Stenger et al., 1991), and, as is the case 
with natural MSV transmission, both require expression of Rep for the initiation of an infection. 
It is possible that the CaMV35S promoter upstream from the viral Rep gene in type I constructs 
(Fig. 3.1) may contribute to expression of Rep. In so doing, the promoter may enable earlier 
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TABLE 3.1 Averaged MSV symptoms in maize genotypes infected with the test isolates MSV-MatA, MSV-





















aAverage infection rate. 
82.2 (2 .4) 








41 .9 (2.6) 
59.4 (3.6) 
38.7 (10.4) 







b 95 percent confidence interval. 





















dAverage chlorotic area occuring on leaves two through six. 
50.4 (0.7) 
45.7 (1 .5) 
35.4 (3.2) 




































To investigate whether it was the position of the CaMV35S promoter relative to the viral Rep 
gene or the sense of the ssDNA transferred during agroinfection that was responsible for the 
differences in type I and type II construct infectivity, MSV-A was cloned in both orientations into 
the second binary cloning vector pBIN19. Except for the absence of the CaMV35S promoter 
sequence, the resulting type III (MSV-AIII) and type IV (MSV-AIV) constructs resembled MSV-
AI and MSV-AIl, respectively (Fig. 3.1). In both maize genotypes, MSV-AJII and MSV-AIV 
were not significantly different from one another in infectivity, the degree of stunting they 
induced (Fig. 3.2), or the chlorotic areas they produced on leaves 2 through 6 (Fig. 3.3). There 
were also no significant differences in infectivity or virulence between these constructs, and the 
MSV -AIl construct. It is therefore unlikely that the sense of the transferred virus ssDNA is 
responsible for the different type I and type II construct infectivities. Rather, it appears to be the 
presence of the CaMV35S promoter upstream from the Rep gene in the Type I constructs that is 
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FIGURE 3.4 Relative MSV resistance of maize genotypes with regard to the rates at which plants 
became infected (IR), the amount of stunting symptomatic plants underwent (1-S), and the chlorotic 
areas which occurred on leaves two through six (C2-6) . Yellow, light green and dark green bars indicate 
results from agroinfections involving MSV-MatA, MSV-Kom, and MSV-Set respectively. Error bars 
represent 95% confidence intervals. Numbers and arrowed lines above the graph indicate, on a the 
commonly used 6 point rating scale (Rodier et al., 1995), the ratings given to these lines by breeders at 
CYMMIT (Z491 , Z471 , Z470, Z459, Z446 and Z391), PANNAR (PAN6549, PAN6364, PAN6363 
PAN6195, PAN6193, PAN6191, and PAN6099), and SGC (873, M017, Sweetcorn, P612, P608 and 
CML204). 
3.3.2 Assessing the Susceptibility of Maize Genotypes to MSV 
Based on measurements of mean infection rates (lR) , stunting (i-S), and chlorotic areas (C2-6), the 
three most resistant maize lines examined were Z491, Z470, and Z471 (Table 3.1). With the 
exception ofZ459 and P612, ranking of the lines in order ofMSV resistance using the resistance 
screening technique developed in this study, corresponded well with rankings based on MSV 
resistance ratings made by the breeders who produced the lines (Table 3.1, Fig. 3.4). While P612 
and Z459 were rated as entirely immune by the breeders at SOC and CIMMYT respectively, the 
C2-6 values of these lines when infected with MSV-MatA and MSV-Kom were similar to those of 
the susceptible PANNAR hybrids (PAN6364, PAN6363 and PAN6549; Fig. 3.4). It was noted, 
however, that P612 and Z459 had definite resistance characteristics. They were both immune to 
MSV-Set and, particularly in the case of P612, were significantly less prone to MSV-induced 
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FIGURE 3.5 Use of percentage chlorotic area measurements on the first six leaves of agroinfected plants 
to determine the relative resistance of maize genotypes with degrees of MSV resistance which are not 
readily distinguishable using currently employed resistance screening approaches. A: Lines rated as 
immune to MSV infection by breeders at CIMMYT evaluated using MSV-MatA, a severe isolate; Z491 (.). 
Z471 (_). Z470 (e), Z459 (T), Z391 (+). B: Genotypes rated as having no resistance to MSV by 
breeders at SGC [B73 (0). M017 (0), and sweetcorn (.6.] and PANNAR [PAN6364 (0)] tested with MSV-
Kom, a moderately severe isolate. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
leaves of MSV-MatA and MSV-Kom infected P612 indicated that while percentage chlorotic 
areas were greatest on leaf five (78.5 % ± 6.1 CI9s for MSV-MatA and 67.5 % ± 4.3 C4s for MSV-
Kom), they had significantly declined by leaf six (58.4 % ± 3.4 CI9s for MSV-MatA and 24.8 % ± 
4.3 CI95 for MSV -Kom). 
The analysis of symptoms carried out in this study revealed significant differences in MSV 
resistance within the groups of lines rated by breeders as either completely inunune (a score of 0) 
or completely susceptible (a score of 5). Lines rated as inunune using resistance screening 
methods at CIMMYT (Z391, Z446, Z459, Z470, Z471, and Z491) and SGC (CML204, P612 and 
P608) were all susceptible to agroinfection with both MSV -MatA and, with the exception of 
Z491, MSV-Kom. Differentiation between disease symptoms that occurred in all these "immune" 
lines was possible using the resistance evaluation technique developed in this study (Table 3.1). 
The most striking differences between these lines were observed by analysis of chlorotic areas 
following infection with MSV-MatA (Fig. 3.5). Similarly, chlorotic area measurements in MSV-
Kom infected lines which had been rated as uniformly susceptible using current assessment 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
Precise infonnation on the symptomatic responses of plants to their pathogens is extremely useful 
both for studying the virulence of different pathogen strains, and for breeding plants with elevated 
pathogen resistance. Although breeding for MSV resistant maize has yielded gennplasm with 
significantly enhanced resistance (Barrow, 1992; Rodier et aI., 1995; Van Rensburg et al., 1991), 
current procedures for testing the resistance of maize genotypes do not have sufficient resolution 
to differentiate between genotypes with similar resistance and are not exacting enough to properly 
examine highly resistant genotypes. Additionally, these resistance screening procedures yield 
infonnation only on the resistance of maize lines to specific MSV isolates - infonnation which is 
not necessarily accurate or relevant when the lines are challenged with different isolates (Rodier et 
aI., 1995). A technique is described here that both addresses these problems and may also be used 
with slight modification for analysing the virulence ofMSV isolates. 
It was demonstrated that, for the technique to be used to analyse the relative virulence of different 
agroinfectious MSV clones, it is necessary that the potential effects of sequences within cloning 
vectors be taken into consideration. While type II, III and IV agroinfectious constructs (Fig. 3.1) 
containing identical MSV genomes were equally infectious and induced indistinguishable stunting 
and chlorotic symptoms on all leaves tested, a type I construct containing the same genome was 
consistently more infectious, induced a greater degree of stunting and produced more extensive 
chlorotic areas on leaves two and three. However, it was also found that in plants infected with 
identical MSV genomes in type I and II constructs, indistinguishable chlorotic areas consistently 
occurred on leaves four, five and six. This indicated that regardless of cloning orientation in 
pBI12l or pBINI9, the pahogenicity of cloned MSV isolates agroinoculated into three day old 
maize seedlings can be directly compared using chlorotic area measurements on leaves four 
through six. 
Inheritance of MSV resistance in maize is complex, involving at least three major genes and an 
undetennined number of minor genes (Kim et al., 1989; Rodier et al., 1995; Van Rensburg et al., 
1991; Welz et al., 1998). Because of its sensitivity, the resistance evaluation technique developed 
in this study is ideally suited to analysing the continuum of resistance phenotypes that one would 
expect with quantitatively inherited resistance. Using the technique it was possible to resolving 
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the lines tested here possibly contained a highly heterogeneous mix of MSV resistance genes. 
Using the technique it was also possible to detect differences in the MSV susceptibilities of lines 
rated as completely susceptible by breeders, indicating that a number of potentially useful minor 
resistance genes may exist undetected in lines previously considered to have no MSV resistance. 
With two exceptions the resistance assessments made in this study were essentially in accordance 
with those of the breeders that had produced the maize genotypes used. While the lines P612 and 
Z459 were rated entirely immune by breeders at SGC and CIMMYT respectively, they displayed 
streak symptoms characteristic of susceptible lines when agroinoculated with MSV -MatA and 
MSV -Kom. These lines were possibly (i) resistant to infection at a later developmental stage, (ii) 
resistant to different MSV strains to those used in this study (iii) resistant to MSV infection via 
the leafhopper transmission route, or (iv) not resistant to MSV but either completely resistant to 
leafhopper feeding or less palatable to leafhoppers than other lines being tested at the same time at 
CIMMYT or SGC. This latter point is highly relevant since at SGC and CIMMYT different lines 
are tested beside one another in rows and in neither case are viruliferous leafhoppers restricted to 
feeding on specific plants. While SGC relies on natural infection (Van Rensburg et al., 1991), 
CIMMYT relies on the use of anaesthetised leafhoppers which feed on plants onto which they are 
placed (Bosque-Perez and Allem, 1992; Welz et al., 1998). PANNAR overcome problems with 
leafhopper feeding preferences by placing viruliferous leafhoppers in small cages attached to the 
second leaf of plants being tested for resistance (Barrow, 1992). Regardless of the reasons P612 
and Z459 appeared immune to MSV during testing at SGC and CIMMYT respectively, the lines 
do appear to have a measure of MSV resistance in that they are immune to MSV-Set and 
experience less severe stunting than the susceptible lines. Differences in the resistance traits of 
P612 and Z459 from the other resistant lines examined in this study highlight the fact that various 
mechanisms for MSV resistance probably exist. 
In this study mild, moderate, and severe agroinfectious MSV isolates were used for screening 
maize lines in order to demonstrate the utility of the technique described here for analysing the 
broadest possible range of MSV infection severities. For other applications, selection of the 
strains used would depend on the task at hand. Thus, while the analysis of MSV infection 
responses in highly resistant maize lines would warrant the use of a panel of genetically diverse 
but highly virulent MSV isolates, analysis of marginally resistant maize lines for low levels of 
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Using agroinoculation as a means of transmitting viruses has several advantages over leafhopper 
transmission. (i) Not only does agroinfection of three day old seedlings allow virus transmission 
rates as high as leafhopper transmission of severe MSV isolates, but it has also been found to 
yields higher transmission rates for milder isolates such as MSV -Set (Schnippenkoetter, 1998). 
(ii) Agroinoculation allows infection of plants at very specific time-points with a precise amount 
of inoculum and avoids the issue of differential feeding preferences of leafhoppers. (iii) 
Agroinoculation avoids logistical problems associated with mass rearing of viruliferous 
leafhoppers for simultaneous controlled transmission of different virus isolates. The main 
limitation of agroinoculation, however, is that A. tumefaciens transformed with an agroinfectious 
MSV construct constitutes a genetically modified organism that cannot be freely released into the 
environment. This inconvenience is largely offset by the fact that in an adequate containment 
facility, there are no constraints on the severity ofMSV isolates that can be used for testing maize 
lines. Highly virulent isolates could be obtained either from naturally infected maize in regions 
know to have severe MSV strains, or by purposefully evolving resistance breaking isolates 
through controlled laboratory selection (Isnard et al., 1998). 
Because of the objectivity afforded by the symptom evaluation technique developed in this study, 
it could be put to use in standardised schemes for the quantification of both the MSV resistance of 
maize lines and, with minor modification, the virulence of MSV isolates. While it would not be 
convenient to use the technique for assessing the large numbers of plants commonly examined in 
resistance screening programs, we propose its use in a standard supplementary screening protocol 
for the analysis of promising maize lines. Besides a standard means of assessing resistance to 
MSV -isolates, the virulence of MSV isolates determined using a standard assessment protocol 
would also be of use to maize breeders who would have at their disposal virulence profiles of 
MSV genotypes found in particular locations. With this information, panels of MSV isolates 
specifically suited to particular resistance screening projects could be conveniently chosen. Plant 
pathologists studying the epidemiology of MSV would also find data of this nature useful. If 
resistance and virulence estimates were expressed relative to one or a few standard maize lines or 
virus isolates respectively, it should be possible to compare directly the results obtained by 
different research groups that use the technique described here. 
Relative to techniques in current use, the approach described in this study provides greatly 
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ABSTRACT 
Full genomic sequences were determined for 12 Maize streak virus (MSV) isolates obtained from 
Zea mays and wild grass species. These and 10 other publicly available full-length sequences 
were used to classify a total of 66 additional MSV isolates that had been characterised by PCR-
restriction fragment length polymorphism and/or partial nucleotide sequence analysis. A 
description is given of the host and geographical distribution of the MSV strain and subtype 
groupings identified. Agroinocu1ation using agroinfectious clones of 21 fully sequenced MSV, 
Panicum streak virus, Sugarcane streak virus and Digitaria streak virus isolates was used to 
examine the relationship between the genotypes of virus isolates and their virulence in 
differentially MSV resistant Zea mays genotypes. While all isolates producing severe symptoms 
in maize shared greater than 95% nucleotide sequence identity, isolates obtained from grasses and 
wheat produced less severe symptoms in maize and shared less than 90% sequence identity with 
the maize isolates. Evidence that certain of the isolates investigated may be the products of either 
intra- and inter specific recombination is examined. The sequences determined in this study 
provide some insights into the recent evolution of MSV and a speculative account is given of the 
nucleotide substitution patterns that have occurred since the divergence of five contemporary 
MSV strains from their common MSV ancestors. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Since 1984 the full genomic sequences of nine MSV isolates have been published (see Chapter 1, 
Fig 1.5). Until recently all of the sequenced isolates had been obtained from severely 
symptomatic Zea mays and shared greater than 95% sequence identity. The most divergent of 
these severe isolates, MSV-Reu, was obtained from the Indian Ocean island of La Reunion and its 
uniqueness is believed to reflect its evolution in isolation from the mainland African MSV s 
(Peterschmitt et al., 1996). Full genomic sequences have recently been determined for a number 
of MSV isolates obtained from wild annual grass species and wheat (Schnippenkoetter, 1998; 
Willment, 1999). These sequences share less than 90% identity with those of the isolates obtained 
from maize and shed some light on the possible evolutionary origins of economically significant 
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A number of studies have attempted to determine both the extent of MSV diversity and the 
distribution of MSV genotypes in Africa, using partial nucleotide sequencing of MSV genomes 
and/or restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) of MSV-derived PCR products 
(Briddon et al., 1994; Rybicki et al., 1998; Willrnent, 1999). Collectively these studies have 
involved the analysis of only 28 isolates obtained from maize throughout Africa and 11 isolates 
from annual grasses and wheat, predominantly from South Africa. These investigations have 
confirmed that while virtually all isolates from maize were of the MSV-A type (also known as the 
"maize type") and shared greater than 95% nucleotide sequence identity with one another 
(Briddon et al., 1994, Rybicki et al., 1998; Willment et al., 1999), isolates from annual grasses 
and wheat were generally of the MSV -B and -C types (also collectively known as the 
"grass/wheat type") which respectively shared -89% and -78% nucleotide sequence identity with 
MSV-A isolates (Rybicki et al., 1998; Willrnent, 1999). All of these studies, however, 
concentrated on inferring phylogenies of isolates from nucleotide sequence data obtained from 
less than half of the isolates' genomes and none fully explored the relationship between the 
genotypes of isolates and their ability to cause serious disease in maize. 
Described in this chapter is the PCR-RFLP typing of 49 MSV isolates and complete sequencing 
and analysis of 12 new MSV genomes, selected from amoung the 49 as being representative of 
major virus groupings. These and 10 other publicly available full-length MSV sequences were 
used to classify a total of 88 MSV isolates (typed in this and other published MSV diversity 
studies) into strain and subtype groupings for which geographical and host distributions were 
determined. Agroinoculatio  of differentially resistant maize genotypes with 18 agroinfectious 
MSV isolates and symptom quantification by image analysis were used to identify specific groups 
of MSV genotypes that are likely to pose serious threats to maize production. Recombination 
between streak virus isolates was assessed using custom written analysis software and the 
potential contribution of less virulent virus strains and species to the evolution of economically 
significant MSV genotypes was investigated. The nucleotide sequences determined in this study 
were also used, together with already published streak virus sequences, to reconstruct the recent 
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4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.2.1 Maize Genotypes, Bacterial Strains, Plasmids and Virus Isolates 
Seed of the inbred maize line B73 was provided by 1. B. J. van Rensburg (Summer Grains Centre, 
Potchefstroom, South Africa). Seed of the hybrid P AN6099 was obtained from D. Nowell 
(PANNAR Ltd., Greytown, South Africa). Sweetcom (cv. Jubilee) seed was obtained from Starke 
Ayres nursery (Cape Town, South Africa). pBluescriptSK + (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was used as 
a vector in routine cloning. The binary cloning vectors, pBI121 (CLONTECH, CA) and pBIN19 
(CLONTECH, CA) were used to construct agroinfectious clones. The RecA- Escherichia coli 
strains JMI09 and DH5a were used for routine cloning. Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58Cl 
[pMP90] (Koncz and Schell, 1986) was used to deliver agroinfectious clones during 
agroinoculation. The MSV isolates involved in this study and their origins are presented in Table 
4.1. The origin of cloned full-length virus genomes that were completely sequenced and used to 
produce agroinfectious constructs are presented in Table 4.2. Unless otherwise stated all enzymes 
were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim (Mannheim, Germany) 
4.2.2 Detection of MSV Diversity 
DNA from the leaves of maize, Urochloa sp., Eleusine sp., and Digitaria sp. infected with 49 of 
the MSV isolates presented in Table 4.1 (listed as "this study" in the references column) was 
isolated by the method of Palmer et al. (1997). The PCR and restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP) MSV typing technique of Willment (1999) was used to identify virus 
genotypes that (1) occurred at high frequency throughout Africa and were likely to pose a 
significant threat to maize production on the continent, and (2) were likely to represent new MSV 
strains (Table 4.1). Briefly, for each of the 49 MSV isolates examined, this typing technique 
involved: (1) the PCRamplification (using the degenerate. pnmer set: 5'-
CAAAKDTCAGCTCCTCCG-3', 5'-TTGGVCCGMVGATGTASAG-3') of a ~1300 nucleotide 
sequence spanning RepA, the LIR and the 5' half of MP (co-ordinates 1897 - 361 for MSV-Ns 
when the A nucleotide at the origin of (+) strand replication is taken as position 1), (2) digestion 
of the PCR product with the restriction enzymes RsaI, HpaII, HaeIII, SauIIIa, BamHI, CtoI, and 
HindIII, and (3) matching restriction fragment lengths observed following electrophoretic 
separation to those determined for a reference set of fully and partially sequenced isolates with 
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TABLE 4.1 MSV isolates involved in this study, the hosts they were isolated from and their classification 
Isolate Name Isolated from Region Typed bya Strainsubrme Reference 
Southern Africa 
MSV-Moz Zea mays Mozambique RJPS A1 Briddon et al., 1994 
MSV-SW Zea mays Namibia R A1 Willment, 1999 
MSV-1968 Zea mays South Africa R ~ This Study 
MSV-1977 Zea mays South Africa R ~ This Study 
MSV-Bre Zea mays South Africa R ~ Willment, 1999 
MSV-Cit Zea mays South Africa R B Willment, 1999 
MSV-CT Zea mays South Africa RIPS ~ Rybicki et al., 1998 
MSV-Geo Zea mays South Africa R ~ Willment, 1999 
MSV-Koe Zea mays South Africa R ~ Willment, 1999 
MSV-Kom Zea mays South Africa S ~ Schnippenkoetter, 1998 
MSV-Mak Zea mays South Africa R As Willment, 1999 
MSV-MakC Zea mays South Africa R A1 This Study 
MSV-MakD Zea mays South Africa S As This Study 
MSV-MakE Zea mays South Africa R A1 This Study 
MSV-MakF Zea mays South Africa R A1 This Study 
MSV-RSE Zea mays South Africa RIPS ~ Rybicki et al., 1998 
MSV-SA Zea mays South Africa S ~ Lazarowitz, 1988 
MSV-SteIA Zea mays South Africa R ~ This Study 
MSV-Thab Zea mays South Africa R ~ Willment, 1999 
MSV-Tyg Zea mays South Africa R A4 Willment, 1999 
MSV-VM Zea mays South Africa S ~ Willment, 1999 
MSV-Wid Zea mays South Africa R ~ This Study 
MSV-BakA Urochloa sp. South Africa R B This Study 
MSV-DaiC Digitaria sp South Africa R A1 This Study 
MSV-Dig Digitaria sp. South Africa PS B Rybicki et al., 1998 
MSV-Lib Urochloa sp. South Africa R B This Study 
MSV-Ond Setaria sp. South Africa R B This Study 
MSV-Osg Urochloa sp. South Africa R B Willment, 1999 
MSV-Ouw Setaria sp. South Africa R B This Study 
MSV-Pas Paspalum sp. South Africa R B Willment, 1999 
MSV-Pat Digitaria sp. South Africa S E This Study 
MSV-Raw Urochloa sp. South Africa S D This Study 
MSV-Set Setaria sp. South Africa S C Schnippenkoetter, 1998 
MSV-Tas Triticum aestivum South Africa S B Willment, 1999 
MSV-VW Triticum aestivum South Africa S B Willment, 1999 
MSV-WES Triticum aestivum South Africa R B Willment, 1999 
MSV-WESE Eleusine sp. South Africa RIPS B Willment, 1999 
MSV-Wil Secale cereale South Africa R B This Study 
MSV-WW Triticum aestivum South Africa RIPS B Willment, 1999 
MSV-MatA Zea mays Zimbabwe S A1 This Study 
MSV-MatB Zea mays Zimbabwe S A1 This Study 
MSV-MatC Zea mays Zimbabwe S As This Study 
MSV-ZimA Zea mays Zimbabwe RIPS A1 Briddon et al., 1994 
MSV-ZimB Pennisetum sp. Zimbabwe PS ~ Briddon et al., 1994 
East Africa 
MSV-E Zea mays Ethiopia RIPS A1 Briddon et al., 1994 
MSV-Ama Zea mays Kenya S A1 This Study 
MSV-Bah Zea mays Kenya R A1 This Study 
MSV-Emb Zea mays Kenya R A1 This Study 
MSV-Gat Zea mays Kenya S A1 This Study 
MSV-JamD Zea mays Kenya R A1 This Study 
MSV-Kag Zea mays Kenya R A1 This Study 
MSV-Kang Zea mays Kenya R A1 This Study 










MSV-Kar Zeamays R 
MSV-Ken Zeamays S 
Zeamays R 
MSV-Kia Zeamays R 
Zeamays R 
MSV-Man Zeamays R 
MSV-Mit Zeamays R 
MSV-Mom Zeamays S B 
MSV-MtkA Zeamays S 
MSV-MtKB Zeamays R 
Zeamays R 
Zea mays R 
Zeamays R 
Zeamays S 
MSV-Jam sp. S B 
MSV-JamB sp. R B 
MSV-JamC sp. R B 
MSV-JamE sp. R B 
MSV-MuIA Zeamays Malawi R 
MSV-MuIB Zeamays Malawi R 
MSV-MuIC Zeamays Malawi R 
MSV-NkhA Zeamays Malawi R 
MSV-NkhB Zeamays Malawi R 
MSV-U Zeamays RIPS Briddon et 1994 
MSV-Zai Zea mays Zaire PS Briddon et 1994 
West Africa 
MSV-Cam Zea mays Cameroon R This 
MSV-GA Zeamays Ghana RIPS Briddon et 1994 
MSV-GB Zeamays Ghana RIPS Briddon et 1994 
MSV-Ns Zeamays S Mullineaux et 984 
MSV-NB Zeamays RIPS Briddon et 1994 
MSV-NC RIPS Briddon et 1994 
Indian Ocean Islands 
Zeamays La Reunion S Peterschmitt at 1996 
Zea La Reunion S 1998 
La Reunion RIPS 1994 
1994 
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TABLE 4.2 Agroinfectious Mastrevirus isolates involved in this study 
Virus isolate Source of Isolate Year of Region and Country of Reference 
Isolation Origin 
MSV-Ama Zea mays 1998 Amagoro, Kenya This Study 
MSV-Gat Zea mays 1998 Gathuke-ini, Kenya This Study 
MSV-Kom Zea mays 1989 Komatipoort, South Africa Schnippenkoetter, 1998 
MSV-l\AakD Zea mays 1998 Makatini, South Africa This Study 
MSV-MatA Zeamays 1994 Matabeleland, Zimbabwe This Study 
MSV-MatB Zea mays 1996 Matabeleland, Zimbabwe This Study 
MSV-MatC Zea mays 1998 Matabeleland, Zimbabwe This Study 
MSV-Mom Zea mays 1998 Mombasa, Kenya This Study 
MSV-MtKA Zeamays 1997 Mt. Kenya, Kenya This Study 
MSV-Ns Zeamays 1984 Nigeria Mullineaux et al., 1984 
MSV-R2X2 Zea mays 1997 La Reunion Isnard et al., 1998 
MSV-Sag Zea mays 1998 Sagana,Kenya This Study 
MSV-VM Zea mays 1993 Vaalharts, South Africa Willment, 1999 
MSV-Jam Oigitaria sp 1999 Jamaica, Kenya This Study 
MSV-Pat Oigitaria sp. 1999 Durban, South Africa This Study 
MSV-Raw Urochloa sp. 1998 Rawsonville, South Africa This Study 
MSV-Set Setaria sp. 1988 Durban, South Africa Schnippenkoetter, 1998 
MSV-Tas Triticum aestivum 1991 Elseberg, South Africa Willment, 1999 
MSV-VW Triticum aestivum 1993 Vaalharts, South Africa Willment, 1999 
DSV Oigitaria sanguinalis 1987 Vanuatu Donson et al., 1987 
PanSV-Kar Panicum maximum 1989 Karina, South Africa Schnippenkoetter, 1998 
SSV-Mil Pennisetum sp. 1994 Kenya Briddon et al., 1996b 
SSV-Reu Saccharum Officinarum 1998 La Reunion Bigarre et al., 1999 
4.2.3 Cloning of Full-length MSV Genomes 
Replicative fonn (RF) DNAs of the isolates MSV-MatA, MSV-MatB, MSV-MatC, MSV-MtKA, 
MSV-Sag, MSV-Ama, MSV-Gat, MSV-MakD, MSV-Jam, MSV-Mom, MSV-Raw and MSV-Pat 
were isolated from dried leaf tissue as described by Palmer et al. (1997). RF DNAs were 
linearised using either BamHI (MSV-MatA, MSV-MatB, MSV-MatC, MSV-MtKA, MSV-Sag, 
MSV-Ama, MSV-Gat, MSV-MakD, MSV-Jam, and MSV-Pat) or Sal! (MSV-Mom, MSV-Raw) 
and cloned, using standard techniques (Sambrook et al., 1989), into similarly linearised 
pBluescriptSK +. 
4.2.4 Sequencing of Full-length MSV Genomes 
Sequencing of the cloned MSV isolates (MSV-MatA, MSV-MatB, MSV-MatC, MSV-MtK, 
MSV-Sag, MSV-Ama, MSV-Gat, MSV-Mom, MSV-MakD MSV-Pat, MSV-Jam and MSV-Raw) 
was carried out using an ALF Express automated sequencer (pharmacia Corporation, Peapack, 
NJ). The full nucleotide sequences of all these isolates were detennined in both orientations. 
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(version 4.0; Lynnon BioSoft, Quebec) and PHYLIP (version 3.57c; Felsenstein, Washington). 
Open reading frames (ORFs) and Intergenic Regions (IRs) within the sequenced genomes were 
inferred by analogy with those determined for MSV-Ns (see Chapter 1, Fig 1.2; Howell, 1984; 
Lazarowitz, 1988; Mullineaux et ai., 1984). Nucleotide sequence elements and amino acid 
sequence motifs and functional domains with either known or suspected functions within 
predicted gene products were also inferred by analogy with MSV-Ns and other geminiviruses (see 
Chapter 1.4.1; Arguello-Astorga et ai., 1994a; Boulton et ai., 1989a, 1993; Dekker et ai., 1991; 
Donson et ai., 1984; Fennol et ai., 1990; Gorbalenya and Koonin, 1989; Hofer et ai., 1992; 
Horvath et ai., 1998; Koonin and Ilyina; Liu et ai., 1997; Mullineaux et ai., 1990; Saurez-Lopez et 
ai., 1995; Wright et ai., 1997; Xie et ai., 1995, 1999). 
4.2.5 Generation of Agroinfectious Constructs 
Agroinfectious clones were constructed as described by Grimsley et ai. (1987) according to the 
method of Palmer (1998). Xbal - EcoRi fragments containing full tandem repeats of MSV -MatA, 
MSV-MatB, MSV-MatC, MSV-MtK, MSV-Sag, MSV-Ama, MSV-Gat, and MSV-MakD 
genomes were cloned from pBluescriptSK into the Xbal and EcoRi sites of pBI121 to obtain 
pMatA, pMatB, pMatC, pMtK, pSag, pAm a, pGat, and pMakD, respectively. Xbal - Xhol 
fragments containing full tandem repeats of MSV-Pat, MSV-Mom and MSV-Raw genomes were 
cloned from pBluescriptSK into the Xbal - Sail sites of pBIN19 to obtain pPat, pMom and pRaw, 
respectively. Agroinfectious clones were transfonned into A. tumefaciens C58C1 using the 
method of An et ai. (1988). 
Besides the agroinfectious MSV clones constructed during this study, agroinfectious VIruS 
constructs were obtained from M. 1. Boulton (MSV-Ns, DSV; John Innes Centre, Norwich, u.K.), 
M. Peterschmitt (MSV-R2X2; CIRAD, Montpellier, France), R. Briddon (SSV-Mil; John Innes 
Centre, Norwich, U.K.), W. Schnippenkoetter (MSV-Kom, MSV-Set, PanSV-Kar; University of 
Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa) and J. Willment (MSV-VM, MSV-VW, MSV-Tas; 
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4.2.6 Agroinoculation and Evaluation of Isolate Pathogenicity 
Agroinoculation was perfonned according to Grimsley et al. (1987) with modifications described 
previously in Chapter 2. Agroinfectious constructs of all the MSV, DSV, SSV, and PanSY 
isolates involved in this study were used to infect three maize genotypes - B73 (highly 
susceptible), sweetcom (moderately susceptible) and P AN6099 (moderately resistant). 
Agroinfection experiments involving each maize genotype-MSV isolate combination were 
repeated at least three times. Agroinfection experiments involving specific constructs were carried 
out on groups of 14 plants. For each agroinfection experiment, a group of 14 seedlings injected 
with sterile distilled water served as uninfected controls. Seedlings were grown under near 
unifonn conditions in a plant growth room maintained at 22°C, at 80% relative humidity, with 16 
hours of light per day. 
Percentage leaf areas covered by chlorotic lesions in symptomatic plants were estimated for leaves 
four through six using a microcomputer-based image analysis technique described previously in 
Chapters 2 and 3. Percentage chlorotic areas ofleaves four, five and six were assessed 22, 29 and 
35 days after agroinoculation, respectively. For each virus isolate-plant genotype combination, 
the mean percentage chlorotic area of the 4th to 6th leaves, (designated C4_6), were used as 
representative measures of chlorosis. For each MSV isolate, a single value designated C4-6, 
representing the mean of the C4-6 values calculated for B73, sweetcom and PAN6099, was used as 
a generalised measure of pathogenicity. 
4.2.7 Detection of Recombinant Genomes 
28 full-length African streak: virus genomes were aligned in DNAMAN (optimal alignment with a 
gap open penalty of 5 and a gap extension penalty of 2). Detection of potentially recombinant 
sequences, identification of likely parent sequences and localisation of possible recombination 
breakpoints was carried out using computer software, called RDP (Recombination Detection 
Program), that was developed during this study (Appendix C; Installation files for the program are 
available on the CD ROM packaged with this thesis in the directory "D:IRDP/setup.exe"). 
RDP utilises a simple pairwise scanning approach for the detection of recombination. Beginning 
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PHYLIP, GCG (Genetics Computer Group, Wisconsin), or FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) 
formats, the software examines every possible combination of three sequences for evidence of 
recombination in a three-step procedure (Fig 4.1). Once the analysis is complete, an interactive 
graphical interface (see Appendix C, Figs C.1 to C.3 ) for examination of the analysis results 
enables the user to access stored information on all the evidence for recombination detected. 
The RDP settings used were: mUltiple comparison correction off, internal reference selection and a 
window size of 10. The 28 full-length African streak virus sequences were analysed for evidence 
of inter-subtype, inter-strain and inter-species recombination in two sets, each using a different 
highest acceptable P-value setting. The first set contained 15 MSV-A sequences (MSV-Ns, MSV-
MatA, MSV-MatB, MSV-MatC, MSV-MakD, MSV-Ama, MSV-Sag, MSV-Gat, MSV-MtKA, 
MSV-Ken, MSV-Kom, MSV-SA, MSV-VM, MSV-Reu, and MSV-R2) and was analysed with a 
highest acceptable P-value of 1 X 10.3• The second contained 22 MSV sequences (the 15 MSV-A 
sequences, MSV-Tas, MSV-Mom, MSV-VW, MSV-Jam, MSV-Pat, MSV-Set, MSV-Raw, 
PanS V-Ken, PanSV-Kar, SSV-Asw, SSV-Ben, SSV-Reu, SSV-N; GenBank accession numbers 
for all nucleotide sequences not determined in this study are given in Table A.1 in Appendix A) 
and was analysed with a highest acceptable P-value of 1 X 10-4 (Fig 4.1). 
Neighbour joining trees (Saitou and Nei, 1987) were constructed using regions within the aligned 
genomes that RDP identified as having a potentially recombinant origin and in all cases bootstrap 
analysis was used to confirm the program's findings. To facilitate this analysis, RDP allows the 
portion of sequences within the input alignment that are encompassed by potential breakpoints to 
be saved to disk. Sequences within all regions of the alignment that corresponded with sets of 
potential recombination breakpoints were realigned in DNAMAN (to ensure that the detected 
recombinant regions were not the result of an alignment error) and were used to construct a 
series of neighbour joining trees, each with 1000 bootstrap iterations. Acceptable confirmation 
that a sequence was of recombinant origin was "movement" with over 70% bootstrap support of 
the sequence from its position in a tree constructed with full-length sequences to a divergent 
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FIGURE 4.1 . The three step analysis procedure performed by RDP (Recombination Detection Program). 
In the first step all phylogenetically non-informative sites are discarded from the group of three 
sequences to obtain three information-rich sub-sequences. In every group of three sequences there are 
two sequences, A and B, that are more closely related to one another than to a third sequence, C. Non-
informative sites are (1) identical in all three sequences, (2) different in all three sequences, and (3) 
unique to A or B and are not present in any member of a group of reference sequences. The method of 
reference sequence selection is user-defined and is based on the relative positions of the three selected 
sequences in an UPGMA dendrogram. In the second analysis step, a window of user-defined width is 
moved along the aligned sub-sequences one nucleotide at a time and an average percentage identity for 
each of the three possible sequence pairs is calculated at each position. Sequences of possibly 
recombinant origin are identified as regions where the percentage identities of sequences A and C or B 
and C are higher than for sequences A and B. In the third analysis step, the probability that the 
nucleotide arrangement in the identified region that results in sequences A or B appearing more closely 
related to sequence C, may have occurred by chance, is approximated using the binomial distribution 
adapted from Rice (1995). G is the number of possible combinations of three sequences, L is the length 
of the information rich subsequences, N is the length of the putatively recombinant region, M is the 
number of nucleotides in common between either A or Band C in the putatively recombinant region, and 
p is the proportion of nucleotides in common between either A or Band C in the entire subsequence. If 
the value of P is lower than a user-definable cut-off figure, information on the potential recombination is 
stored for later access before the next combination of three sequences is selected and analysed. 
4.2.8 Recent MSV Evolution Through Nucleotide Sequence Substitution 
29 full-length African streak virus genome sequences (including the 12 sequenced during this 
study), DSV and CSMV sequences were used to infer the nucleotide sequences of ancestral 
African streak and maize streak viruses. The 31 full-length sequences were aligned in DNAMAN 
and were used to construct phylogenetic trees by the neighbour joining (using DNAMAN) and 
maximum parsimony (using PHYLIP) methods. A most parsimonious tree topology 
corresponding to that obtained using the neighbour joining method was used during the 
evolutionary reconstruction. The sequences of all nodes in the phylogenetic tree were inferred 
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by replacing sites with completely unknown identities (ie those sites that could potentially contain 
a space or a nucleotide) with a nucleotide (N) to force genes into frame. 
Five genomic regions corresponding to the MP gene, CP gene, RepA and C2 ORFs, LIR and SIR 
of MSV-Ns were examined separately. The changes that had occurred in each of these regions in 
MSV-MatA, -Kom, -MatC, -Reu, -Tas, -VW, -Jam, -Set, -Raw, and -Pat between each of the 
nodes separating them from their most recent common MSV progenitors were calculated. This 
was achieved by aligning actual sequences with inferred nodal progenitors and counting the 
number of nucleotide substitutions that occurred between them. During all pairwise comparisons, 
insertions and deletions (regardless of size), were considered a single nucleotide substitution and 
ambiguous nucleotides were ignored. Portions of sequence that had previously been found to 
have a recombinant origin were also ignored. For direct comparisons of evolution rates within the 
five selected genomic regions, the number of nucleotide substitutions occurring within a region 
was expressed as a percentage of the total number ofnucleotides of non-recombinant origin within 
that region. 
Because in certain cases (particularly in the depths of the phylogenetic tree) one or both of the 
branches diverging from a node contain more than one sequence, it was necessary to calculate an 
average measure of divergence for the virus genomes on each of the branches. To avoid biasing 
the average due to an over-representation of closely related sequences (such as MSV - MatA, -
Kom -MatC, and -Reu), the average divergence of those branches containing more than two 
sequences was calculated as follows: (1) the percentage of nucleotide substitutions occurring 
between a nodal sequence and all its descendants (not including inferred sequences) was 
detennined as described above; (2) the average percentage was calculated for all most closely 
related sequence pairs on a branch; (3) these pairs were then replaced by a symbolic sequence with 
the calculated average divergence of the pair representing its divergence from the ancestral 
sequence; (4) the process was then repeated with the next most closely related sequence pairs until 
finally only a single symbolic sequence and average percentage nucleotide substitution was 
obtained. An example of this scheme in practice is the calculation of the average nucleotide 
sequence divergence of the MSV -A and -B isolates occurring on the branch that diverges from the 
common ancestral MSV sequence. The average percentage nucleotide substitution occurring 
between this ancestral sequence and the sequence pairs MSV-MatAlKom (AI) and MSV-
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AIIMSV-MatC (A2) and BIIMSV-Jam (B2) were calculated as a2 and b2, respectively. The 
average percentage of substitutions for A2IMSV-Reu (A3) was calculated as a3. The average 
percentage nucleotide substitution occurring on the entire branch was the average a3 and b2. 
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Full Genome Sequencing and Classification of MSV Isolates 
To enable the classification of all the MSV isolates characterised in this and other studies a group 
of isolates that represented all of the observable MSV diversity was selected for full genome 
sequencing. The 49 MSV isolates typed using the PCR-RFLP technique developed by Wil1ment 
(1999) could be divided into 4 major groups. While the largest group consisting of 37 isolates 
was obtained almost exclusively from maize (one sample, MSV-DaiC, was isolated from a 
Digitaria sp.), another large group consisting of 10 isolates was obtained from a range of wild 
grass species and rye. Two isolates, MSV-Raw and MSV-Pat, had unique RFLPs for six of the 
seven enzymes used and were each assigned to their own group. To determine the actual 
nucleotide sequence relationships between the viruses in the different groups, eight isolates from 
the large "maize group" (MSV-MatA, MSV-MatB, MSV-MatC, MSV-Sag, MSV-Ama, MSV-
Gat, MSV-MtKA, and MSV-MakD), two isolates from the large "grass group" (MSV-Mom and 
MSV-Jam), MSV-Raw, and MSV-Pat were cloned and fully sequenced. The isolates selected for 
cloning and sequencing each represented a group of isolates with either identical or nearly 
identical RFLPs (nearly identical isolates differed by only one RFLP). Because the PCR-RFLP 
typing technique is able to differentiate between MSV isolates that share up to 99% nucleotide 
sequence identity (Wil1ment, 1999), the isolates selected within the maize group were in most 
cases expected to share between 95 and 99% sequence identity but be representative of distinct, 
never-before sequenced variants within the group. The Zimbabwean isolate MSV-MatB had 
RFLPs that were identical to those detected for the Kenyan isolate MSV -Sag, and both were 
selected for sequencing to confirm their relatedness. 
A pairwise nucleotide sequence identity matrix was constructed using the 12 sequences 
determined in this study and 10 other full-length MSV sequences currently available in GenBank 
(Fig 4.2). To classify the sequenced isolates, a strain was arbitrarily defined as a group of isolates 
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assessed contain representatives of five MSV strains (Fig 4.2). Three of these have already been 
identified as MSV-A (the maize-type MSV strain), MSV-B (the grass/wheat type MSV strain) and 
MSV-C (the strain represented by MSV-Set; Willment, 1999). In keeping with this MSV naming 
convention, the two new strains, represented by MSV-Raw and MSV-Pat, were named MSV-D 
and MSV-E respectively. 
To further classify the large group ofMSV-A isolates, a subtype was arbitrarily defined as a group 
of isolates sharing greater than 98% sequence identity. By this definition the MSV -A sequences 
currently available could be divided into six subtypes (Fig 4.2) named MSV-A\ (containing MSV-
MatA, MSV-Ama, MSV-MatB, MSV-Sag, and MSV-Gat), MSV-A2 (containing MSV-Ns), 
MSV-A3 (containing MSV-Ken and MSV-MtKA), MSV-A4 (containing MSV-SA, MSV-Kom, 
and MSV-VM), MSV-As (containing MSV-MatC and MSV-MakD) and MSV-A6 (containing 
MSV-Reu and MSV-R2). These subtype groupings were supported by phylogenetic analysis of 
the sequences (Fig 4.3). It is notable that MSV-MatC and MSV-MakD were classified as being of 
the same subtype despite their sharing only 97.9% sequence identity. The reason for this is that 
MSV -MakD is probably a recombinant (see below for details) with -75% of its genome sharing 
greater than 98% sequence identity with MSV-MatC. 
PCR-RFLP typed isolates from both this study and that carried out by Willment (1999) were 
assigned to different strains and subtypes by comparing their RFLPs to those of the sequenced 
isolates belonging to the different groupings. Similarly, isolates previously typed by partial 
nucleotide sequence analysis (Briddon et al., 1994; Rybicki et aI., 1998) were also classified 
based on their relatedness to the fully sequenced genomes. Collectively, 88 MSV isolates were 
typed and used to assess both the prevalence of different MSV strains in non-maize hosts and the 
distribution of different MSV -A subtypes in maize throughout Africa (Fig 4.4; Table 4.1). 
University of Cape Town
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FIGURE 4.2 Percentage identity matrix of 22 currently available full length MSV genomic sequence. Sequences were classified into 5 MSV 
strains (a strain was arbitrarily defined as a group of sequences sharing greater than 94% sequence identity) and the isolates in strain A 
were grouped into 6 subtypes (a subtype was arbitrarily defined as a group of isolates sharing greater than 98% sequence identity). Mate 
and MakD were grouped into subtype Aa for reasons described in the text. The Matrix was derived from an optimal DNAMAN alignment of 




















































FIGURE 4.3 A rooted neighbour joining tree (Saito and Nei, 1987) indicating the phylogenetic 
relationships between the MSV genomes sequenced in this study and all other publicly accessible full-
length African streak virus genomic sequences. GenBank accession numbers for the sequences not 
determined in this study can be found in Appendix A. The MSV sequences can be divided into five 
major strain groupings (designated A-E). Whereas all the MSV-A isolates (in orange) were obtained 
from MSV-infected maize, the MSV-B isolates (in green) were predominantly obtained from non-maize 
hosts (Wheat and Digitaria sp.) with only one isolate from maize (MSV-Mom). The MSV-C,-D, and -E 
isolates (in yellow, pink, and blue, respectively) were all obtained from wild grass species. The MSV-A 
isolates could be subdivided into six subtypes, each with different degrees of geographical localisation. 
The tree was constructed from an optimal multiple alignment of the sequences in DNAMAN (gap open 
and extension penalties of 5 and 2, respectively) and rooted on the sequence of the mastrevirus, Chloris 
striate mosaic virus (not shown). Numbers associated with nodes represent the percentage of 1000 
bootstrap iterations supporting the nodes. Nodes with less than 60% bootstrap support were collapsed. 
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FIGURE 4.4 The geographical and host distribution of 88 MSV isolates that have currently been typed in 
this and other MSV diversity studies (Briddon et al., 1994; Rybicki et al., 1998; Willment, 1999). While 
56% of the isolates used to construct this figure were typed exclusively by PCR-RFLP analysis, the rest 
were typed by partial and full-length genomic sequencing (see Table 4.1). Numbers above bars (n) 
indicate the number of isolates used to construct the bars. The vast majority of isolates detected in 
streak-infected non-maize hosts belong to the B strain. While a few MSV-A isolates have also been 
detected in non-maize hosts, only single isolates each of MSVC, -0, and -E have been isolated from wild 
grasses. While MSV-A1 is the most prevalent MSV-A subtype found in maize throughout the African 
continent, it is only the predominant MSV-A subtype in East Africa (Kenya, Malawi, Ethopia, Uganda and 
Zaire). The predominant subtypes in Southern (South Africa, Namibia, Zimbabwe, and Mozambique) 
and West Africa (Nigeria, Ghana, and Cameroon) are MSV-~ and MSV-A2, respectively. While MSV-As 
and MSV-~ are relatively minor subtypes, MSV-As isolates have a relatively wide geographical 
distribution and have been found in both Southern and East Africa. The MSV-As subtype has only been 
found on the Indian Ocean islands of La Reunion and Mauritius. MSV-B isolates are the only non MSV-
A isolates that have been found in maize. 
4.3.3 Analysis of tbe MSV Sequences 
Examination of the 12 full MSV genomic sequences determined in this study indicated that they 
have features in common with all other previously published MSV sequences (Howell, 1984; 
Lazarowitz, 1988; Mullineaux et al., 1984). Intergenic regions, ORFs, introns, primer binding 
sites, regulatory elements and potential secondary structures were identified in all 12 sequences by 
analogy with those determined for MSV -Ns (Arguello-Astorga et al., 1994a; Boulton et al., 
1989a; Dekker et al., 1991; Donson et al., 1984; Fennol et al., 1990; Mullineaux et al., 1990; 
Saurez-Lopez et al., 1995; Wright et al., 1997) and MSV -SA (Lazarowitz, 1988) and are 
presented in Fig D.1 (in Appendix D). The predicted MP, CP, Rep and RepA amino acid 
sequences encoded by these 12 genomes closely resemble those determined for other MSV 
isolates (Figs D.2, D.3, 0.4 and 0.5 respectively in Appendix D). Also indicated in these figures 
are all known or suspected functional domains and sequence motifs inferred by analogy with those 
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It has been noted that MSV-Ns, MSV-SA and MSV-Ken (MSV-A2 -A3 and A4 isolates, 
respectively) all possess 3 TATA boxes 57, 62 and 101 nucleotides upstream from the RepA start 
codon (Boulton et al., 1991a; Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). Of the three TATA boxes, the one at 
position -101 is the only one that is conserved in all the MSV strains. The TATA box at position 
-57 occurs in all currently sequenced MSV isolates except MSV-Set and -Pat (strain C and E 
isolates respectively), while the TATA box at position -62 only occurs in MSV-AI' -A2 -A3' and-
A4 isolates. C-sense transcription in MSV-Ns is predominantly directed by the TATA box at 
position -101 but can also be directed from one or both of the other TATA boxes (Boulton et al., 
1991a; M. 1. Boulton, 1998, unpublished results cited by Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). The TATA 
box at position -101 may also be involved in V-sense transcription in MSV-Ns (Wright et al., 
1997). 
A GC-box sequence has been identified as an important element in the V-sense promoter ofMSV 
(see Chapter 1, Fig l.6; Fenoll et aI, 1990) and analogous sequences were found to occur in the 
same position at the base of the stem loop in all of the MSV sequences determined in this and 
other studies (Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999). In all MSV isolates except MSV-Pat and 
MSV -MatB (strain E and Al isolates, respectively), the GC box contains a direct repeat of the 
sequence GGGCCGG. While the second repeat of this sequence is interrupted in MSV -MatB by 
substitution of the first C with a T, it is interrupted after the second C by a nine-nucleotide GC 
rich insertion in MSV -Pat. 
Apart from variations in sequence elements within the LIR, another potentially significant 
difference between the MSV strains is the size of the Rep proteins they express. All MSV-A 
subtypes (except subtype ~) potentially express Rep proteins that have 5 more amino acids at 
their C-termini than the Rep proteins expressed by all of the other MSV strains (Fig D.4 in 
Appendix D). It appears as though a nucleotide deletion within the Rep termination codon of a 
MSV-A progenitor has resulted in the Rep gene of most MSV-A isolates terminating 15 
nucleotides downstream from the point where termination occurs in other MSV strains (see 
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FIGURE 4.5 Average percentage chlorotic leaf areas occurring between leaves 4 and 6 (C4-s) of 
different maize genotypes agroinfected with a range of MSV, PanSV, SSV and DSV isolates. The MSV 
isolates have been labeled according to their strain and subtype groupings. Maize genotypes were either 
highly sensitive (B73, yellow bars), moderately sensitive (sweetcorn, light green bars) or moderately 
resistant (PAN6099, dark green bars) to MSV infection. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
4.3.4 Patbogenicity of Virus Isolates In Zea mays 
In order to determine the relationship between the genotypes of streak virus isolates and their 
pathogenicity in maize, differentially MSV -resistant maize genotypes were agroinoculated with 21 
fully sequenced MSV, PanSY, DSV and SSV isolates. MSV Strain A isolates produced the most 
severe symptoms in all the maize genotypes tested (Fig 4.5). While all these isolates share greater 
than 95% nucleotide sequence identity, there are significant differences in their pathogenicity in 
maize. Whereas subtype Al (MSV-Ama, -Gat, -MatA, -MatB, and -Sag), A2 (MSV-Ns) and A5 
(MSV-MakD and -MatC) isolates produced the severest symptoms in all the maize genotypes (C4-
6 of 68.6 - 75.5), subtype ~ isolates (MSV -Kom and -VM) produced the least severe symptoms 
(C-6 of 54.0 - 54.4). Although subtypes A3 (MSV-MtKA) and ~ (MSV-R2) isolates generally 
produced intermediate symptoms in all the maize genotypes (C4-6 of 62.8 - 63.2), the subtype ~ 
isolate produced symptoms as severe as the subtype At, A2 and A5 isolates in the MSV-resistant 
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The MSV-B, -C, -D and -E isolates, obtained predominantly from wild grasses and wheat, were 
all substantially less severe (C4-6 of 32.3 - 5.5) than the MSV-A isolates in all the maize 
genotypes. The single maize-derived strain B isolate, MSV-Mom, was significantly less severe in 
maize than the maize-derived strain A isolates and produced symptoms very similar to the wheat-
derived strain B isolate, MSV -Tas (Fig 4.5). While no strain B, C, D, or E isolates produced any 
symptoms in the moderately resistant maize genotype, P AN6099, all except the strain B isolates 
MSV -Tas and -Mom produced significantly more severe symptoms in the moderately sensitive 
maize genotype, sweetcom, than in the very sensitive genotype, B73. 
The PanSY, DSV and SSV isolates produced the mildest symptoms in maize (C 4-6 of 0.06 to 
1.69). As with all non-strain A MSV isolates, none of these viruses produced any symptoms in 
P AN6099. PanSY, DSV and SSV isolates also produced slightly more severe symptoms in 
sweetcom than in B73. Whereas the PanSY isolate was slightly more severe than the rest of these 
viruses (particularly in sweetcom), DSV was by far the mildest and was unable to produce any 
symptoms on B 73. 
4.3.5 Detection of Recombination Between Virus Isolates 
Because recombination has potentially resulted in the recent emergence of a number of serious 
begomovirus diseases (Umaharan et aI., 1998; Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 1998), the 
prevalence of recombination amongst MSVs was investigated. Using a custom-written 
recombination detection program (called RDP), substantial evidence was found for recombination 
both between different MSV isolates and between MSV isolates and the other African streak: 
viruses (Fig 4.6). Of 16 potentially unique recombination events detected amongst the 28 African 
streak: virus sequences analysed by RDP, nine were confirmed by bootstrap analysis. The 
confirmed recombinant regions ranged in size from 23 to 501 nuc1eotides with inter-species 
recombination apparently involving smaller regions (23 - 55 nuc1eotides) than intra- species 
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FIGURE 4.6 A schematic representation of the recombinant regions detected in the African streak virus 
genomes analysed during this study. Indicated are the major genomic features of the virus isolates 
(labeled for MSV-Ama). The origin of different genomic regions is indicated by their colour. Note that 
while the recombinant region detected within the RepA of SSV-N is presented here as being MSV-A1 -
like, it could be more accurately described as being MSV-like. Potential recombination breakpoints and 
the probability (P ;using the binomial distribution) that the indicated regions do not have a recombinant 
origin are presented. 
Of the nine unique recombination events detected, six were between MSV isolates. Four of these 
were within RepA and/or the C2 ORF. Recombination amongst the MSV -A isolates occurred in 
RepA between subtype AI and A2 viruses and between subtype AI and As viruses (Fig 4.6). A 
portion of the RepA sequence of the MSV -AI isolate, MSV -AIDa, resembles that found in the 
subtype A2 isolate, MSV -Ns. The potentially recombinant region spans sequences encoding the 
three rolling circle replication (RCR) motifs and putative DNA recognition and binding domains 
of Rep and RepA (see Chapter 1, Fig 1.8). The portion of RepA in the MSV-As isolate, MSV-
MakD, that is potentially of MSV -AI origin includes sequences encoding the RCR motif III and 
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Koonin and Ilyana, 1993). Approximately 70% of the 3' end of the CP genes of both the MSV-
As isolates that were examined (MSV-MakD and -MatC) have apparently also been derived 
through recombination with a subtype AI virus. The potentially recombinant region contains 
sequences encoding the entire C terminal portion of the CP and includes part of the ss/ds DNA 
binding domain (see Chapter 1, Fig 1.9; Liu et al., 1997). 
Recombination between strain A and strain B isolates was only detected amongst subtype A4 
isolates (MSV-Kom, -SA, and -VM). One of these MSV- A4 isolates (MSV-VM) has two 
genomic regions that are probably of MSV -B origin. All the subtype A4 sequences examined 
contained strain B-like sequences at the 3' termini of their C2 ORFs (Fig 4.6). Interestingly, 
recombination in this region may have been responsible for shifting the C2 termination codon 
slightly upstream of its position in other MSV -A isolates. Subtype A4 viruses would therefore be 
predicted to express Rep proteins with five fewer amino acids at their C-termini than viruses 
belonging to the other MSV-A subtypes (see Appendix D, Fig D.4). 
Besides the recombinant region detected at the 3' end of the C2 ORF, the 5' portion of the MP 
gene of the subtype A4 isolate, MSV -VM, also has a probable MSV -B origin (Fig 4.6). The 
potential recombinant region includes part of the MP intron and encodes a portion of the putative 
MP trans-membrane domain (see Chapter 1, Fig 1.9; Boulton et al., 1993). 
The only other evidence of inter-strain recombination detected was between the strain E isolate, 
MSV-Pat, and a MSV-B isolate. A 268 nucleotide region at the 3' end of RepA and spanning the 
start of the C2 ORF of MSV-Pat has a striking resemblance to the corresponding sequences found 
in MSV -B isolates (Fig 4.6). The potentially recombinant region contains the Rep intron and 
sequences encoding the retinoblastoma (Rb) binding motifs and oligomerisation domains of Rep 
and RepA, and the suspected transactivation domain of Rep A (see Chapter 1, Fig 1.8; Horvath et 
al., 1998; Xie et al., 1995). 
Strong evidence of three recombination events between different African streak virus species was 
also detected (Fig 4.6). While a 23 nucleotide portion of the MSV-Pat CP gene with no identified 
functionality appears to have an SSV origin (it is most closely related to the sequence found in 
SSV-Ben), a 55 nucleotide region of the SIR within the putative primer binding site (see Chapter 
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The finding that SSV-N contains 39 nucleotides of MSV-like sequence within its RepA gene 
provides evidence that MSV sequences have also been transferred to other African streak virus 
species. It is noteworthy that this very small recombinant region completely encompasses the 
sequence encoding the Rep motif involved in the nicking and joining activities during RCR (see 
Chapter 1, RCR motifID in Fig 1.8; Koonin and Ilyina, 1993; Laufs et al., 1995b). 
4.3.6 Recent MSV Evolution Through Nucleotide Substitution 
The many new full-length MSV sequences determined in this study presented an opportunity to 
investigate recent events in the evolution of this species. DNAP ARS (version 3.5c; a component 
of PHYLIP) was used to infer ancestral MSV nucleotide sequences from an alignment of all 
currently available African streak virus sequences, DSV and CSMV. A single most parsimonious 
tree topology which corresponded to that obtained using the neighbour joining method (Fig 4.3; 
Saito and Nei, 1987) was used to infer the changes in nucleotide sequence that occurred between 
the nodes of the tree. Sequences thus inferred were checked for their capacity to encode 
appropriate gene products. The quality of the inferred sequences occurring at each of the nodes in 
the dendrogram presented in Fig 4.7 is described in Table 4.3. The evolution of MP, CP, Rep LIR 
and SIR sequences were individually examined. 
The relative rates at which these genomic features have evolved have apparently varied quite 
substantially in different lineages. From the common MSV ancestor (MSV-l in Fig 4.7), it 
appears that the LIR has evolved at a greater rate than any of the other genomic components 
(compare the L columns to the others in the graph at the MSV-l node). Whereas the average 
percentage nucleotide substitutions that have occurred in the LIRs of all currently sequenced 
MSV isolates since their evolution from MSVI has been 11.4%, in these same viruses an 
average of only 8.2%, 7.2%, 8.7%, and 6.9% of nucleotides have been substituted in MP genes, 
CP genes, SIRs and Rep genes, respectively. The highest rate of LIR evolution has occurred in 
the lineage diverging from MSV-l that has given rise to MSV-Set, -Raw and -Pat (the strain C, D 
an E isolates, respectively). The rate of LIR evolution relative to that occurring in the other 
genomic features has apparently been particularly high in MSV -Set and MSV -Raw following 
their divergence from the MSV-CD inferred ancestral sequence (compare the L columns to the 
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quite substantial nucleotide sequence rearrangement since its divergence from MSV-Raw, and the 
5' portion between its stem loop at the origin of (+) strand replication and the RepA start codon 
has increased in size by 14% relative to that of the inferred MSV -CD sequence. 
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FIGURE 4.7 The reconstructed evolution of 10 currently sequenced MSV Isolates. Ancestral 
sequences were predicted using DNAPARS (version 3.5c; Felsenstein, Washington) and the average 
percentage nucleotide divergence was calculated for 5 different genomic regions of all the viruses 
evolving from each branch point. The bar graphs indicate the average percentage nucleotide sequence 
divergence (on Y-axis) of the genomic regions (on the X-axis; L = LlR; M = MP gene; C = CP gene; S = 
SIR; R = Rep gene) that has occurred during their evolution into the isolates (named in black) 
represented on the left (orange bars) and right (blue bars) hand sides of branch points. The names of 
inferred sequences at the nodes are given to the right of the graphs in red. The orange and blue 
numbers associated with bar graphs at nodes are the average number of unambiguous inferred 
nucleotide substitutions per genome that was used to construct the blue and orange bars, respectively. 
The topology of the tree represents that obtained with both the neighbour joining and maximum 
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TABLE 4.3 The quality of ancestral MSV sequences inferred during this study. 
Number of ambiguous nucleotides (percentage) 
Sequence LlR MP CP SIR Repa 
MSV-1 20 (6.4) 18 (5.9) 60 (8.1) 13 (8.7) 77 (6.7) 
MSV-CD/E 19 (6.1) 9 (2.9) 21 (2.9) 4 (2.7) 61 (5.3) 
MSV-CD 15 (4.7) 5 (1.6) 3 (0.4) 1 (0.7) 29 (2.5) 
MSV-AB 10 (3.2) 6 (2.0) 21 (2.9) 15 (10.1) 44 (3 .8) 
MSV-B1 3 (1.0) 2 (0.7) 5 (0.7) 11 (7.4) 17 (1.5) 
MSV-B2 2 (0.6) 2 (0.7) 0(0) 0 (0) 6 (0.5) 
MSV-A1 7(2.3) 4(1 .3) 11(1.5) 5(3.3) 13(1 .1) 
MSV-A2 4 (1 .3) 2 (0.7) 8 (1.1) 4 (2.6) 10 (0.9) 
MSV-A3 2 (0.6) 2 (0.7) 6 (0.8) 2 (1.3) 4 (0.4) 
aLiR - Long/large intergenic region 
aMP = Movement protein gene 
acp = Coat protein gene 





96 (3 .6) 
38 (1.4) 
10(0.4) 
40 (1 .5) 
28 (1 .1) 
16 (0.6) 
eRep = Replication associated/initiation protein gene (from the initiation codon of RepA to the termination 
codon of the C2 ORF) 
Interestingly, the rate at which the Rep genes of MSV-Pat, -Set, and -Raw have evolved has also 
been consistently higher than the rates at which the MP genes, CP genes and SIRs of these viruses 
have evolved (compare the R columns with the M, C and S columns in graphs at MSV -CDIE and 
MSV -CD in Fig 4.7). The elevated rate of nucleotide substitution in the Rep genes of the MSV-
Pat and MSV-SetJRaw lineages has apparently taken place simultaneously and independently as it 
is undetectable at the MSV-l node (compare the blue columns in the graph at the MSV-l node in 
Fig 4.7). Most of the changes in Rep following the divergence of lineages from the MSV-CDIE 
node have been concentrated in the 5' portion of the gene. Whereas 67% of nucleotide 
substitutions have occurred in the 5' 450 nucleotides of MSV-Pat's RepA since its divergence 
from the MSV-CDIE node, following the joint divergence of MSV-Set and -Raw from this node 
63% of the nucleotide substitutions that have occurred in their Rep genes have been within the 5' 
450 nucleotides of RepA. 
In contrast with the MSV -1 lineage that has produced strain C, D and E isolates, evolution of the 
LIR, SIR, and MP gene in the lineage giving rise to strain A and B isolates has, on average, 
proceeded at a slightly faster rate than evolution of the CP and Rep genes (compare the orange 
bars in the graph at the MSV-l node in Fig 4.7). While evolution of the B-strain isolates is 
apparently characterised by a greater proportion of SIR and MP nucleotide replacements (graphs 
at nodes MSV -B 1 and MSV -B2 in Fig 4.7), the relative rate of MP nucleotide replacements 
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the SIR and LIR accumulating a proportionally greater number of nucleotide substitutions 
(compare C, M, L and S columns of graphs at nodes MSV-Al,-A2-and -A3 in Fig 4.7). 
Remarkable genome-wide differences in evolution rates were noted in the viruses diverging from 
certain nodes (compare the orange and blue bars in the graphs at nodes MSV-Al, -CDIE, .and -CD 
in Fig 4.7). Particularly interesting is that the Indian Ocean island isolate, MSV -Reu, has 
apparently diverged less from MSV-Al (the inferred common MSV-A ancestor) than have the 
MSV isolates obtained from Africa (MSV-MakD, -MatA, and -Kom; compare orange and blue 
bars in the graph at node MSV-Al in Fig 4.7). The greatest difference in genome-wide evolution 
rates of viruses diverging from a single node is between the MSV-Pat and MSV-SetJRaw lineages 
(compare orange and blue bars in graph at the MSV-CDIE node in Fig. 4.7). Following their 
divergence from MSV-CDIE (the inferred common ancestor of all strain C, D and E isolates), 
MSV-Raw and -Set have apparently evolved at an average rate 2.7 times higher than that ofMSV-
Pat. 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
Whereas a number of studies have begun to reveal the extent of MSV diversity (Briddon et al., 
1994, Hughes et al., 1992; Rybicki et al., 1998; Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 1999), 
virtually nothing is known of the geographical and host distributions of the virus genotypes that 
have been detected. Throughout Africa less than 3% nucleotide sequence divergence has been 
detected amongst MSV isolates obtained from severely deseased maize (Briddon et al., 1994; 
Lazarowitz, 1988; Willment, 1999) and no attempt has been made to determine whether the small 
degree of sequence diversity that exists is responsible for significant differences in the virulence 
of these isolates. The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to provide an expanded view 
of MSV diversity, relating it to both the host and geographical distribution of MSV isolates and 
the relative virulence of these isolates in maize. 
For descriptive purposes, 22 unique full-length MSV genome sequences were classified into strain 
and subtype groupings. While this classification was not intended to be definitive, the subtype 
and strain groupings were supported directly by phylogenetic analysis of the sequences and 
indirectly by both their pathogenicity in differentially MSV resistant maize genotypes and their 
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a geminivirus species. It is potentially controversial that the isolates classified as belonging to 
strains MSV-C, -D, and -E were grouped together in the same species as MSV-A and -B isolates 
since they share less nucleotide sequence identity (between 78 and 83%) than many distinct 
Begomovirus species share with one another. It has been proposed that a species be defined as 
any group of isolates capable of trans-replicating one another (Rybicki et al., 2000). Trans-
replication of MSV -A and -C isolates has been demonstrated (Schnippenkoetter, 1998; Willment, 
1999). The fact that these strains are more dissimilar than are MSV-A and either ofMSV-D or-E 
implies that MSV -A isolates may also be able to trans-replicate and be trans-replicated by both 
MSV -D and -E isolates. 
MSV is known to infect over 80 wild and cultivated grass species (Buchen-Osmond, 1998a; 
Damsteegt, 1983; Konate and Traore, 1992). This and other studies have indicated that severe 
streak disease in one of these species, Zea mays, is predominantly caused by MSV -A isolates 
(Briddon et aI., 1994; Willment, 1999). Collectively, all major MSV -diversity studies that have 
typed MSV isolates on the basis of their nucleotide sequences (by either partial sequencing or 
RFLP analysis) have examined only 23 isolates from eight non-maize host species. Given such a 
small sample size, it is interesting that four unique MSV strains have been detected. It is not 
inconceivable that the overwhelming predominance of MSV -A isolates in maize might reflect 
what is a common MSV host adaptation strategy and that there may be nearly as many host-
adapted MSV strains as there are host species. While small diverse samples and host adaptation 
may explain why only single MSV-C, -D and -E isolates have been detected, the relatively 
frequent occurrence ofMSV-A and -B isolates amongst a wide range of grass species demands an 
alternative explanation. Whereas MSV -A isolates have been detected in three non-maize grass 
species (Coix lacryma jobi, a Pennisetum sp. and a Digitaria sp.), MSV-B isolates have been 
detected in at least seven species (maize, wheat, rye, Digitaria sp., a Paspalum sp., Eleusine sp., a 
Setaria sp. and Urochloa sp.). MSV-A and -B are also the only MSV strains that have currently 
been detected in exotic cultivated grass species such as maize and wheat, which may indicate that 
they have a fundamentally different survival strategy from that of the other MSV strains. The 
ability of MSV -A and MSV -B isolates to effectively use a wide range of grass species as hosts 
was possibly an important factor enabling them to successfully infect and produce severe 
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FIGURE 4.8 The relationship between virus genotype and pathogenicity in maize. The neighbour-joining 
tree presented here was constructed from aligned full genomic sequences of all viruses except SSV-Mil 
(for which only a partial nucleotide sequence is available). The numbers associated with the nodes of 
the tree represent the percentage bootstrap support for the nodes using 1000 bootstrap iterations. All 
nodes with less than 60% bootstrap support were collapsed. While horizontal distances reflect the 
relationships between the sequences, vertical distances are arbitrary. The bar graph indicates the 
average chlorotic areas produced on leaves 4-6 (C4-6) of all the maize genotypes agroinfected by the 
virus isolates. Whereas bars are coloured according to strain, subtype classifications have been 
indicated within the bars. Error bars in the graph represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean. 
currently characterised has been obtained from perennial grass species. This may indicate that 
adaptation ofMSV isolates to infecting annual grass species - which perhaps requires the virus to 
produce more striking symptoms more quickly, to guarantee leafhopper transmission - has 
predisposed them to be more virulent in maize (which is also an annual species) than the other 
African streak virus species. 
Although one of the MSV-B isolates examined in this study (MSV-Mom) was obtained from a 
mild streak infection of maize, it is unlikely from the results presented here that any non MSV-A 
isolate would pose any direct threat to maize production. While none of the MSV-B, -C, -D and 
-E isolates or any of the DSV, PanSY and SSV isolates produced any symptoms in P AN6099, 
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genotype. Of the MSV -A subtypes, Al and As possibly pose the most significant threat to maize 
production because of their wide distribution throughout Africa and their extreme virulence. 
Because widespread recombination has been detected amongst gemmlvrruses m the genera 
Curtovirus, Topocuvirus and Begomovirus (padidam et aI., 1999a) and has potentially been 
responsible for the emergence of highly pathogenic virus genotypes (Umaharan et al., 1998; Zhou 
et al., 1997, 1998), an investigation of recombination amongst all available streak virus sequences 
was carried out. Towards this end custom recombination detection software, called RDP, was 
written. Although a number of recombination detection methods had been published at the time 
RDP was being written (Grasslly and Holmes, 1997; Hein, 1990; Maynard Smith and Smith, 
1998; McGuire et al., 1997; Salminen et al., 1995; Sawyer, 1989; Siepel et al., 1995; Weiller, 
1998), none is suitable for simultaneously analysing reasonably large data sets, detecting 
recombination that has occurred between both very closely and very distantly related genomes, 
indicating likely parental sequences and estimating recombination breakpoints. Also, without 
prior knowledge of which genomes are likely to be non-recombinant, many of these methods are 
totally unusable. RDP was written to address all these problems and, unlike any other 
recombination analysis program that is currently available, it also runs under Windows 95/98/NT, 
is accessible to casual users and couples a high degree of analysis automation with an interactive 
and detailed graphical user interface (see Appendix C for a detailed description of the software 
and its use). 
A recent study has indicated that recombination amongst mastreviruses occurs at a lower 
frequency than that which occurs amongst the begomoviruses, curtoviruses and topocuviruses 
(padidam et al., 1999a). The results presented here indicate that this observation may not be 
accurate. It is probable that the reason Padidam et al. (1999a) discovered so little evidence for 
recombination amongst mastreviruses compared to other geminivirus genera, was because the 
sequences they examined were both too few and too diverse. There are far fewer mastrevirus 
sequences deposited in GenBank than begomovirus sequences. The mastrevirus sequences that 
are available are also considerably more diverse than those available for the begomoviruses and 
curtoviruses. The detection of a recombinant sequence generally relies on the identification of at 
least one sequence resembling one of its parents (it is very unlikely that for natural recombinants 
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detecting recombination in any particular group of sequences is therefore directly related to both 
the diversity and number of sequences analysed. Although there were only six sequences in the 
African streak virus group included in the analysis carried out by Padidam et al. (1999a), the 
depth of diversity in this group is comparable to that found in the entire Begomovirus genus. It is 
therefore hardly surprising that their analysis yielded so little evidence of recombination within 
the African streak virus group. In the present study enough MSV sequences were examined to 
detect a substantial degree of recombination both within this species and with other African streak 
viruses. There are, however, presently still too few non MSV African streak virus sequences 
available to properly detect recombination between them and any species other than MSV. 
For the recombinant sequences detected in this study, there appears to be a direct correlation 
between the size of the recombinant regions present and the relatedness of their parental 
sequences. While recombination detected between MSV-A isolates involved exchanges of DNA 
fragments that averaged 425 nucleotides, recombination detected between different MSV strains 
and between African streak virus species involved an average of 142 and 46 nuc1eotides, 
respectively. The reason smaller recombinant regions were not detected amongst intra-subtype 
recombinants is probably because the high levels of sequence identity between parental genomes 
precluded detection of recombinant regions smaller than ~200 nucleotides. On the other hand, the 
absence of larger recombinant regions among inter-species recombinants probably indicates that 
there are fitness constraints associated with the relatedness of two parental viruses which limit the 
size of DNA fragments that can be transferred between them. In support of this, previous reports 
have shown that laboratory-constructed gemini virus recombinants are invariably less fit than 
either one or both of the parental viruses used to construct them (Liu et al., 1999b; Schaffer et ai., 
1995; Willrnent, 1999; see Chapter 5). Mastreviruses have extremely compact genomes and all 
of the proteins they encode are known to specifically interact with either viral DNA (Rep and 
RepA; Castellano et al., 1999; Missich et ai., 2000) or other viral proteins (MP and CP; Kotlizky, 
et ai., 2000). Because of this, there is probably a substantial degree of co-evolution between 
different regions of mastrevirus genomes. When a recombination event occurs between two 
divergent mastrevirus genomes, the likelihood of an important interaction between viral 
components being disturbed will be directly proportional to both the degree of nucleotide 
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It is unknown whether any of the recombinant viruses detected have modified host ranges or 
enhanced virulence under certain conditions, but none of them was detectably more pathogenic in 
maize than closely related but non-recombinant viruses. In three cases, nearly identical 
recombinant regions were noted in more than one isolate. MSV -As isolates (MSV -MatC and 
MSV-MakD) contain a large proportion of coat protein sequence that resembles that found in 
MSV-Al isolates. MSV-A4 isolates (MSV-SA, -Kom, and -VM) contain what appears to be 
MSV-B derived sequences spanning the 3' termini of their C2 ORFs. The MSV-B isolates, MSV-
Tas, -Mom, and -VW all contain PanSY sequences within the predicted primer binding site at the 
origin of (-) strand replication. Because these recombinants are likely to represent major 
circulating MSV forms, one might surmise that they are significantly more fit than both of the 
parental viruses from which they arose. However, the possibility that these recombinants are no 
more or less fit than their parental viruses and that their prevalence today is merely the fortuitous 
result of random genetic drift can not be discounted. Alternatively, recombination may have only 
provided these viruses with a selective advantage under certain circumstances. It is noteworthy 
that while the recombinant MSV-A4 isolates, MSV-VM and MSV-Kom, both produce 
significantly milder symptoms in maize than all other MSV-A isolates (Fig 4.8), MSV-A4 is 
currently the dominant MSV-A subtype in Southern Africa (Fig 4.3). Both MSV-Al and MSV-As 
are distributed throughout Africa and together comprise 44% of the MSV isolates detected in 
Southern Africa. It is surprising therefore that despite MSV -AI and MSV -As isolates being more 
virulent in maize than MSV-A4 isolates, neither subtype has displaced MSV-A4 in Southern 
Africa. While recombination has restored the C2 termination codon of MSV -A4 isolates to the 
same position as in all non MSV-A strains, it has shifted it 15 nucleotides upstream of where the 
C2 termination codon is found in all other MSV -A subtypes. Whether this has provided MSV -A4 
isolates with a subtle selective advantage over their non-recombinant highly pathogenic 
counterparts is unknown and may be difficult to test experimentally if, for example, the advantage 
is only apparent in certain host species or cell types. 
The reconstructed evolution of the MSV strain groupings indicates that remarkably different 
patterns of nucleotide substitution have occurred in the genomes of viruses in the two lineages 
diverging from the common MSV ancestral sequence. Most notable is the very high rate at which 
sequences have evolved within the LIRs of MSV-C, -D and -E. Coupled with this high rate of 
LIR evolution has been a rate of Rep evolution that exceeds that of the MP, CP and SIR of these 
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nucleotides of RepA possibly indicates that elevated rates of Rep evolution have been a response 
to the high rates at which the LIRs of these viruses have evolved. This portion of RepA encodes 
the 150 N-terminal amino acids of Rep which corresponds with DNA binding domains that have 
been determined for other geminivirus Rep proteins (Choi and Stenger, 1995, 1996; Jupin et a/., 
1991). It is therefore possible that as changes in the sequence and spacing of Rep binding 
domains have occurred in the LIRs of MSV-Set, -Raw and -Pat, compensatory changes have 
needed to occur in the DNA binding and recognition domains of these viruses' Reps. 
Another potentially important finding from the reconstructed evolution was evidence of 
substantial genome-wide differences in evolution rates of lineages diverging from certain nodes. 
Varying rates of nucleotide fixation in MSV genomes related to the degree to which the genomes 
are adapted to infection of different host genotypes have been observed experimentally (Isnard et 
al., 1996). Perpetual infection of a suboptimal host apparently leads to the fixation of a greater 
number of mutations than occurs during perpetual infection of an optimal host (Isnard et al., 
1996). It is therefore possible that the higher evolution rates noted for MSV-Raw, and -Set 
relative to MSV-Pat may reflect the recent adaptation of MSV-Pat and MSV-Set to the infection 
of new grass species. If this were the case it is perhaps surprising that there is no evidence of 
increased evolution rates in the MSV -A lineage. Ancestral MSV -A isolates would have begun 
the process of becoming maize adapted after the introduction of maize into Africa a little over 400 
years ago and one might have expected to observe a detectable difference in the rate at which this 
lineage had evolved relative to MSV-B. 
It is interesting that the Indian Ocean island MSV -A6 isolate, MSV -Reu, has apparently diverged 
substantially less from the inferred ancestral MSV-A sequence, MSV-A1, than any of the African 
MSV-A isolates currently sequenced. MSV-A6 isolates have only ever been detected in samples 
collected from the Indian Ocean islands of Mauritius and La Reunion (Briddon et al., 1994; 
Peterschmitt et a/., 1996). Whereas there is - 4.3% nucleotide sequence divergence between 
MSV-Reu and the African MSV-A isolates, the African MSV-A isolates generally share greater 
than - 97 % nucleotide sequence identity. While it is possible that the same distinct MSV isolate 
was introduced simultaneously to Mauritius and La Reunion in the recent past (the islands are 
geographically closer to one another than either are to the mainland), the evolutionary 
reconstruction indicates that MSV -A6 isolates may be close relatives of a relatively uniform 
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Africa - possibly at the time maize was first introduced in Africa. While it is unlikely that 
individual MSV genomes are evolving at faster rates on the African continent than on the Indian 
Ocean islands, the apparent differences in evolution rates could reflect differences in African and 
island MSV population sizes. The number of individual MSV genomes on the African continent 
must be vastly greater than that found on any of the different Indian Ocean islands and it would 
therefore follow that the evolution and widespread dissemination of MSV genotypes with 
increased fitness might occur more frequently on the mainland. The absence of MSV sequences 
from Africa that resemble the ancestral MSV -A sequence might indicate that the spread of new, 
fitter genotypes involves displacement of pre-existing genotypes to the extent that they become 
virtually undetectable. Complete rapid displacement of one geminivirus strain by another has 
been observed for Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) in Spain (Sanchez-Campos et al., 
1999) and it is conceivable that similar displacements could occur during the epidemic spread of 
new MSV variants. While purely speculative, this feature of the MSV-A evolutionary 
reconstruction can be tested experimentally. Streak viruses also occur on the Atlantic Ocean 
islands of Sao Tome and Cape Verde (Buchen-Osmond, 1998b). Ifit were discovered that MSV-
A isolates from these islands more closely resemble MSV -~ isolates than any of the African 
MSV -A isolates, strong independent confinnation will have been provided that MSV -A6 isolates 
are close extant relatives to the last common ancestral MSV -A sequence. 
Through an analysis of MSV genotypic diversity, distribution and virulence, MSV -A subtypes 
have been identified which are likely to pose the greatest threat to maize production in Africa. 
While it is hoped that this preliminary description of MSV genotype distributions will aid future 
epidemiological investigations of changes in MSV population compositions over time, many of 
the agroinfectious MSV constructs produced in this study are already being used by Kenyan 
breeders to evaluate the MSV resistance of promising new maize lines. Whereas it was 
determined that non strain A isolates are unlikely to have any direct impact on maize production, 
the identification of inter-MSV strain recombination indicates that they may have an indirect 
impact on the epidemiology of maize streak disease. It has been widely speculated that 
recombination may be responsible for the emergence of certain begomoviral diseases (padidam et 
al., 1999; Umaharan et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 1997, 1998) and it is quite conceivable that either 
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It has been noted in MSV that small alterations in the nucleotide sequences of its genes and 
intergenic regions can have major impacts on the disease symptoms produced by mutant viruses 
(Boulton et ai., 1989a, 1991a, b; Schneider et ai., 1992; Shen and Hohn, 1991, Willmet, 1999). 
These investigations have revealed that modified virulence phenotypes can often be related to the 
alteration of either amino acid sequences within gene products (Boulton et al., 1989a) or highly 
conserved nucleotide sequences involved in replication or transcription (Boulton et ai., 1991 a; 
Schneider et ai., 1992; Willment, 1999). Mutation studies have, however, also revealed that 
apparently minor nucleotide sequence substitutions that do not obviously alter gene products or 
regulatory sequences can also significantly effect the virulence of mutant genomes (Boulton et ai., 
1991a, Shen and Hohn, 1991). An excellent example of this can be found in studies of the MSV 
movement protein (MP) gene. While completely altering the sequence of the MP N-terminal 14 
amino acids has nearly no influence on the virulence of MSV (Boulton et ai., 1989a), a single 
conservative mutation within the nucleotide sequence encoding the 14th MP amino acid has a 
major impact on the symptoms produced by the virus (Boulton et ai., 1991a). This "conservative" 
mutation has since been found to effect pathogenicity by significantly altering the efficiency with 
which the MP gene intron is spliced (M. 1. Boulton, personal communication). 
Although mutation studies have provided interesting insights into some of the molecular 
mechanisms used by MSV during an infection, they have yielded no information on how the 
small amounts of nucleotide sequence variation between different naturally occurring MSV 
isolates, contributes to the differential virulence of these isolates. In the previous chapter 18 MSV 
isolates that had been obtained from naturally streak infected grasses and maize were evaluated 
for their ability to produce chlorotic streak symptoms in differentially MSV -resistant maize 
genotypes. MSV -MatA was found to be amongst the most pathogenic of these naturally 
occurring isolates, and was identified as belonging to what is potentially the most widespread and 
economically significant group of MSV genotypes - the MSV -A subtype, AI. Despite being 
relatively closely related to MSV-MatA, MSV-Kom (an MSV-~ isolate sharing 97.7% 
nucleotide sequence identity with MSV-MatA) and MSV-R2 (an MSV-A6 isolate sharing 95.9% 
nucleotide sequence identity with MSV -MatA) both produced significantly less severe symptoms 
in differentially MSV-resistant maize genotypes than MSV-MatA. The MSV-B isolate MSV-VW 
(sharing 89.5% nucleotide sequence identity with MSV-MatA) was the least pathogenic MSV 
isolate tested in maize and was unable to produce a symptomatic infection in the moderately 
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To identify the nucleotide sequence detenninants responsible for the pathogenicity differences 
between MSV-MatA, -Kom, -R2 and -VW, a series of chima eric genomes was constructed which 
contained different combinations of genes (movement, coat and replication associated protein 
genes or MP, CP and Rep, respectively) and intergenic regions (long and short intergenic regions 
or LIR and SIR, respectively) from these MSV isolates. The virulence of 54 resulting chimaeras 
was examined in differentially MSV -resistant maize genotypes. These data were used to 
determine the individual contributions of the various genomic components to the differential 
pathogenicities of their cognate isolates were determined. 
5.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
5.2.1 Virus Isolates, Maize Genotypes, Plasmids and Enzymes 
Chimaeras were constructed from the full-length infectious clones of MSV-MatA (Chapter 4), 
MSV-Kom, MSV-VW (obtained from F. Hughes, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South 
Africa) and MSV-R2A (obtained from M. Peterschmitt, CIRAD, Montpellier, France). Seed of 
the hybrid maize genotype, PAN6099, was obtained from D. Nowell (PANNAR Ltd., Greytown, 
South Africa) and sweetcom (cv. Jubilee) seed was obtained from Starke Ayres nursery (Cape 
Town, South Africa). The RecA- Escherichia coli strains JM109 and DH5a and the plasmid 
cloning vectors pBluescriptSK+ (pSK+; Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and pUC19 were used during 
all routine cloning. Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58C1 [pMP90] (Koncz and Schell, 1986) was 
used to deliver agroinfectious clones during agroinoculation. The binary cloning vectors, pBI121 
(CLONTECH, CA) and pBIN19 (CLONTECH, CA) were used to construct agroinfectious clones. 
Unless otherwise stated all enzymes were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim (Mannheim, 
Germany) 
5.2.2 Construction of Chimaeric MSV Genomes 
Three groups of chimaeric genomes were constructed using standard techniques (Sambrook et al., 
1989). These groups were MSV-MaW MSV-Kom, MSV-MatN MSV-R2, and MSV-MatN 
MSV -VW chimaeras. Each group contained a set of 18 chimaeric genomes. Each set of 18 
genomes consisted of nine reciprocal gene and/or intergenic region swaps between MSV -MatA 
and either MSV-Kom, MSV-R2 or MSV-VW and are described in Figs 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, 
respectively. The nine pairs of recombinant genomes produced in each group were (where X 
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recombinant (MatCPXJ XCPMat), (3) a MP and CP recombinant (MatMPCPXJ XMPCPMat), (4) 
a LIR recombinant (MatLIRXJ XLIRMat), (5) a LIR, MP, and CP recombinant (MatLIRMPCPXJ 
XLIRMPCPMat), (6) a SIR recombinant (MatSIRXJXSIRMat), (7) a SIR, MP, and CP 
recombinant (MatMPCPSIRXI XMPCPSIRMat), (8) a LIR and SIR recombinant (MatLIRSIRXJ 
XLIRSIRMat), and (9) a Rep recombinant (Ma~XJ XRepMat) (Figs 5.1 - 5.3). In almost all 
cases the naming of the chimaeras reflected the nucleotide sequence relationship between the 
chimaeras and their parental genomes. Therefore MatMPVW refers to a chimaera with greatest 
nucleotide sequence identity to MSV-MatA, containing the LIR, CP, SIR and Rep ofMSV-MatA 
and the MP of MSV-VW. However the Rep recombinants containing, for example, the Rep of 
MSV-VW and the LIR, MP, CP and SIR from MSV-MatA were named MatRepVW for the sake 
of brevity despite sharing greater nucleotide sequence identity with MSV-VW. 
MSV-MatA/Kom and MSV-MatA1R2 MP and CP chimaeras were constructed from full-length 
infectious BamHI clones of these viruses in p DC 19, making use of naturally occurring AsuII and 
Neol sites at the 3' termini of their MP and CP genes, respectively, and an Xbal site within the 
vector (Fig. 5.4). MSV-MaWVW MP and CP chimaeras were constructed from full-length 
infectious BamHI clones of MSV -MatA and - VW in pSK + using Xmal and Neol sites at the 3' 
termini of their MP and CP genes, respectively, and an Xmal site within the vector. 
While MSV-MatAIKom and MSV-MatA1R2 LIR chimaeras were constructed from full-length 
BamHI clones using an Xbal site in the vector and an Asull site 72 nucleotides upstream from the 
RepA initiation codon, the MatLIRMPCPX and XLIRMPCPMat chimaeras were constructed 
using the same sites in the cloned MPCP chimaeras (MatMPCPX and XMPCPMat) of these 
viruses. Because MSV -VW contains an extra AsuII site within its CP gene (Fig 5.4), MatLIRVW 
and VWLIRMPCPMat were constructed using an EeoRl site within the vector and the AsuII site 
within the LIR of the full-length MSV-MatA BamHI clone in pSK+ and the VWMPCPMat 
chimaera, respectively. MatLIRMPCPVW was constructed by cloning an XbaI-NeoI fragment of 
MatLIRVW (spanning the LIR, RepA, C2 and SIR; Fig 5.4) between the corresponding sites of 
the full-length MSV -VW clone. VWLIRMat was constructed by cloning an EcoRl-NeoI fragment 
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FIGURE 5.1 The MSV-MatAlKom chimeras produced during this study. The identity of dimerised chimeric 
genomes cloned in pBI121 was confirmed by restriction endonuclease digestion with BseA! (B). Hindll! (H). 
and Sac! (S). 
In order to enable construction of the MSV -MatA1R2 SIR chimaeras, it was necessary to 
introduce a BglI! restriction site at the 3' terminus of the MSV -R2 C2 ORF at a position directly 
corresponding to that which occurs in MSV-MatA, -Kom and -VW (Fig 5.4). This was 
accomplished using the QuickChange Site Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) using the 
following pruners (modified nucleotide ill bold and BglII site underlined): 5'-
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FIGURE 5,2 The MSV-MaWR2 chimeras produced during this study. The identity of dimerised chimeric 
genomes cloned in pBIN19 was confirmed by restriction endonuclease digestion with Apal (A), BseAI (B), 
EcoRI (E) and Hindl/l (H). 
subclones were constructed from the clone obtained following PCR mutagenesis (pR2BglIIl and 
sequenced to confirm that the mutated sequence was correct and that no other unwanted PCR-
induced mutations had occurred in the SIR and the 3' portion of the MSV -R2 C2 ORF. An Nsil-
Neol fragment of pR2BglII+ (Fig 5.4) that had been fully sequenced and was known to be free of 
unwanted mutations was then cloned into the corresponding sites of both the full-length MSV-R2 
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FIGURE 5.3 The MSV-MaWVW chimeras produced during this study. The identity of dimerised chimeric 
genomes cloned in pBI121 was confirmed by restriction endonuclease digestion with 8g11/ (B), Hind'" (H), 
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FIGURE 5.4 Restriction map of MSV-MatA, -Kom, -R2, and -VW. A = Asull, B = BgIII, N = Ncol, Ns = Nsil; 
X = Xmal. When cloning the MSV-MaWKom and MSV-MaWR2 chimeras, site Y = EcoRI and Z = Xbal. 
When cloning the MSV-MaWKom and MSV-MaWR2 chimeras, site Y = Xbal and Z = EcoRI, Sail or 
Xmal. These fortuitously arranged sites enabled transfer of intact genomic components between MSV-
MatA and MSV-Kom, -R2 and -VW. Sites in red are unique to MSV-VW and the site in blue is absent in wt 
MSV-R2 and had to be introduced by site directed mutagenesis. MP = movement protein gene. CP = coat 
protein gene. SIR = short/small intergenic region. C2 = the 3' portion of the replication associated protein 
gene. RepA = the 5' portion of the replication associated protein gene. LlR = longllarge intergenic region. 
Whereas the Asull site between the MP and CP were used to produce MP and CP MSV-MaWKom and 
MSV-MaWR2 chimeras, the Xmal site within the MP was used to produce the MSV-MaWVW MP and CP 
chimeras. The labels beneath the restriction map indicate the names of the DNA fragments used during 
chimera construction. Indicated within the LlR is the position of the stem loop structure at the origin of (+) 
strand replication. 
MatSIRX and XSIRMat chimaeras were constructed by replacing the XbaI-BgIIl fragments of the 
full-length clones (MSV-R2B+ for the R2 chimaeras) with the XbaI-BglII fragment of 
MatMPCPX and XMPCPMat (R2MPCPMatB+ for the R2 chimaeras), respectively (Fig 5.4). 
MatMPCPSIRR2 and R2MPCPSIRMat clones were constructed by replacing the XbaI-BglII 
fragments of MSV-R2B+ and MSV-MatA with the XbaI-BglII fragments of MatMPCPR2 and 
R2MPCPMatB+, respectively. Similarly, MatMPCPSIRKom and KomMPCPSIRMat clones were 
constructed by replacing the XbaI-BglII fragments of MSV-Kom and MSV-MatA with the XbaI-
BglII fragments of MatMPCPKom and KomMPCPMat, respectively. MatSIRVW and 
VWMPCPSIRMat were constructed by cloning the EcoRI-BglII fragment of VWMPCPMat into 
the EcoRI-BglII sites of the full-length MSV-MatA and MSV-VW BamHI clones, respectively. 
VWSIRMat and MatMPCPSIRVW were constructed by cloning the EcoRI-BglII fragment of 
MatMPCPVW into the EcoRI-BglII sites of the full-length MSV-VW and MSV-MatA BamHI 
clones, respectively (Fig 5.4). 
MatLIRSIRX and XLIRSIRMat clones were constructed by replacing the BglII-EcoRI (for MSV-
MatAIKom chimaeras), BglII-SalI (for MSVMatA1R2 chimaeras) or BglII-XbaI (for MSV-
MatAIVW chimaeras) fragments of MatLIRX and XLIRMat into the corresponding sites of 
MatSIRX and XSIRMat, respectively. MatRepX and XRepMat clones were constructed by 
replacing the BglII-EcoRI (for MSV -MatAIKom chimaeras), BglII-SalI (for MSV -MatA1R2 
chimaeras) or BglII-XbaI (for Msv-MatAIVW chimaeras) fragments of XLIRMat and MatLIRX 
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5.2.3 Generation of Agroinfectious Constructs 
Agroinfectious clones were constructed essentially as described by Grimsley et al. (1987) 
according to the method of Palmer (1997). In total, 61 genomes were dimerised and cloned into 
either pBI12l (MSV-MatAJKom and MSV-MatNVW chimaeras) or pBIN19 (MSV-MatA1R2 
chimaeras) . Besides the 54 chimaeras, these genomes included the wild-type (wt) MSV-R2, 
MSV-Kom and MSV-VW genomes, the mutant MSV-R2B+ and wt MSV-MatA cloned into both 
pBIN19 (for comparison with the MSV-MatA1R2 chimaeras) and pBI12l (in two different 
orientations for comparison with the MSV-MatNVW and MSV-MatAJKom chimaeras). Xbal-
EcoRi fragments containing full tandem repeats of MSV-MatAIKom and MSV-MatNVW 
chimaeras were respectively cloned from pUC19 and pSK+ into the Xbal and EcoRi sites of 
pBI 121. Xbal-Xhol fragments containing full tandem repeats of MSV -MatA1R2 chimaeras were 
cloned from pBluescriptSK into the Xbal - SaIl sites of pBIN19. Agroinfectious clones were 
transformed into A. tumefaciens C58Cl using the method of An et al. (1988). 
5.2.4 Agroinoculation 
Agroinoculation was performed according to Grimsley et al. (1987) with modifications described 
previously in Chapter 2. Each agroinfectious construct was used to infect both sweetcom (a 
moderately MSV-susceptible maize genotype) and PAN6099 (a moderately MSV-resistant maize 
genotype). Agroinfection experiments involving each maize genotype-agroinfectious construct 
combination were repeated at least three times. Agroinfection experiments involving specific 
constructs were carried out on groups of 14 plants. For each agroinfection experiment, a group of 
14 seedlings injected with sterile distilled water served as uninfected controls. Seedlings were 
grown under near-uniform conditions in a plant growth room maintained at 220 C, at 80% relative 
humidity, with 16 hours oflight per day. 
5.2.5 Analysis of Symptoms 
The proportion of plants showing symptoms was determined at three-day intervals between the 
fifth and fourteenth days post inoculation (dpi). For each MSV isolate-plant genotype 
combination, these measurements were integrated into an infection rate (IR) value calculated as 
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Heights of symptomatic plants and uninfected control plants were measured 15 dpi as the distance 
from their coleoptilar nodes to the tip of their fourth leaves. For specific agroinfectious construct -
maize genotype combinations, a value designated S (representing stunting occurring as a result of 
infection) was calculated as the mean height of symptomatic plants expressed as a proportion of 
the mean height of uninfected control plants. The value of I-S was used as a description of 
stunting. 
Percentage leaf areas covered by chlorotic lesions in symptomatic plants were estimated for 
leaves two through six using the microcomputer-based image analysis technique described 
previously in Chapters 2 and 3. Whereas percentage chlorotic areas on leaves two and three were 
determined 15 dpi, those on leaves four, five and six were determined 22, 29 and 35 dpi, 
respectively. For each agroinfectious construct-plant genotype combination, the mean percentage 
chlorotic area of the fourth to sixth leaves, (designated C4-6), was used as a representative measure 
of chlorosis that could be used to directly compare the virulence of MSV -MatAlKom, MatA1R2 
and MatANW chimaeras (see Chapter 3). 
An interaction index (In) was devised to describe the degree to which a genomic component could 
be transferred into a divergent genomic background and still retain its ability to function as well as 
it did within the context of its native genomic background. This index was calculated for pairs of 
reciprocal chimaeras as follows: 
In (MXC4-6 + XMC4-6) 
(MC4-6 + XC4-6) 
where MXC4-6 is the C4-6 value of the predominantly MSV -MatA chimaera, XMC4-6 is the C4-6 
value of the reciprocal, predominantly MSV-Kom, -R2 or -VW chimaera, MC4-6 is the C4-6 value 
of MSV -MatA, XC4-6 is the C4-6 value of MSV -Kom, -R2 or -VW. The In of a pair of reciprocal 
chimaeras therefore illustrates the degree to which the average virulence of the chimaeras has 
been altered relative to the average virulence of the two wild-type genomes used in their 
construction. This measure assumes that if the genomic component reciprocally exchanged 
between MSV-MatA and either MSV-Kom, -R2 or -VW influences the virulence of chimaeras 
due solely to the genomic component's functionality, then the value of In should = 1. 
"Functionality" of a genomic component is defmed here as the average direct contribution that 
two different versions of the component make to the virulence of the chimaeric viruses in which 
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in the reciprocal chimaeras relative to their functionality in their original genomic backgrounds. 
If In < 1 then it is assumed that the functionality of the two genomic components has decreased in 
the reciprocal chimaeras relative to their functionality in their origional genomic backgrounds. 
An increase in In above 1 would imply that a synergistic effect had occurred that enabled both 
versions of the genomic component being examined to, on average, function more efficiently in 
their non-native genomic backgrounds. Conversely, a decrease in In below 1 would imply that an 
antagonistic effect had occurred in the chimaeras that, on average, resulted in both versions of the 
genomic component being examined functioning less efficiently than they had in their native 
genomic backgrounds. The value of In should relate directly to the magnitude of these synergistic 
and antogonistic effects. It is also important to note that In is calculated using C4-6 values which 
enables the direct comparison of In of analogous MSV-MatAlKom, MSV-MaWR2 and MSV-
MatANW chimaeras (see Chapter 3). 
5.3 RESULTS 
5.3.1 Viability of Chimaeric and Mutant Genomes 
Prior to construction of the MSV -MatA1R2 chimaeras, it was necessary to introduce a restriction 
site between the C2 ORF and SIR of MSV-R2 to enable the cloning of SIR and Rep gene 
replacements (Fig 5.4). Agroinfectious clones of MSV-R2 and the mutant genome, MSV-R2B+, 
had identical infection rates and induced indistinguishable degrees of stunting and chlorotic areas 
on leaves two through six of agroinoculated sweetcom and PAN6099 seedlings. This implied that 
the introduced BgllI site at the 3' terminus of the C2 ORF of MSV-R2B+ had no detectable effect 
on this virus' fitness in these maize genotypes. 
All of the chimaeric genomes that were constructed could infect and produce symptoms in 
sweetcom. Examples of streak symptoms occurring on the fifth leaves of sweetcom and 
P AN6099 plants infected with the chimaeras are presented in Appendix E (Figs E.l through E.6) 
Relative to the virulence ofwt viruses, the virulence of chimaeras (as measured by infection rates, 
stunting, and chlorotic areas in the differentially MSV-resistant maize genotypes) could be 
divided into three categories: (1) no change in virulence relative to the most closely related wt 
virus, (2) increased virulence relative to the most closely related wt virus, and (3) reduced 
virulence relative to the most closely related wt virus. Alterations in the functional interactions 
of different genomic components could be detected when either one or both chimaeras lIT a 
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5.3.2 The Virion Sense Genes (MP and CP) 
The vmon sense genes of MSV-MatA apparently contain the major sequence elements 
responsible for this isolate being more pathogenic in maize than MSV-Kom, -R2, and -VW. 
MSV-MatNKom and MSV-MatA1R2 chimaeras containing either the MSV-MatA MP alone 
(KomMPMat and R2MPMat) or the MSV-MatA MP and CP together (R2MPCPMat) produced 
greater chlorotic areas and degrees of stunting in symptomatic sweetcom plants than wt MSV-
Kom and MSV-R2, respectively (Fig 5.5A, panels 2:1,2:2, and 4:2, respectively; Fig 5.5 B). The 
chimaera, R2MPCPMat, was almost as virulent as wt MSV -MatA (Fig 5.5A panel 4:2). Whereas 
KomMPCPMat had a lower infection rate, induced significantly less stunting and produced 
smaller chlorotic areas on the first symptomatic leaves than wt MSV-Kom in sweetcom, by leaf 
six it was producing greater chlorotic areas than wt MSV -Kom (Fig 5.5A panel 4: 1). Of these 
MP and MPCP chimaeras, only the KomMPMat chimaera retained its ability to produce greater 
chlorotic areas than wt MSV -Kom in P AN6099 (Fig 5.5A panel 2:4). While R2MPCPMat and 
MSV -MatA had indistinguishable infection rates, induced similar degrees of stunting and 
produced nearly identical chlorotic areas on leaves three and four in infected P AN6099, chlorotic 
areas produced by R2MPCPMat decreased sharply after leaf four so that they were smaller than 
those produced by MSV-R2 on leaf six (Fig 5.5A panel 4:5, Fig 5.5B). The chimaeras, 
MatMPKom, MatMPR2 and MatMPCPR2 produced substantially smaller chlorotic areas in both 
sweetcom and PAN6099 than did wt MSV-MatA (Fig 5.5A panels 2:1,2:2 and 4:1, respectively). 
However, only in the case ofMatMPR2 and MatMPCPR2 were these reductions in chlorotic areas 
. also coupled with a significantly reduced infection rate and degree of stunting in symptomatic 
plants relative to MSV-MatA (Fig 5.5B). Corresponding with only a marginal increase in 
virulence of KomMPCPMat relative to MSV-Kom in sweetcom, the reciprocal chimera, 
MatMPCPKom, produced only slightly reduced chlorotic areas than did MSV-MatA (Fig 5.5A 
panel 4:1). In PAN6099, however, MatMPCPKom produced substantially smaller chlorotic areas 
(particularly by leaf six) than did MSV -MatA (Fig 5.5A panel 4:4) 
While the MSV-MatAlVW chimaera containing only the MSV-MatA MP (VWMPMat) did not 
produce significantly greater chlorotic areas on the leaves of symptomatic plants than those 
produced by wt MSV -VW (Fig 5.5A, panel 2:3), it had a higher infection rate and induced 
significantly more stunting than MSV-VW in sweetcom (Fig 5.5B). VWCPMat in sweetcom 
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FIGURE 5.5 The virulence of movement protein gene (MP), coat protein gene (CP) and MP + CP 
chimeras. (A) The chlorotic areas produced in sweetcorn (a moderately MSV-susceptible maize genotype) 
and PAN6099 (a moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype) agroinoculated with either chimeras or wt 
genomes. MSV-MatA and chimeras containing predominantly MSV-MatA sequences are in blue, MSV-
Kom and chimeras containing predominantly MSV-Kom sequences are in orange, MSV-R2 and chimeras 
containing predominantly MSV-R2 sequences are in pink, and MSV-VW and chimeras containing 
predominantly MSV-VW sequences are in green. Broken lines representing the chlorotic areas produced 
by wt viruses are presented for comparative purposes. (B) Infection rates and stunting induced by wt and 
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(Fig 5.5A, panel 3:3; Fig 5.5B). However, when both the MSV-MatA MP and CP were present 
together in VWMPCPMat, the chimaera was substantially more infectious and produced far 
greater chlorotic areas and degrees of stunting than produced by MSV-VW, V WMPM at, and 
VWCPMat (Fig 5.5A, compare green plot in panel 4:3 with green plots in panels 2:3 and 3:3). 
Infection rates, chlorotic symptoms and stunting produced in sweetcom by all other MSV-
MatANW chimaeras containing the MSV-VW Rep and MSV-MatA MP and CP 
(VWLIRMPCPMat, VWMPCPSIRMat, and MatRep VW) differed only slighly from those 
produced by VWMPCPMat (compare green plot in Fig 5.5A panel 4:3 with green plots in Fig 
5.6A, panel 2:3 and Fig 5.7A panel 2:3, and blue plot in Fig 5.7A panel 4:3). The converse of 
what was observed with VWMPMat, VWCPMat and VWMPCPMat was observed with 
MatMPVW, MatCPVW and MatMPCPVW, respectively. Relative to MSV-MatA in sweetcom, 
MatMPVW produced slightly smaller chlorotic areas and less stunting, while MatCPVW and 
MatMPCPVW were remarkably less infectious and produced much reduced stunting and chlorotic 
areas (Fig 5.5A panels 2:3, 3:3 and 4:3, respectively; Fig 5.5B). The delayed development of 
symptoms was particularly interesting in plants infected with MatCPVW and MatMPCPVW (Fig 
5.5A blue plots in panels 3:3 and 4:3; Fig 5.5B). On the earliest symptomatic leaves in plants 
infected with these chimaeras, chlorotic areas were approximately equivalent to those produced 
by wt MSV -VW, but by leaf six chlorotic areas had increased to become more extensive than 
those recorded for VWMPCPMat. The chlorotic areas produced by MatCPVW on leaf six were 
also greater than those produced by MatMPVW. 
5.3.3 The LIR 
The LIR of MSV -MatA apparently also contains sequence elements that are partially responsible 
for this isolate being more pathogenic than MSV-Kom. However, while the MSV-MatAlKom 
chimaera, KornLIRMat, produced significantly greater chlorotic areas in sweetcom than MSV-
Kom (Fig 5.6A panel 1:1), the analogous MSV-MatNR2 chimaera, R2LIRMat, was significantly 
less infectious and produced smaller chlorotic areas than MSV -R2 in both sweetcom and 
P AN6099 (Fig 5.6A panels 1:2 and 1 :5, respectively; Fig 5.5B). It therefore appears as though 
the MSV -MatA LIR interacts poorly with some other component of the MSV -R2 genome. To 
identify the nature of this interaction, it was necessary to investigate the pathogenicity of 
chimaeras containing paired genome replacements. Both KornLIRMPCPMat and 
R2LIRMPCPMat produced stunting and chlorotic symptoms that were almost indistinguishable 
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FIGURE 5.6 The virulence of long intergenic region (LlR) and LlR + MP + CP chimeras. (A) The chlorotic 
areas produced in sweetcorn (a moderately MSV-susceptible maize genotype) and PAN6099 (a 
moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype) agroinoculated with the chimeras. Chimeras containing 
predominantly MSV-MatA sequences are in blue, chimeras containing predominantly MSV-Kom 
sequences are in orange, chimeras containing predominantly MSV-R2 sequences are in pink, and 
chimeras containing predominantly MSV-VW sequences are in green. Broken lines representing the 
chlorotic areas produced by wt viruses are presented for comparative purposes. In certain cases the 
names of chimeras presented within each of the panels have been abbreviated due to space constraints. 
For example MatLlRMPCPKom has been abbreviated to MLlRMPCPK in panel 2:4. (B) Infection rates and 
stunting induced by wt and chimeric viruses. All error bars represent 95% confidence intervals (Student's 
t-test). 
virulence properties of the LIR are probably influenced by sequences within the MP and/or CP 
genes. It appears, however, that host factors may also be involved in this interaction because 
R2LIRMPCPMat was substantially less virulent than MSV-MatA in PAN6099 and even produced 
smaller chlorotic areas than MSV -R2 in this host (Fig 5.6A panel 2:5). Relative to MSV -MatA in 
PAN6099, KomLIRMPCPMat induced as much stunting but had a slightly lower infection rate 
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Examining the reciprocal chimaeras containing predominantly MSV -MatA sequences, it is 
apparent that the MSV-MatA and -R2 LIRs function better in the maize genotypes tested than 
does the MSV-Kom LIR. Whereas MatLIRKom had a much lower infection rate and produced 
substantially smaller chlorotic areas than wt MSV -MatA in both sweetcom and P AN6099 (Fig 
5.6A panels 1: 1 and 1 :4; Fig 5.6B), MatLIRR2 induced approximately the same degree of 
stunting as MSV -MatA and produced chlorotic areas on leaves four through six that were 
indistinguishable from those produced by MSV-MatA in both sweetcom and PAN6099 (Fig5.6A 
panels 1:2 and 1:5; Fig 5.6B). In sweetcom, the chimaeras MatLIRMPCPKom and 
MatLIRMPCPR2 produced chlorotic areas similar to those produced by MSV-Kom and MSV-R2, 
respectively (Fig 5.6A panels 2:1 and 2:2). In PAN6099, however, MatLIRMPCPKom produced 
significantly smaller chlorotic areas than those produced by MSV-Kom, while MatLIRMPCPR2 
produced chlorotic areas on leaves five and six that were similar to those produced by MSV -MatA 
in this host (Fig 5.6A, 2:4 and 2:5 respectively). The differential virulence of MatLIRMPCPR2 
relative to MSV-R2 in sweetcom and PAN6099 again implies the existence of a host specific 
modification of the interaction between sequences in the MSV-R2 LIR and MP and/or CP genes. 
The MSV -MatAIVW chimaera, VWLIRMat, produced significantly smaller chlorotic areas than 
did MSV-VW in sweetcom and, like MSV-VW, was not infectious in PAN6099 (Fig 5.6A panels 
1:3 and 1 :6, respectively; Fig 5.6B). VWLIRMPCPMat, however, produced slightly more severe 
symptoms than did VWMPCPMat in sweetcom and, like VWMPCPMat, produced mild 
symptoms in PAN6099 (Fig 5.5A panels 4:3 and 4:6; Fig 5.6A panels 2:3 and 2:6, respectively; 
Fig 5.6B). Considering the apparent interactions between the LlRs and MP and/or CP genes of 
MSV-MatA and -R2, it is perhaps surprising that MatLIRVW and MatLIRMPCPVW (the 
predominantly MSV-MatA chimaeras containing the MSV-VW LIR) were not substantially less 
fit than they were determined to be. · While both MatLIRVW and MatLIRMPCPVW were 
respectively less pathogenic than MSV-MatA and MatMPCPVW in both sweetcom and 
P AN6099 (Fig 5.6A panel 1 :3 and compare panel 2:3 with Fig 5.5A panel 4:3), the differences in 
chlorotic areas, stunting and infection rates were only slight. The chlorotic areas produced by 
MatLIRVW were similar to those produced by MatLIRKom in sweetcom, but were significantly 
greater in PAN 6099 (Fig 5.6A, compare blue plots panels 1: 1 and 1:4 with green plots in panels 
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5.3.4 The SIR and Complementary Sense ORFs (RepA and C2) 
The genomic region that apparently had the least influence on MSV pathogenicity in maize was 
the SIR. MSV -MatNKom and MatA1R2 chimaeras differing in only their short intergenic 
regions (MatSIRX and MatA, XSIRMat and X, MatLIRSIRX and MatLIRX, XLIRSIRMat and 
XLIRMat, MatRepX and XLIRMPCPMat, and XRepMat and MatLIRMPCPX where X is either 
Kom or R2) were equally infectious and produced indistinguishable chlorotic area and stunting 
symptoms in both sweetcom and P AN6099 (Fig 5.7 A panels 1: 1, 1 :2). While these MSV-
MatNKom chimaeras also produced indistinguishable chlorotic areas in P AN6099, the MSV-
Mat1R2 chimaeras, MatSIRR2 and R2SIRMat consistently produced slightly smaller chlorotic 
areas on leaves three through six than those produced by wt MSV -MatA and R2, respectively (Fig 
5.7 A panel 1 :5). 
For the MatANW chimaeras differing in only their SIRs, slight but significant reductions in 
chlorotic areas were produced in sweetcom by MatSIRVW relative to MSV-MatA (Fig 5.7A 
panel 1:3), MatLIRSIRVW relative to MatLIRVW (compare blue plots in Fig 5.7A panel 3:3 and 
Fig 5.6A 1:3), MatRepVW relative to VWLIRMPCPMat (compare blue plot in panel Fig 5.7A 
panel 4:3 and green plot in Fig 5.6A panel 2:3), MatMPCPSIRVW relative to MatMPCPVW 
(compare blue plots in Fig 5.7A panel 2:1 and Fig 5.5A panel 4:3), and VWRepMat relative to 
MatLIRMPCPVW (compare green plot panel Fig 5.7A panel 4:3 and blue plot in Fig 5.6A panel 
2:3). While VWSIRMat only produced smaller chlorotic areas than MSV-VW on leaf 3 (Fig 
5.7A panel 1:3), chlorotic areas produced by VWLIRSIRMat and VWMPCPSIRMat were 
indistinguishable from those produced by VWLIRMat and VWMPCPMat, respectively (compare 
green plots in Fig5.7A panels 3:3 and 2:3 with those in Fig 5.6A panel 1:3 and Fig 5.5A panel 4:3, 
respectively). The infection rates achieved in sweetcom by the chimaeras VWSIRMat, 
VWLIRSIRMat, VWMPCPSIRMat, MatRepVW (all containing a MSV-MatA SIR and a MSV-
VW Rep; Fig 5.7B) did not differ significantly from those achieved by MSV-VW, VWMPCPMat 
(Fig 5.5B), VWLIRMat, and VWLIRMPCPMat (Fig 5.6B; all containing the MSV-VW SIR and 
Rep), respectively. However, the infection rates in sweetcom of the chimaeras MatSIRVW, 
MatMPCPSIRVW, MatLIRSIRVW, VWRepMat (all containing the MSV-VW SIR and MSV-
MatA Rep; Fig 5.7B) were significantly reduced relative to those of MSV-MatA, MatNIPCPVW 
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FIGURE 5.7 The virulence of short intergenic region (SIR), SIR + MP + CP, LlR + SIR, and Rep chimeras. 
(A) The chlorotic areas produced in sweetcorn (a moderately MSV-susceptible maize genotype) and 
PAN6099 (a moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype) agroinoculated with the chimeras. Chimeras 
containing predominantly MSV-MatA sequences are in blue, chimeras containing predominantly MSV-Kom 
sequences are in orange, chimeras containing predominantly MSV-R2 sequences are in pink, and 
chimeras containing predominantly MSV-VW sequences are in green. Broken lines representing the 
chlorotic areas produced by wt viruses are presented for comparative purposes. In certain cases the 
names of chimeras presented within each of the panels have been abbreviated due to space constraints. 
For example MatMPCPSIRKom has been abbreviated to MMPCPSIRK in panel 2:4. (8) Infection rates 
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In PAN6099, the chimaeras MatSIRVW (Fig 5.7A panel 1:3) and MatLIRSIRVW (Fig 5.7A 
panel 3:3) produced substantially less streaking than did MSV -MatA and MatLIRVW (Fig 5.6A, 
panel 1 :3), respectively. Whereas MatMPCPVW, VWMPCPMat and VWLIRMPCPMat, were 
able to produce symptoms in PAN6099, no symptoms were produced in this maize genotype by 
MatMPCPSIRVW, VWMPCPSIRMat, and VWRepMat. 
5.3.5 Factors Determining the Host Range Limitation of MSV-VW 
MSV-VW, like all non MSV-A isolates investigated in Chapter 4, is unable to infect the 
moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype, PAN6099. MSV-MaWVW chimaeras were tested 
for their ability to produce symptoms in P AN6099 to determine which genomic components were 
primarily responsible for the inability of MSV -VW to infect this maize genotype. All MSV-
MaWVW chimaeras that contained one MSV-VW and four MSV-MatA genomic regions 
(MatLIRVW, MatMPVW, MatCPVW, MatSIRVW, and MatRepVW) were able to produce 
symptoms in PAN6099 indicating that no single MSV-VW component is solely responsible for 
MSV -VW being unable to produce symptoms in this host. Chimaeras containing more than one 
MSV-VW genomic region which produced very mild symptoms in PAN6099 were 
MatMPCPVW, VWMPCPMat (Fig 5.5B), MatLIRMPCPVW, VWLIRMPCPMat (Fig 5.6B) and 
MatLIRSIRVW (Fig 5.7B). The latter two genomes were the only ones which contained 
predominantly MSV-VW sequences. With the exception of MatLIRVW, MatMPVW, and 
MatSIRVW, the symptoms produced by all MSV-MatAIVW chimaeras in PAN6099 were 
extremely mild and chlorotic areas on individual leaves never exceeded 5%. 
5.3.6 The Modularity of Genomic Components 
In an attempt to understand the pattern of recombination observed amongst naturally occurring 
MSV chimaeras identified in Chapter 4, the interaction index (In) values of analogous MSV-
MatAlKom, MSV-MatA1R2 and MSV-MaWVW reciprocal LIR, MP, CP, SIR and Rep 
chimaeras were compared. These comparisons were made in both sweetcorn and PAN6099. In 
almost all cases, the In values of analogous reciprocal chimaera pairs decreased with increasing 
nucleotide sequence divergence of the wt parental MSV isolates used in their construction (Fig 
5.8). The rate at which In decreased with increasing divergence of parental genotypes differed for 
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FIGURE 5.8 The modularity of MSV genomic components. Reciprocal chimera pairs containing 
individually transferred genomic components (either MP, CP, LlR, SIR or Rep sequences) differ in the rate 
at which their interaction indices (In - calculated as described in the text) decrease with increasing 
divergence of parental genomes. The percentage nucleotide divergence values used in plots in graphs A 
and B were calculated from pair-wise alignments of parental genomes with the sequence fragment 
transferred between the genomes during chimera construction removed. The value is therefore a 
measure, from the perspective of transferred sequence fragments, of the differences between the 
"background" genomic sequences of chimera and parental genomes. (A) Different symbols represent 
different chimera pairs: 0 = wt genomes (by definition every pair has a In = 1); 6. = MSV-MaWKom 
reciprocal chimera pairs; V = MSV-MaWR2 reciprocal chimera pairs; <> = MSV-MatANW reciprocal 
chimera pairs. In sweetcorn the MP (blue plot) and SIR (green plot) are the most modular MSV genomic 
components, i.e. the average virulence of reciprocal chimera pairs containing these components from 
divergent parents is similar to the average virulence of the parental genomes even when the parental 
genomes are fairly distantly related. Whereas the LlR (brown plot) and CP (pink plot) have an 
intermediate modularity in sweetcorn, Rep (yellow plot) has the lowest modularity in this host, i.e. the 
average virulence of reciprocal chimera pairs containing Rep genes from divergent parental genomes is 
much lower than the average virulence of the parental genomes. (B) Coloured plots represent the same 
genome components as in graph A. Symbols represent the same chimera pairs as in graph A (C) Linear 
regression of In values for all chimera pairs in sweetcom (blue points with blue broken lines indicating the 
95% confidence intervals) and PAN6099 (pink points with pink broken lines indicating the 95% confidence 
intervals) against the number of nucleotide differences between chimera and wt genomes. All genomic 
components are substantially less "modular" (their In values decrease more rapidly with increasing 
divergence of parental genomes) in PAN6099 than they are in sweetcom. The broken black line at In = 
0.9 in graphs A, Band C represents a hypothetical threshold below which naturally occurring chimeras 
might be too defective to compete effectively with parental genomes. The threshold value of 0.9 is 
arbitrary and is included here for purely descriptive purposes. 
rates at which In decreased in these sets ofLIR, MP, CP, SIR and Rep chimaera pairs were used as 
indicators of the relative modularity of the different MSV genomic components. The modularity 
of a genomic component as it is defined here, describes the functionality of an MSV gene or 
intergenic region when it is transferred into genomic backgrounds that differ by varying degrees 
from the genomic background in which the gene or intergenic region evolved. In sweetcom, the 
rate of In decrease with increasing divergence of genomic backgrounds is lowest for the MP and 
SIR chimaeras (Fig 5.8A) indicating that, in this host at least, the MSV MP and SIR have a 
greater degree of modularity than other genomic components. Similarly, it is apparent that 
whereas the MSV CP and LIR have intermediate degrees of modularity in sweetcom, Rep is the 
least modular MSV genomic component in this maize genotype (Fig 5.8A). In P AN6099, 
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degrees of modularity (Fig 5.8B). Also apparent in Fig 5.8 is that the average rates ofIn decrease 
with increasing parental genotype divergence is far greater in P AN6099 than it is in sweetcom 
(Fig 5.8C). 
5.4 DISCUSSION 
MSV-Al is the most widely distributed MSV-A subtype and contains isolates that are among the 
most virulent maize infecting MSV isolates yet discovered (see Chapter 4). Because of this it is 
likely that the MSV-Al isolate, MSV-MatA, has a genome that contains what are among the most 
highly maize-adapted MSV components that have yet evolved. The primary aim of this study was 
to determine which features of the MSV -MatA genome are responsible for its extreme virulence 
in maize. Towards this end, MSV-MatA genomic components were exchanged with those of 
three other MSV isolates that have been determined to be less virulent than MSV-MatA in maize. 
While two of these isolates, MSV-Kom and MSV-R2 (also MSV-A isolates in subtypes MSV-~ 
and -A6, respectively), are moderately virulent in maize, the third, MSV-VW (a MSV-B isolate), 
only produces very mild symptoms in MSV-susceptible maize genotypes (see Chapter 4). As 
with all other non MSV -A isolates so far examined, MSV -VW does not produce any symptoms in 
the moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype, PAN6099 (see Chapter 4). A secondary aim of 
this study was therefore to determine which features of the MSV -VW genome prevent it from 
infecting P AN6099. During these investigations substantial genetic evidence of extensive 
functional interactions between MSV genomic components was accumulated (Fig 5.9). 
The minimum portion of MSV -MatA's genome required to increase the virulence of MSV-
MatAJKom and MSV -MatA1R2 chimaeras to the same level of virulence as MSV -MatA differed 
between both the two groups of chimaeras and the two maize genotypes in which they were 
tested. Replacing the MSV -R2 MP and CP with those of MSV -MatA was sufficient to produce a 
chimaera (R2MPCPMat) that was as virulent as MSV -MatA in sweetcom (Fig 5.5). To achieve a 
similar result in sweetcom with a MSV -MatAJKom chimaera, it was necessary to replace the LIR, 
MP and CP of MSV-Kom with those from MSV-MatA (to produce KomLIRMPCPMat; Fig 5.5). 
In PAN6099, however, no predominantly MSV -R2 or MSV -Kom derived chimaera produced 
symptoms approaching those of MSV -MatA. Whereas KomLIRMPCPMat was still significantly 
more virulent than wt MSV-Kom in PAN6099, R2MPCPMat in this host only produced 
symptoms as severe as MSV-MatA during the early stages of an infection. While these data 
suggest that the greater virulence of MSV-MatA relative to MSV-R2 and MSV-Kom in sweetcorn 
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factors alone or an interaction between host factors and unique sequences in MSV-MatA's Rep 
and/or SIR, are responsible for this isolate's greater virulence in PAN6099. 
The individual contributions of MSV-MatA's LIR, MP and CP to its virulence is somewhat 
difficult to determine. Because the MSV -MatA CP has no detectable effect on the virulence of 
the chimaera R2CPMat relative to wt MSV -R2, a synergistic interaction between the MSV -MatA 
MP and CP in sweetcom could explain why R2MPCPMat is more virulent than R2MPMat. 
Evidence of a synergistic interaction between MSV-MatA's MP and CP was also detected 
amongst the MSV-MatANW chimaeras. While VWMPMat and VWCPMat are both only 
slightly more virulent than MSV-VW, in sweetcom VWMPCPMat produces substantially more 
severe symptoms than either VWMPMat or VWCPMat (Fig 5.9). 
Whereas direct binding of MSV MP to CP has not been clearly demonstrated, MSV MP 
transiently expressed together with a CP-green fluorescence protein (GFP) fusion in maize 
redirects a small proportion of the CP:GFP fusion from the nucleus to the cell periphery (Kotlizky 
et at., 2000). It is therefore likely that the apparent synergistic interaction detected between the 
MSV -MatA MP and CP in R2MPCPMat and VWMPCPMat reflects a direct protein-protein 
interaction between MSV CP and MP. It can not be discounted, however, that specific nucleotide 
sequences within the MSV-MatA MP that are absent in the MSV-R2 or MSV-VW MPs may be 
required for optimal MSV -MatA CP expression. The CP promoter contains the entire MP gene 
and has been mapped to a region 530 nucleotides upstream of the CP start codon (Penoll et at., 
1988,1990). 
The results presented here provide evidence that in MSV the nucleotide or amino acid sequence 
requirements for optimal MPIMP interaction with CP/CP are relatively strict. The MSV -MatA 
CP amino acid sequence differs from those of MSV -R2 and -VW by only 2 and 10 amino acids, 
respectively, with every difference occurring in the N-terminal100 amino acids of these proteins. 
MP sequences are slightly more variable and, relative to the MSV-MatA MP, those of MSV-R2 
and -VW differ by 5 and 12 amino acids, respectively. All except two of these differences in the 
MSV -VW MP occur at the N-terminus between amino acids 6 and 23, and at the C-tenninus 
between amino acids 82 and 97. If the MP-CP interactions detected in this study were the result 
of amino acid sequence specific MP:CP binding, then it follows that at least one of the following 
regions is involved in this interaction: the N-terminal23 amino acids of the MP; the C-tenninal 17 
amino acids of the MP; the N-terminal 100 amino acids of the CPo It has been demonstrated that 
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this MSV isolate (Boulton et aI., 1989) and it is therefore likely that any amino acid sequence 
specific interaction between the MSV MP and CP will involve the MP C-terminal and/or the CP 
N-terminal regions. 
There is also evidence of interaction between the MSV-MatA LIR and MP in the MSV-
MatA/Kom, MSV-MatA1R2 and MSV-MatANW chimaeras. In sweetcom, the MSV-MatA LIR 
in the chimaera KomLIRMat and the MSV -MatA MP in the chimaera KomMPMat can apparently 
increase the virulence of chimaeras relative to wt MSV-Kom in the absence of any other MSV-
MatA sequences. In PAN6099, however, the individual contributions of these genomic regions in 
the absence of other MSV -MatA sequences are either slight (KomMPMat) or undetectable 
(KomLIRMat). Whereas the MSV-MatA-like virulence of KomLIRMPCPMat in sweetcom 
could simply be the additive result of this chimaera having individually improved LIR and MP 
sequences, its significantly increased virulence relative to MSV-Kom in PAN6099 (where these 
sequences are not individually better than MSV -Kom sequences) is possibly the result of a 
synergistic interaction between the MSV-MatA sequences within KomLIRMPCPMat. 
Interaction between the MSV LIR and MP and/or CP sequences was also detected amongst the 
MSV-MatAJR2 and MSV-MatANW chimaeras. Unlike the enhancement of virulence observed 
with KomLIRMat relative to wt MSV-Kom, R2LIRMat and VWLIRMat were both significantly 
less virulent than wt MSV-R2 and MSV-VW, respectively. However, in sweet com 
R2LIRMPCPMat was as virulent as R2MPCPMat and VWLIRMPCPMat was slightly more 
virulent than VWMPCPMat, indicating that virulence can be recovered and even enhanced when 
the MSV -MatA MP and CP are present together with the MSV -MatA LIR . 
While these results indicate that sequences within the MSV LIR interact either positively or 
negatively with sequences in the MSV virion sense genes, they do not indicate whether it is MP or 
CP alone, or MP and CP sequences together that are involved. If the MSV-MatA LIR was 
interacting poorly with MSV-R2 and MSV-VW MP and/or CP, one might expect to fmd evidence 
of this by examining the virulence of the chimaeras MatMPR2, MatCPR2, MatMPVW and 
MatCPVW relative to MSV -MatA. However, only the absence of a negative interaction would be 
demonstrable because any decrease in the virulence of these chimaeras relative to MSV -MatA 
could simply be due to the MSV-R2 and MSV-VW genes functioning less efficiently than those 
ofMSV-MatA. Because the chimaera MatCPR2 was determined to be as virulent as MSV-MatA, 
it is unlikely that the MSV-MatA LIR interacts negatively with the MSV-R2 CPo It follows 
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that is responsible for the reduced virulence of R2LIRMat relative to wt MSV-R2. This could 
also explain why in P AN6099 the chimaera MatMPR2 is significantly less virulent than wt MSV-
R2. 
There is, however, one slight complication to this scheme. The difference in virulence between 
MSV-R2 and any of the chimeras containing the MSV-MatA LIR together with the MSV-R2 Rep 
(MatRepR2, R2LIRMat, R2LIRMPCPMat, and R2LIRSIRMat) is much greater in PAN6099 that 
it is in sweetcom. However, the difference in virulence between MSV -R2 and any of the 
chimeras containing the MSV-R2 LIR together with the MSV-MatA Rep (MatLIRR2, 
MatLIRMPCPR2, MatLIRSIRR2, and R2RepMat) is either the same in both sweetcom and 
PAN6099 (MatLIRR2, MatLIRSIRR2, and R2RepMat) or is greater in sweetcom than it is in 
P AN6099 (MatLIRMPCPR2). This indicates that, in P AN6099 there is possibly a negative 
interaction between the MSV-MatA LIR and the MSV-R2 Rep that either does not occur or is not 
detectable in sweetcom. 
It is possible that negative interactions detected between the MSV -MatA LIR and the MSV-R2 
Rep and MP may be due to an interference in either viral replication, or in the expression of MP, 
Rep and RepA. In the mastrevirus Wheat dwarfvirus (WDV), Rep and RepA oligomers both bind 
within the LIR -144 nucleotides upstream and -90 nucleotides downstream of the (+) strand 
origin of replication to form C- and V -complexes, respectively (Castellano et al., 1999; Missich et 
a!., 2000). Rep also forms an O-complex at the origin of(+) strand replication (Castellano et a!., 
1999). Whereas it is assumed that O-complex formation is involved in replication, it is presently 
unknown what roles C- a d V -complex formation play in the WDV life cycle. It has been 
speculated that C-complex formation may be part of a mechanism whereby Rep and/or RepA 
autoregulate their expression and that V -complex formation is involved in the induction of virion 
sense gene expression late during an infection cycle (Castellano et al., 1999). 
While it is still unknown whether MSV Rep binds at similar positions within the LIR to those 
noted for WDV, the portion of the MSV-MatA LIR that was transferred during chimaera 
construction contains sequences corresponding to half of a potential C-complex binding region 
and the entire 0- and V-complex binding regions. Negative interaction between the MSV-MatA 
LIR and the MSV -R2 Rep and MP could, therefore, be the result of an interference in MSV-R2 
Rep/RepA complex formation on the MSV-MatA LIR which subsequently affects virion and/or 
complementary sense gene transcription. There are 6 nucleotide differences between the MSV-
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the TAT A box believed to direct most virion sense gene transcription (Wright et al., 1997) and the 
base of the stem loop. Downstream of the TAT A box believed to direct complementary sense 
gene transcription (Boulton et al., 1991a) there are three nucleotide differences between MSV-
MatA and MSV-R2 (including one additional nucleotide in MSV-MatA six nucleotides 
downstream from the TAT A box) in the region where MSV Rep C-complex formation might 
occur. Potential Rep recognition sequences have been identified in WDV (Castellano et aI., 
1999), and any of the nucleotide differences between the MSV-MatA and MSV-R2 LIRs might be 
in analogous MSV Rep recognition sequences. 
The reason that the MSV -MatA LIR and the MSV -R2 Rep interact negatively only in P AN6099 
may be related to the activity of the MSV resistance genes that this maize genotype possesses. It 
is currently not known how any of the resistance genes that have been pooled by breeders into 
maize genotypes such as P AN6099 functions. It is conceivable that one of these genes in 
PAN6099 operates by interfering with some aspect of Rep and/or RepA interaction with the LIR, 
and that this interference exaggerates the effects of an already slightly suboptimal MSV -MatA 
LIR - MSV-R2 Rep interaction. 
The only detectable effect of different SIR sequences on the virulence of chimaeras was observed 
with the MSV-MatAJVW chimaeras in both sweetcom and PAN6099. In these chimaeras there is 
apparently a negative interaction between the MSV -MatA Rep and MSV -VW SIR. With all 
chimaeras containing the MSV-MatA Rep and the MSV-VW SIR (MatSIRVW, MatLIRSIRVW), 
MatCPMPSIRVW, and VWRepMat), there was both a substantial reduction in infection rates and 
a slight decrease in the chlorotic areas produced in symptomatic plants relative to related 
chimaeras containing MSV -MatA SIR sequences. However, in VW chimaeras containing the 
MSV-VW Rep and MSV-MatA SIR there was either an undetectable (VWMLIRSlRMat, 
VWMPCPSIRMat, MatRepVW) or only minor (VWSIRMat) decrease in virulence relative to 
related chimaeras containing the MSV-VW SIR. It was demonstrated in Chapter 4 that, along 
with certain other MSV-B isolates, MSV-VW contains a 55 nucleotide sequence within its SIR 
that is apparently of PanSY origin (see Chapter 4, Fig 4.6). Because of this recombinant region, 
the SIRs of MSV-MatA and -VW differ at 32 nucleotide positions, 29 of which occur within the 
putative recombinant region. Interestingly, this region falls within the ~80 nucleotide portion of 
the SIR to which a small complementary primer-like DNA has been found bound in encapsidated 
MSV -Ns virions (Donson et aI., 1984). Because this primer-binding region is believed to be the 
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MSV-MatA Rep and the MSV-VW SIR is due to reduced efficiency In the initiation or 
tennination of (-) strand synthesis during viral DNA replication in maize. 
Very little is known about the origin of (-) strand replication. It has been demonstrated that a 
Bean yellow dwarfvirus (BeYDV; a dicot-infecting mastrevirus) chimaera containing a MSV SIR 
is able to replicate in tobacco protoplasts (Liu et ai., 1999b). Because the MSV and BeYDV SIRs 
share only 49% nucleotide sequence identity in the region believed to be involved in primer 
binding, it is highly unlikely that there are very strict virus isolate-specific nucleotide sequence 
requirements within the SIR for the initiation of (-) strand synthesis. It is possible, however, that 
(-) strand synthesis initiated from the MSV -VW SIR may occur slightly less efficiently than it 
would from the MSV -MatA SIR. While there is no evidence for the direct involvement of any 
geminivirus Rep in (-) strand synthesis (Gutierrez, 1999), less efficient (-) strand replication in 
maize from the MSV-VW SIR could explain both its apparent interaction with the MSV-MatA 
Rep and the lack ofa detectable interaction between the MSV-VW Rep and MSV-MatA SIR. In 
chimaeras containing the MSV-MatA Rep and the MSV-VW SIR the rate-limiting step during 
rolling circle replication (RCR) is possibly the sUboptimal rate of (-) strand synthesis. However, 
in chimaeras containing the MSV-VW Rep and either the MSV-MatA or MSV-VW SIR, the 
inefficient mediation of (+) strand replication by MSV -VW Rep in maize is possibly rate-limiting 
regardless of whether (-) strand replication occurs at an optimal rate from the MSV-MatA SIR or 
a suboptimal rate from the MSV-VW SIR. The virulence difference between MSV-MatA and 
MatSIRVW is much larger in PAN6099 than it is in sweetcom. If(-) strand replication in maize 
is less efficient from the MSV-VW SIR, than it is from the MSV-MatA SIR, then the much lower 
infectivity ofMatSIRVW relative to MSV-MatA in PAN6099 may indicate another possible point 
of interference in the MSV life-cycle by the MSV resistance genes ofP AN6099. 
The inability of MSV -VW to infect P AN6099 is probably due to a combination of sequence 
detenninants primarily situated in its CP, SIR and Rep. Replacing anyone of these regions with 
the corresponding genomic region from MSV-MatA (VWCPMat, VWSIRMat and VWRepMat) 
was, however, not sufficient to enable infection of P AN6099. Conversely, predominantly MSV-
MatA chimaeras containing anyone of these components from MSV -VW (MatCPVW, 
MatSIRVW and MatRepVW respectively) all produced mild symptoms in PAN6099, meaning 
that none of the components absolutely prevented infection of this maize genotype. MatCPVW, 
MatSIRVW and MatRepVW were, however, all severely defective in PAN6099 relative to 
MatMPVW and MatLIRVW (predominantly MSV-MatA chimaeras containing the MSV-VW MP 
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the virulence of chimaeras in sweetcorn, part of the CP's impact may have been due to the 
disturbance of a MSV -VW CP - MP interaction analogous to that detected between the MSV-
MatA MP and CPo However, no increase in virulence was detected in MatMPCPVW relative to 
MatCPVW in either sweetcorn or P AN6099, and it is possible that sub-optimal functioning of 
both the MSV -VW MP and CP in maize are additively responsible for the decreased virulence of 
MatMPCPVW relative to MatMPVW and MatCPVW. 
Both VWMPCPMat and VWLIRMPCPMat contain the MSV -VW Rep and SIR and both are able 
to infect PAN6099. This implies that the MSV-VW CP probably contains the most significant 
sequence determinants preventing this isolate from infecting PAN6099. Every one of the 10 
amino acids which differ between the MSV-MatA and -VW CP sequences occurs between amino 
acids 14 and 99 in the region believed to be involved in sequence non-specific ss and ds DNA 
binding (Liu et al., 1997). Also, three of these 10 differeing amino acids are within the predicted 
MSV CP nuclear localisation signal (NLS; Liu et a!., 1997). Because the DNA binding domain 
and NLS of the MSV CP are probably involved in the nuclear import of viral DNA during 
movement (Kotlizky et al., 2000; Liu et al., 1999a), it is possible that the host range limitation 
imposed by the MSV -VW CP is due to inefficient CP interaction with P AN6099 cellular 
components involved in the transport of viral DNA between the cytoplasm and nucleus. 
It has been demonstrated here that different components of MSV genomes have differing degrees 
of modularity and that the relative modularity of components can vary with host genotype. This 
observation may provide some insight into the pattern of recombination noted in natural MSV 
recombinants. Recombinant genomes that arise in nature probably contain recombinant fragments 
of random length (but less than half the genome length) in random positions within their genomes. 
One might assume that following its generation, the long-term survival of a recombinant genome 
would depend on it being at least as virulent as the most virulent of its parental genomes. A 
selection process would almost certainly result in only a minute portion of all the possible 
recombinants that get produced existing for long enough to be detected. The results presented 
here indicate that the position and size of a recombinant region, the relatedness of a recombinant's 
parents and the host genotype in which a recombinant is generated, are all likely to be significant 
factors determining the survival of a recombinant genome. 
Differences in the interaction indices (In) of the various genomic components examined imply that 
recombination events occurring at certain positions within an MSV genome are more likely to 
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regions with low In values apparently require co-evolved sequences in other parts of their native 
genomes for optimal activity. An example of this is the suboptimal activity of MSV -MatA CP 
gene in the absence of the MSV -MatA MP gene. While larger recombinant regions might 
encompass a set of interacting sequence detenninants with low individual In values but which 
have a high joint In (an example of this is the MSV -MatA MP and CP in chimaeras such as 
R2MPCPMat and VWMPCPMat), the chance of a recombinant region spanning a sequence with a 
low In will probably increase with the size of the region. The decrease in In values observed with 
increasing divergence of parental genomes implies that as parental genomes become more 
divergent, fewer and smaller genomic regions retain In values high enough to ensure their survival 
within any recombinants that are produced (see hypothetical In thresholds in Fig 5.8). 
The fmding that the decrease of In values with increasing divergence of parental genomes occurs 
at a more rapid rate in P AN6099 than it occurs in sweetcom may indicate that the survival 
prospects of recombinant genomes are far better in certain host species or genotypes than in 
others. It is possible that part of the reason reciprocal chimaeras containing MSV -MatA 
components had higher In values in sweetcom than in P AN6099 is that MSV -MatA may be "over-
virulent" in this host, i.e. MSV-MatA has possibly reached and surpassed the sequence 
requirements for the production of maximal symptoms in sweetcom. If this were the case then 
predominantly MSV -MatA chimaeras with substantially reduced fitness relative to wt MSV -MatA 
could appear as virulent as wt MSV-MatA in sweetcom due to their still being virulent enough to 
produce maximal symptoms in this host. Because MSV -MatA does not produce maximal 
symptoms in PAN6099 the fitness difference between MSV-MatA and these chimaeras would be 
instantly apparent in this host. The net result of this would be the significant reduction that was 
observed in the In values of reciprocal chimaera pairs between sweetcom and P AN6099. The 
possibility that over-virulence of MSV isolates in MSV -susceptible maize genotypes facilitates 
the generation of recombinant genomes may have serious evolutionary and epidemiological 
implications and certainly warrants further investigation. 
While none of the chimaeras produced in this study was significantly more virulent than both of 
its parental genomes, this does not imply that other MSV-MatA/Kom, -MatAJR2 or -MatANW 
chimaeras that are more virulent than MSV-MatA could not exist. Only a very small fraction of 
the possible chimaeric genomes that could have been constructed were produced in this study. 
The naturally occurring recombinant genomes described in Chapter 4 are possibly descendents of 
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FIGURE 5.9 A schematic representation of the nucleotide sequence dependent genomic component 
interactions that have been detected in this study. LlR = genomic component containing most of the long 
intergenic region (the position of the (+) strand origin of replication is indicated), SIR = genomic component 
containing the short intergenic region, MP = genomic component containing the movement protein gene, 
CP = genomic component containing the coat protein gene, and Rep = genomic component containing the 
RepA and C2 ORFs and a 72 nucleotide fragment of the LlR. A MSV-MaWR2 and MSV-MatNVW 
chimaeras containing both the MSV-MatA MP and CP genes re substantially more virulent than chimeras 
containing either gene alone. B MSV-MaWKom, chimaeras containing the MSV-MatA LlR, MP, and CP 
are more virulent than chimeras containing either the LlR or the MP and CP genes alone. The impaired 
virulence of MSV-MaWR2 and MSV-MatNVW chimeras containing the MSV-MatA LlR alone was 
recovered in chimaeras containing the MSV-MatA LlR, MP and CP together. C Relative to wt MSV-MatA 
and MSV-R2, MSV-MaWR2 chimaeras containing the MSV-MatA LlR and MSV-R2 Rep were 
considerably less virulent in a MSV-resistant maize genotype (PAN6099) than in a MSV-susceptible 
genotype (sweetcom). 0 MSV-MaWVW chimeras containing both the MSV-MatA Rep and SIR had 
significantly greater infection rates than related chimeras containing either of these components alone. 
The interaction between Rep and the SIR is almost certainly not direct and probably operates through their 
respective involvement in (+) and (-) strand synthesis during viral rolling circle replication . 
genomes. Nevertheless, there is a definite correlation between the virulence of chimaeras 
generated here and the pattern of natural recombination that has been observed. The inter-SUbtype 
recombination events noted amongst MSV -A isolates in Chapter 4 all involved the exchange of 
either CP (MSV-MatC and MSV-MakD) or RepA (MSV-Ama, MSV-MakD) sequences. It is 
demonstrated here that individually exchanging CP and Rep sequences between MSV -A isolates 
(MSV-MatA, MSV-Kom and MSV-R2) has very little impact on the virulence of chimaeras in 
sweetcorn and yields reciprocal chimaera pairs with In values greater than 0.94 in this host (Fig 
5.8A). Inter-strain recombinants that were detected in Chapter 4 included MSV -A isolates with 
MSV-B sequences at either the 3' end of their C2 ORFs (MSV-Kom, MSV-SA and MSV-VW) or 
within their MP gene (MSV-VW). Replacement of MSV-MatA's Rep with the "naturally" 
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virulence of this chimaera in sweetcorn relative to MSV -MatA. This implies that the original 
recombination event that produced the chimaeric MSV-Kom ancestor probably had little or no 
effect on the virulence of the ancestor in MSV -susceptible maize genotypes. The reciprocal 
chimaera pair MatMPVW and VWMPMat has an In value of 0.91 in sweetcorn (Fig 5.8A) and 
accordingly only a slight reduction in virulence relative to MSV -MatA was noted in this host for 
MatMPVW - a chimaera which resembles the naturally occurring MSV -AIMSV -B MP 
recombinant, MSV-VM (see Chapter 4, Fig 4.6). It was demonstrated in Chapter 4 that MSV-
VW is an inter-species recombinant containing a piece of PanSY -like sequence within the 
putative primer binding region of its SIR. Despite containing this already recombinant SIR, the 
chimaera MatSIRVW was only slightly less virulent than MSV -MatA in sweetcorn. An In of 0.94 
in sweetcorn (Fig 5.8A) for the chimaera pair MatSIRVW and VWSIRMat indicates that the 
original MSV /PanSV SIR recombinant which has evolved into MSV -VW was probably as 
virulent in maize (and possibly other grass species) as its non-recombinant parental MSV genome. 
The pathogenic properties of MSV -MatA that are responsible for it being amongst the most 
virulent MSV isolates ever examined, have been mostly localised to a portion of its genome 
containing the LIR, MP and CPo While increasing the virulence of the predominantly MSV-R2,-
Kom and -VW chimaeras, these MSV-MatA genome components also enabled predominantly 
MSV-VW chimaeras to produce a symptomatic infection of PAN6099. Genetic evidence was 
obtained for functional interactions between sequence determinants within the MP and CP; the 
LIR and MP; the LIR, host factors and Rep; and the SIR and Rep (Fig 5.9). While the exact 
nature of these interactions remains to be determined, these results are reminiscent of those which 
flrst demonstrated intergenic region - Rep interactions in curtoviruses (Stenger et al., 1994) and 
movement protein - nuclear shuttle protein interactions in begomoviruses (Schaffer, et al., 1995). 
Because the genomic interactions detected here are apparently most productive when genomic 
components have co-evolved in the same isolate, it is proposed that maintenance of optimal 
genomic component interactions is a major contributing factor to the pattern of recombination 














As the causal agent of maize streak disease (MSD), MSV is currently the most significant 
pathogen of maize in Africa. It is believed that the generation and widespread use of high 
yielding MSV -resistant maize genotypes is a viable solution to the African MSD problem. 
Maize breeders throughout Africa have risen to this challenge and have very successfully 
produced maize genotypes that are either immune to, or highly tolerant of, MSV infections. The 
most pressing current problem experienced by MSV resistance breeders is probably best 
described by J. B. J. Van Rensburg who has commented that: ''The problem with producing high 
yielding MSV resistant maize genotypes is not the generation of maize lines that are immune to 
MSV infection. That is easy. The problem is that genes for resistance to MSV are tightly linked 
with genes for resistance to yield" (Van Rensberg, 1997). Because of the erratic nature of MSV 
epidemics, few farmers are willing to accept the yield losses that are coupled with the security of 
having a resistant crop in the relatively unlikely event of an epidemic. 
As with most diseases vectored by an insect, the epidemiology of MSD is complex and has 
currently defied successful modelling. While the broad host range of MSV amongst African 
grass species almost certainly compounds this complexity, the work presented in Chapter 4 of 
this thesis indicates that the genotypic and phenotypic diversity of MSV popUlations may also 
substantially increase the difficulty of predictively modelling MSD epidemics. While five 
major MSV strain groupings have been discovered (two of which are described for the first time 
in this thesis), it has been apparent for quite some time that only one of these strains, MSV -A, is 
responsible for serious disease in maize. It has, however, been demonstrated in Chapter 4 that 
not only is there a measurable degree of genotypic diversity amongst MSV -A isolates, but that 
this diversity is reflected in differences in the severity of disease symptoms produced by these 
isolates. A preliminary investigation into the distribution ofMSV-A subtypes throughout Africa 
also revealed that these subtypes have a degree of geographical localisation. Together, these 
findings have potential significance to both MSV epidemiologists and maize breeders. If the 
relative virulences of dominant MSV -A subtypes differ between regions, it may be necessary to 
substantially alter epidemiological models according to the regions where they are applied. For 
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certain MSV -A subtypes endemic to the regIons where maIze genotypes are screened for 
resistance, may be broken when these maize genotypes are challenged with different MSV-A 
SUbtypes. While these results might be bad news for breeders attempting to produce maize 
varieties that are generally suitable for growth throughout Africa, they may encourage breeders 
who are attempting to specifically tailor the MSV resistance of maize genotypes to suit particular 
regions. Knowing, for example, that the predominant MSV -A subtype in Southern Africa, 
MSV -~, is only moderately virulent may inspire the growth in certain parts of South Africa of 
maize varieties which are only moderately MSV resistant but which have significantly better 
yield potential than varieties that are completely immune. 
The rates at which MSV genotypes are able to move from one region to another are currently 
unknown. The demonstration in Chapter 4 that certain MSV -A subtypes are found throughout 
Africa while others are apparently restricted to certain regions indicates that while movement of 
MSV genotypes must occur, it is possible that factors related to the genotype of viruses may 
influence their rate of spread across the continent. While it was found that MSV -AI and -As 
isolates were amongst the most virulent tested in maize, these subtypes also have the widest 
distribution in Africa. Whereas the data presented in Chapter 4 is too preliminary to determine 
whether there is any real correlation between increased virulence and increased rate of spread, it 
should provide a valuable starting point for future studies tracking the growth, decline and spread 
of African MSV subtypes over time. 
If the rates at which MSV-A subtypes move are high and the subtype composition of MSV 
populations in particular regions varies substantially from year to year, then breeders would need 
to abandon efforts to produce maize genotypes with region-specific resistance in favor of 
genotypes with multiple MSV -A subtype resistance. The task of screening maize genotypes 
against a range of differentially virulent MSV -A subtypes will be greatly simplified by 
employing a resistance evaluation technique such as the one described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this 
thesis. This technique provides a substantially expanded view of MSV resistance phenotypes 
than are detectable with currently used resistance screening approaches as it allows 
differentiation between both extreme resistance phenotypes conventionally considered uniformly 
immune by breeders, and marginal resistance phenotypes collectively identified by breeders as 
being extremely MSV sensitive. Use of such techniques could aid the future development of 
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The battle between maize breeders and MSV will, no doubt, be fought many years into the 
future, and while it will involve the development and implementation of new technologies on the 
side of the breeders, it will also almost certainly involve the relentless evolution of ever 
increasing virulence on the side of the virus. It was demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the extreme 
virulence of the MSV-Al isolate, MSV-MatA, relative to MSV-~, MSV-A6 and MSV-B 
isolates is primarily the result of minor differences in their LIR, MP and CP genes. There is no 
reason to believe that any of the MSV genotypes that are currently in existence are approaching a 
fitness peak in maize and it would be reasonable to expect that degrees of virulence greater than 
that of isolates such as MSV -MatA are possible. As has been demonstrated in Chapter 3, an 
MSV isolate such as MSV -MatA has already evolved sufficient virulence to produce symptoms 
in what are possibly the most MSV resistant maize genotypes ever produced. With the selection 
pressures that widespread use of resistant maize varieties will provide, the evolution of increased 
MSV virulence may be considerably hastened. 
The process whereby increased virulence evolves will probably also involve the continual 
transfer of genetic material between MSV strains and subtypes through recombination. In 
Chapter 4, it was found that recombination between MSV genomes does occur. Although the 
occurrence of recombination does not necessarily equate with the evolution of increased 
virulence and the emergence of devastating new viral genotypes, from an evolutionary and 
epidemiological perspective it increases the significance ofMSV strains and other African streak 
viruses that are not themselves very pathogenic in maize. Results presented in Chapter 5 
indicate that variables such as the relatedness of parental viruses, the genomic regions they 
exchange and the host species or genotype within which they recombine will potentially 
influence the survival and spread of recombinant genomes that are generated. While there is 
absolutely no way to predict if or when inter-strain or inter-species recombinant MSV genomes 
with substantially increased virulence in maize might emerge, the data presented in Chapters 4 
and 5 does suggest how these genomes might arise and what they could look like. They will 
probably be generated within maize varieties or grass species that are extremely sensitive to 
infection with MSV-A and will probably consist almost entirely of MSV-A sequences with a 
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TABLE A.1 GenBank accession numbers of sequences used in the construction of Figs 1.1 and 1.5 (see 
Chapter 1). 
Genus Name Species-Major Accession Number 
StrainsNariants 
Mastrevirus Maize streak virus MSV -Ns, K02026 
MSV-Set AF007881 







Sugarcane streak virus SSV-Asw AF039528 




Digitaria streak virus DSV M23022 
Panicum streak virus PanSY-Ken X60168 
PanSV-Kar l39638 
Wheat dwarf virus WDV X02869 
Chloris striate mosaic virus CSMV M20021 
Miscanthus streak virus MiSV 000800 
Bean yellow dwarf virus BeYDV Y11023 
Tobacco yellow dwarf virus TYDV M81103 
Curto virus Horseradish curly top virus HrCTV U49907 
Beet curly top virus BCTV-Cfh U02311 
BCTV-Wor U56975 
BCTV-Cal X04144 
Topocuvirus Tomato pseudo-curly top virus TPCTV X84735 









Papaya leaf curl virus PalCV AF134484 
Okra yellow vein mosaic virus OYVMV-201 AJ002451 
OYVMV-301 AJ002453 
ITmlCV Z48182 
Tobacco leaf curl virus TblCV 088773 






Ageratum yellow vein virus AYVV X74516 
Indian cassava mosaic virus ICMV Z24759 
Chayote mosaic virus ChaMV AJ223191 
Althea rosea enation virus AREV AF014881 
East African cassava mosaic virus EACMV-TZ Z83256 
EACMV-UG Z83257 
EACMV-CM AF112354 
South African cassava mosaic virus SACMV AF155806 
African cassava mosaic virus ACMV X17095 
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Genus Name Species-Major Accession Number 
StrainsNariants 
Cowpea golden mosaic virus CPGMV AF029217 
Abutilon mosaic virus AbMV X15983 




Tomato mottle virus ToMoV L14460 
ToMoV-Tai AF012300 
Bean dwarf mosaic virus BOMV M88179 
Potato yellow mosaic virus PYMV-VE 000940 
PYMV-TT AF039031 
Bean golden mosaic virus BGMV-BR M88686 
BGMV-PR 000200 
Tomato golden mosaic virus TGMV K02029 
Cabbage leaf curl virus CaLCuV U65529 
Pepper golden mosaic virus PepGMV U57457 
Squash leaf curl virus SqLCV M38183 
Cotton leaf crumple virus CLCrV AF076851 
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TABLE A.2 GenBank accession numbers of sequences used in the construction of Fig 1.3 (see Chapter 
1 ). 
ssDNA replicons Abbreviation Virus/Plasmid Name (variant) Accession Number 
Geminiviridae 
ACMV-UG African cassava mosaic virus (Ug) MF42737 
BCTV Beet curly top virus (Cal) S28360 
BhYVMV Bhendi yellow vein mosaic virus AF241479 
ICMV Indian cassava mosaic virus AF241479 
MiSV Miscanthus streak virus JQ1358 
MSV Maize streak virus (Ns) A05158 
PanSY Panicum streak virus (Kar) JQ1552 
PHV Pepper hausteco virus JQ2300 
PYMV-VE Pepper yellow mosaic virus (VE) AF155806 
RhGMV Rhynchosia Golden Mosaic Virus MF44669 
TbLCV Tobacco leaf curl virus BM34016 
TGMV Tomato golden mosaic virus P03567 
ToLCV-ln Tomato leaf curl virus (In) CM88229 
ToLCV-MM Tomato leaf curl virus (MM) AF206674 
ToMoV-Flo Tomato mottle virus AF241479 
TYDV Tobacco yellow dwarf virus D42452 
TYLCV-Au Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (Au) JQ1887 
TYLCV-Is Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (Is) AF239671 
WDV Wheat dwarf virus B24356 
Paracircoviridae 
CAY Chicken anaemia virus M81223 
Parvoviridae 
CPV Canine parvovirus A29962 
MVM Minute virus of mice A2951 0 
Nanoviridae 
BBTV-T1 Banana bunchy top virus (T1) BM33981 
BBTV-T3 Banana bunchy top virus (T3) CM06791 
CFDV Coconut foliar decay virus A46353 
FBNYV-10 Faba bean necrotic yellows virus (10) BM34048 
FBNYV-2 Faba bean necrotic yellows virus (2) CAB44020 
FBNYV-7 Faba bean necrotic yellows virus (7) CAB44025 
FBNYV-9 Faba bean necrotic yellows virus (9) CAB44027 
MVDV-1 Milk vetch dwarf virus (1) BM33980 
MVDV-3 Milk vetch dwarf virus (3) BM33982 
SCSCV-2 Subterranean clover stunt virus (2) AM68018 
SCSV-6 Subterranean clover stunt virus (6) AM68022 
Circoviridae 
BFDV Beak and feather disease virus MC69861 
PCV-1 Porcine circovirus (1) AF166528 
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Virus/Plasmid Name (variant) 
Cotton leaf curl virus DNA1 
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B.l INTRODUCTION 
Image09 is a simple Windows 95/98/NT image analysis program for quantifYing chlorotic 
disease/nutrient deficiency symptoms on plant leaves. In 1997 when this program was written I 
was surprised to discover that there was no freely available software on the internet for 
quantifYing discolored areas on digitised leaf images. While relatively powerful image 
processing and analysis programs (such as Paint Shop Pro and IMPROC) were available online, 
it was very difficult to use them for this purpose - the time taken to analyse even a modest 
number of leaves using them was completely prohibitive (no more than 15-20 leaves could be 
examined per hour). I therefore decided to produce a simple, stripped down version of these 
programs that at the push of a single button would automatically detect the parts of images that 
represented leaves, the parts of leaves that represented lesions, and calculate the percentage 
chlorotic areas on the leaves. I realised that a high degree of analysis automation with little or 
no requirement for human input would not only make the software ideal for research purposes 
(where human subjectivity can be a major problem) but would also make the software an 
attractive alternative to commercial general purpose image analysis programs. 
B.2 OPENING IMAGE FILES 
The only image file format currently supported by lmage09 are grayscale windows ".bmp" 
(bitmap) files. To open a file click on the "Open file" button in the control button panel (Fig. 
B.l - A) and select the file to be opened. Once loaded the program will automatically divide the 
individual pixel elements of the image into three categories: (l) background pixels, (2) healthy 
leaf area pixels and (3) chlorotic leaf area pixels. This process is called "pixel thresholding". A 
.----------------------------------------A.Openfile 
.------------------------------ B. Automatically re-threshold image 
.-------------------------- C. Clear thresholding information 
'---------------- D. Exit program 
'------------------- E. Set analysis options 
'------------------------ F. Calculate chlorotic leaf areas 
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correlate these settings with the steps on the step wedge you are using that fall into these 
background, healthy and chlorotic categories. 
B.4 ADJUSTING THE PROGRAM'S THRESHOLD SETTINGS 
It will often be necessary to slightly adjust the program's automatic threshold settings to properly 
select the healthylbackground cutoff and occasionally the healthy/diseased cutoff - this will be 
common when you are attempting to "calibrate" the program's automated analysis settings. The 
threshold adjust buttons (Fig B.2 - E and F) can be used to achieve this. Pressing the '"up" 
arrows will increase the threshold settings and pushing the down arrows will decrease them. The 
lowest healthylbackground setting is 0 and the lowest healthy/chlorotic setting is whatever the 
current healthylbackground setting is. The highest healthy/chlorotic setting is 255. When you 
press these buttons different things will happen on the screen. When you adjust the 
healthylbackground setting the blue borders surrounding objects in the image will begin to move 
about the screen. By decreasing this threshold value you will be including progressively darker 
pixels within the blue borders. By increasing this threshold value you will be excluding darker 
pixels from within the blue borders. The blue borders surround parts of the image that the 
=~- A. Contol Button Panel 
B. Graded gray scale step-wedge 
C. Segment indicating 
healthy/background cutoff 
D. Segment indicating 
healthy/chlorotic cutoff 
E. Healthy/chlorotic leaf area 
threshold adjust 
F. Background/healthy leaf area 
threshold adjust 
FIGURE B.2 The user interface once an image containing diseased leaves has been loaded. 
Options that are available to the user at this point are (1) to calculate chlorotic leaf areas (2) 
change analysis options, or (3) re-threshold the image (using the options selected in the analysis 
options). Leaf segments are surrounded by a blue border and all pixels with a gray value higher 
than 57 are considered to be within the leaf segments. All pixels with a gray value greater than 
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program will assume are leaves. The purpose of adjusting this value is to tell the program 
exactly where the leaves are in the image. Occasionally parts of the background will be included 
within these borders. This is not serious as the program will not interpret bright background 
spots as being leaves. It will however interpret the background between leaves as being part of 
a leaf area if, for example, the borders around two adjacent leaves merge. The pink parts of the 
image represent leaf areas that the program will interpret as being chlorotic lesions. If you alter 
the settings to an extent where you have lost confidence in the objectivity of the settings you 
have made, the "re-threshold" button (Fig B.1 - B) can be pressed and the program will 
reexamine the image and reset the threshold values. 
B.5 QUANTIFYING CHLOROTIC LEAF AREAS 
Press the "calculate chlorotic areas" button (Fig B.1 - F) to obtain information on the chlorotic 
areas of leaves within the image. Numbers representing percentage chlorotic leaf areas are 
placed on each leaf in the image. If during the previous analysis step the healthylbackground 
setting had not been set properly, two adjacent leaves will share a single percentage chlorotic 
leaf area value. It is important to understand that this value is not simply the average value of 
these two leaves but is instead the average chlorotic leaf areas of these two leaves AND the 
background separating them in the image. To obtain a proper estimate of chlorotic areas on 
these leaves it will be necessary to reset the backgroundlhealthy threshold value so that the 
leaves are properly separated and then re-press the "calculate chlorotic leaf areas" button. 
B.6 POSSIBLE PROBLEMS 
B.6.1 Poor contrast between background, healthy and chlorotic leaf areas 
The background used to capture images must appear much darker in the grayscale image than the 
health areas of the leaf. Similarly the healthy areas of leaves must be much darker in the 
grayscale image that the chlorotic lesions being examined. Unfortunately many diseases produce 
a range of symptom colourations such as chlorosis in certain parts of leaves to redlbrown 
discolouration of veins. Image09 is not suitable for the analysis of these symptoms unless the 
different symptoms are examined separately. A common problem that is experienced by users 
of the program is that the symptoms they are examining appear to disappear when a grayscale 
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C.l INTRODUCTION 
RDP is a Windows 95/98/NT program for aiding in the detecting of recombination amongst a set 
of aligned DNA sequences. While a number of other programs have been written to carry out 
the same task, my motivation for writing RDP has been to produce a comparable analysis tool 
that is both accessible to users who are uncomfortable with the use of UNIXIDOS command 
lines and permits a more interactive role in the analysis of recombination. 
C.2 OPENING ALIGNMENT FILES 
A number of different alignment file formats are recognized by RDP including GDE, F ASTA, 
CLUSTAL, GCG, NEXUS and DNAMAN. To open a file click on the "Open" button (Fig. C.1 
- A) in the top panel and select the file to be opened. The directory from which the file is 
selected is "remembered" by the program when it is shut down. Once loaded the aligned 
sequences, together with their names are displayed in the "sequence display panel" (Fig. C.1 -
C). Also displayed is the percentage identity of different regions of the aligned sequences in a 
"percentage identity display panel" (Fig. C.l - B). 
o",'xl 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.....:·--- Open file button (A) --......... 
--!~___ Percentage identity 
display panel (8) 
Sequence 
display panel (C) 
FIGURE C.1 The user interface once a group of aligned sequences has been loaded. Options 
that are available to the user at this pOint are to begin the analysis (pressing the "X-Over" button, 
draw an UPGMA dendrogram for the sequences (pressing the "Draw Tree" button), or setting 
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Besides alignment files RDP project files (with a ".rdp" extension) may also be loaded. Apart 
from aligned sequences these files contain information on putative recombinations detected in 
former analysis sessions. 
C.3 SETTING ANALYSIS OPTIONS 
A number of analysis options may be set by pressing the "Options" button in the top panel. 
1. For the "percentage identity display panel" or "homology box" the size of the window used 
for calculating mean percentage identities for every nucleotide site in the sequences may be 
changed. The display of percentage identity may be in the form of colored shading or a 
histogram. The calculation of percentage identities can be set to weight sequences according 
to their prevalence in the alignment (antibiasing). 
2. The software can perceive sequences as being either linear or 
3. The window size (the number ofnucleotides looked at in a sliding window moved along the 
length of sequences comprised exclusively of phylogenetically significant sites) and 
maximum acceptable probability during detection of recombinant regions may be set. While 
Larger window sizes will lower signal:noise ratios but decrease the sensitivity of the 
analysis, smaller window sizes will increase the sensitivity but also increase the likelihood of 
false positives. The maximum acceptable probability is the highest probability that 
sequences could share high identities in potentially recombinant regions due to chance alone. 
The recommended setting for this parameter is a high figure (0.05 - 0.001) for large window 
sizes (50 -100 nucleotides) and a lower figure (0.001-0.000001) for small window sizes (5-
20 nucleotides). Since version 1.03 of RDP there is an option for mUltiple comparison 
correction of P-values to be used. The default is that multiple comparison corrections are 
used as this makes the calculated P-values "experiment-wide" rather than "currently selected 
sequence triplicate wide" estimates of probability. A fourth option that can be set is to 
display/not display identity plots during analysis. It is recommended that for large numbers 
of long sequences this be set to the "don't show plots" setting as the speed of the analysis can 
be severely effected if the identity plots are displayed under such circumstances. The 
"spacer" or "reference" sequences used for determining phylogenetic significance of sites 
during analysis can be set to one of five different settings. While it is recommended that 
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spacers only" setting provides the best unambiguous estimates of recombination break-
points. 
C.4 BEGINNING AN ANALYSIS 
When large numbers of sequences are to be analysed certain sequences in the data set can be 
either "masked" or completely removed from the analysis by clicking (with the left mouse 
button) on the name of the sequence in the sequence display panel (Fig C.l - C). Masking does 
not stop the sequence being used in either tree construction or as a reference sequence in 
determining informative sites. Disabling a sequence is similar to masking it except that the 
sequence is no longer used by RDP in determining phlogenetically informative sites. Once the 
appropriate settings have been selected, clicking on the "X-Over" button in the top command 
button panel starts the analysis. A progress bar and either the number of detected potential 
recombination events or percentage identity plots indicate the progress of the analysis. 
. "m1idff.!N'd'§i!h',Fit2E5L_,nR':r:tM1!i! .. ,. , }"h •. m 
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Button allowing a user to move 
between the "information" 
and "dendrogram" panels (A) 
Recombination 
-- information panel (B) 
Schematic sequence 
display panel (C) 
-- Current Selection (0) 
FIGURE C.2 Following analysis of the aligned sequences by ROP a schematic representation of 
the sequences is displayed in a "schematic sequence display panel"(A). Included is a 
diagrammatic representation of the sequences and the regions that have a potentially 
recombinant origin. Information regarding the currently selected recombinant region (0; which 
was selected by moving the mouse pointer over it) is displayed in the "recombination information 
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c.s EXAMINING RESULTS 
Once the analysis has concluded, a schematic representation of the aligned sequences showing 
potentially recombinant regions is displayed in the "schematic sequence display panel" (Fig C.2 
- C). The regions that are potentially recombinant are sensitive to the mouse pointer and when it 
is moved over these regions information regarding the region, is displayed in the 
"Recombination information panel" (Fig C.2 - B). The information displayed includes the 
possible breakpoints (in the sequence and in the alignment), identities of sequences that are 
closely related to the parental sequences and the probability that the recombinant sequence could 
have been more closely related to the "minor parent" than the "major parent" in the specified 
region by chance alone. Also displayed in versions after 1.07 are warnings on whether there is 
either only a single suitable parent-like sequence in the set of aligned sequences and/or a fuir 
likelihood that the software could have misidentified the daughter sequences. The latter warning 
is only meant as a prompt for the user to properly examine the data presented before making a 
judgement on whether the program's decision regarding the daughter sequence is correct. 
Unfortunately the program is still capable of misidentifYing daughter sequences without giving a 
warning when a substantial proportion of the reference sequences used are recombinants. It is 
therefor advisable to carefully examine all putative recombinants by both using the information 
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Button to cycle through the 
different sequence displays (A) 
Button to display all dendrograms 
simultaneously (B) 
Button to cycle through the 
different dendrograms (C) 
Currently only informative sites 
are displayed (D) 
Dendrogram display panel (E) 
Save current recombinant 
selection (F) 
Currently selected potentially 
recombinant region (G) 
Pair-wise identity plot display 
panel (H) 
FIGURE C.3 Once a selected region is "clicked on" (G). information specific to the selection is 
displayed in the form of dendrograms (E). pair-wise sequence plots (H) and alignments of 
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displayed by the program and by perfonning supplementary bootstrap analyses usmg the 
recombinant regions. 
Clicking on the sensitive region with either the left or right mouse button displays the pair wise 
identity plots used for identifying this region as recombinant (Fig C.3 - G and H). The plot is 
sensitive to the mouse pointer and double clicking anywhere in this panel will take you to the 
corresponding region in the sequence display panel. At the top of the "pair-wise identity plot 
display" (Fig C.3 - H) is a graphical representation of the distribution of phylogenetically 
. infonnative sites in the sequences involved in producing the plots. The sequence display 
window can be cycled (Fig C.3 - A) to show only the sequences involved in identifying the 
recombinant region either with or without all of their uninfonnative sites removed (Fig C.3 - D). 
By clicking on the "Show UPGMA Dendrogram" button (Fig C.2 - A) a number of different 
trees expressing the relationships of the different regions of the identified recombinant to the 
other sequences in the alignment are displayed in the dendrogram display panel. These trees can 
be cycled by pressing the cycle button (Fig C.3 - C). The trees can either be drawn by using all 
regions of recombinant sequences examined separately, only the identified recombinant region 
(the region related to the "minor" parent in the selected sequence), only the identified "non-
recombinant" region (the region related to the "major" parent in the selected sequence) or all 
regions ignoring recombination. To display all dendrograms side-by side in a new window the 
button to display all dendrograms simultaneously can be pressed (Fig C.3 - B). From version 
1.07 onwards when all dendrograms are displayed simultaneously it is possible to mark 
sequences in one dendrogram and have the corresponding sequences in all the other panels 
marked at the same time. I have found this feature very useful while tracking the movement of 
putatively recombinant sequences to different positions in the dendrograms constructed using 
putatively recombinant and non-recombinant regions of the sequences. The colour used to mark 
the sequences can be changed by right clicking in the dengrogram display panels and the 
sequences can be marked/unmarked by left clicking on them in the display panels. 
Depending on which mouse button was pressed in the schematic sequence display panel, the 
program will in some cases use slightly different regions of the multiple alignment to draw trees. 
If the left mouse button is used the recombinant region is interpreted to be all overlapping or 
directly adjacent recombinant regions that have been detected together. If the right mouse button 
was used to select the recombinant region only the sequences within the selected recombinant 
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"minor" parents. The software determines which pieces of sequence to use when drawing trees 
depending on the mouse button pressed when selecting recombinant regions. If the left mouse 
button was used the software examines the part of the sequence in the specified region that did 
not originate in the "major" parent as though it has a single phylogenetic origin. In practice this 
is not always the case in that the recombinant section may have itself originated either from a 
recombinant sequence with a breakpoint in that region or when two overlapping recombination 
events occurred in the same region. If the right mouse button is pressed only the sequence in the 
specified recombinant region are identified as recombinant. 
C.8.4 Degeneracies 
Degeneracies that are expressed as letters of the alphabet will not be identified as degeneracies 
by the software. Use of "N" in sequences to describe sites that are known to exist but for which 
sequence has not yet been determined can be a potential problem. If a string of N's exist in 
corresponding regions of divergent sequences, the corresponding region will be identified by the 
software as having a recombinant origin. It is recommended that ''N's'' either be deleted before 
aligning the sequences or replaced in already aligned sequences (using a text editor) with "*,, 
symbols. 
C.8.S Software Crashes/File Incompatibility 
While RDP in my hands is relatively stable (I've corrected all the bugs that I've encountered 
during its use), I can not vouch for its stability in the hands of others. Also, while I am able to 
load files in all the alignment formats that I frequently use, I can not be certain that the 
formatting of files produced by other programs (or even versions of the software that I use but 
am unfamiliar with) will work with RDP. Should you encounter any technical problems with the 
software I would really appreciate you telling me at darren@molbiol.uct.ac.za. I can only fix the 
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Stem sequence AT-tracts 
CGCGCCTTCTTTTCCTGCGAGGGCCCGGTAGGGCCCGAGCGA. T GATGT~GCTT 
-------------------------------------------, 
------------------------------------------.---------------
- - ----- - -----------------------------------.-- ------------
------------- t ------------c-.----a--------.----- t-----t-c 
- ------------ t -------------a.----a--------. -----t--- -t-c 

















































Consensus ********** * **************** 
------------ct--g-
-------ct--g-
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Consensus *** **** * ************ 


















Intron Branch point 




Consensus ******* *********** ******* *** ** ** ******************* 

















































































































Consensus ************ * ** ** * **** **** ** * ******** * 






















































































































Consensus *** ** ** *** * **** ** ** *** * **** ** *********** ** ** **** 









































































































Consensus * * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ****** * ** ***** ** * 












































































Consensus * ****** ******* ************** ********* * **** ********** 
MSV-MatA ACGGGCGGATTGGTTCGGACATTCCTCCCTCGAATGCAAGTTGGAAGCCTTGCAAGCGCA 1015 
MSV-Ama ------------------------------------------------------------ 1015 
MSV-MatB ------------------------------------------------------------ 1015 
MSV-Sag -------------------t---------------------------------------- 1015 
MSV-Gat -------------------t---------------------------------------- 1015 
MSV-MtKA ----t--------------t--------a------------------------------- 1015 
MSV-MatC ----t--------------t--c--------------------------c---------- 1015 









Consensus **** ** ** ** ***** * ** ** ** ****** *** ** ***** * 
MSV-MatA ACATCTACTTCCACAAGTTCACGAGCGGGTTGGGAGTGAGAACGCAGTGGAAGAATGTAA 1075 





















Consensus ** * **************** ** ************** ************** ** * 

























r • ~ ..... ~--~.~.. ~.~----.. 
CGGACGGAGGAGTTGGTGCCATCCAGAGAGGAGCGTTGTACATGGTCATTGCCCCCGGCA 1135 
------------------------------------------------------------ 1135 



































Consensus **** * ** ******************** *********** ******** ******* 














C-sense transcript polyadenylation signal 
TAAAAACTCCCGTTTTATTATATCTGATGAATGCTGAAAGCTTACATTAAT 1255 
- ----------------------------------------------------- 1255 
- ----------------------------------------------------- 1255 
----------------------------------------------------- 1255 
----------------------------------------------------- 1255 
--------.-g--gt------ ----g---------------------------- 1254 
- -------------------- - ----t-c------------------------- 1255 
- ------------------------ctgc------------------------- 1255 
- ------------ --- ------------------------------------- 1254 
- ------------.------- -----------------c--------------- 1254 
- -------.-c--.--- --------c-----------c---------------- 1253 
- ----- --.--g-.-------------------------------------g-- 1254 
****** ** * * ** ***** *** ******** ************ ** 
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ATGTCGTGCGATGGCACGAAAAAACACACGCAATCAATACAGGGGGGT ... AGTAGG .. C 1310 
-------------------------- - -------- ------- - ----- ------ - 1310 
--------------------- -------------- ----- -- - ----- ------ - 1310 
---------------------------------- --------- ----- ------ - 1310 
------------------------------------------------ ----- - - 1310 
------------------.-- - ----- ------ - - - ----- - ------ ... ---C-- .. - 1308 
------------------c---------------- ------------- ... ------ .. - 1310 
-----------------------------a-------- ---------- ... ------ .. - 1310 
------------------.-------- -- .. tgg . --cg---cccc- g ... gc--aaga- 1307 
------------------.---------- .. t--- - -----------a ... g--- - ... - 1305 
------------------.----. ---g- .. t------------ ----cggg-c-aag .- 1308 
--------g----c----.---------- .. --a--------- - c--acaggac- aag . - 1310 













Sequence conserved in MSV subgenomic DNAs 
Primer binding site 
GGGCGGCTAAGGGTGGTGC .. TCGGCGG . GCAGAACA 1367 
------- ----------- - 1367 
------- - ----------- - ------ --------------- 1367 
--- ---------------- ------- ------ - ------- 1367 
---- - ------ -------- ------- -- - ------- - --- 1367 
------------------- .. ------- . ---a----------- 1365 
------------------ - .. -------.---a---------- 1367 
---- - - ------------- ------- -- - -------- ---- 1367 
c-- .-t - -c-a-a . -ac .... c-t- - -ata--a------------a- - --------a--- 1361 
c ----- ---- - -- . aac-aag-tc- t -- . ---a------a-----a--g--g-a--.c-- 1364 
a-- ---- . t-ta- .--c - ... c - cc---g--- a --- - -ta----- a--ccga . ---a--- 1362 
a------gt-t .-. --c- ... cgcc---g---ac- ac-ta----- aa-ccga .--atc-- 1364 
Consensus ** * * * * •• * • ***** * * ** 
Stem sequence Loop sequence 













--.----------- - - - ------------.--------- ---------- ----------- 1425 
--.------ -- ------------------.--------------t - -------------- 1425 
--.----------------- ---- - ----. --------- - ----- --------------- 1425 
--.---------- - ---- -----------.-----g--- - -------------------- 1425 
--.----------- ---------------. ---- ---------- - --------------- 1423 
--.--- ---- - ------------------.------------------------------ 1425 
--.----------- - --------------.---------- -------------------- 1425 
- --t -- -----------a---at-.---------- -------------------- 1420 
------- - - ---- --------a--. --- ------ - -------- ------------ 1418 
- --t------- - - ----a----g-. ---------- ---- t - - - ------------ 1422 
--- t---------- - --a----g-.-------- - -- -- - t -----a--------- 1423 
*** ************* *** ***** ******** ***** ********* 
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MSV-MatA ATAATGTAAATGACGCAGTTTGCCTCGAAATACTCCAGCTGCCCTGGAGTCATTTCCTTC 1485 







MSV-MtKA -------------t------------------a---------------t----------- 1483 
MSV-MatC ------------gt---a------------------------------------------ 1485 
MSV-MaKD -----cc----------a------------------------------------------ 1485 
MSV-Mom --tt-a-----c-t------g-----------------------------------a--- 1480 
MSV-Jam -----a-----c-t---------t------------------------------------ 1478 
MSV-Pat ----ca-----c-t---------t--------------t--------------------- 1482 
MSV-Raw -----------c-t---------------------------------------------- 1483 



















































Consensus ** ***** ** ** ** ** ** **** * * ** * ** ******** ********* 




































Consensus ** ***** ** ******* ** *********** ***** ************** *** 
Potential polyadenylation signal for small C-sense transcript 

















































Consensus * * *** * * ******** ** ** ** ** **** **** ****** ** * * 
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~ . ~ ..... ~--~.~.. ~.~----.. 
Intron Branch point 












----------------------------- --- ----------------- 1845 
- -----tt---------------------- - ------------------ 1845 
------tt----------------------------------------- 1845 
------tt----------------------------- ------------ 1845 
-----------------------------g------ - ------- t ---- 1843 
--------------------------------------t---------- 1845 
------------------------------------------------- 1845 
----attt-----------ca--------g- - a-----t - ------ - g - 1840 
----attt-----------ca--------g--a-----t---------- 1838 
----agtt ----------gtt --a--t- -------t- -a----c----- 1842 
-t--a-tc-----g------a--a---- ----a--g--g----c----- 1843 













Intron Donor site 
AACAGGTAGGTTGAAGGAGCATGTAAGCTTCGGGACTAACCTGGAAGATGTTA.GGCTGG 1904 
-- -----------------------t------------~--------------.------ 1904 
- -- -----------------------------------~-------------- ------ 1904 
-- --------------------------------------------------- ------ 1904 
- ------------------------------------- - ------------- ------ 1904 
-----t---------------- - ---- ----------------a---------.------ 1902 
-----t------------------------g------gr - ---------a---.------ 1904 
-------------------------c------------ --------------.------ 1904 
----------------a-----a- - t - a---------- - ---a---------.------ 1899 
------- t---- ----a-----a--t-a---t--a---- ---at-------t.------ 1897 
--------- - ------a--------t-----------g ---at--------.------ 1901 
-----t-t--------a - ------------g------gr ----t-t------.--t--c 1902 

























Consensus * ****** ******* * * ** ** * ** *** ** ** ****** ** 
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Consensus ** *** *** ** * ** * ** * * ** ********** * * *** 
MSV-MatA GTAGCGTGTGAAATAATGTCTCGCATTATTTCATCTTTGGAAGG.TTTTTTTTCCT .. TA 2141 











----a---------------------------------------.c---------- .. -- 2141 
--------------------------------------t-----.c---------- .. -- 2141 
----a---------------------------------------.c---------- .. -- 2141 
----a---------------------------------------.c---------- .. -t 2139 
---ca-----------------t---------------------.c---------- .. -t 2141 





Consensus ** ** ******** * * *************** ** ** ***** 














































c-cct--g- .. --ga------------ctt----c---g--------------------- 2193 
g ...... gggg--ta------t-----cat-------g---------------------- 2195 
t-cct-tg-gg-- .. -----------t-tttt-----------c---------------g 2199 






































Consensus ***** ******** ** ** * ** ** ** * *** * ** * * ** ** * 











































































MSV-MaKD -----------------------------t-a---------ca----------------- 2501 
MSV-Mom --t--------------g-g------t--t-a----------a----------------- 2496 
MSV-Jam --t--------------g-g------t--t-a----------a----------------- 2493 
MSV-Pat --t--------------g-g------t--------t-----t--a---------a----- 2495 
MSV-Raw -------g-----------g------a--------t-----t--ag----a---ag---- 2499 
Consensus ** **** ********* * *** ** ** * *** ***** * *** *** **** 










































* * * *** 
Arrows indicate iterated sequences occuring in the stem-
loop sequence at the (+) strand origin of replication 
TATA boxes Sequences repeated in the stem 
MSV-MatA AGA.CTGGGAGCTCC .. AAACTCTATAGTATACCCG.T. GCGCCTTCGAAATCCGCCGCT 2615 













---.----------- .. -----------------t-.-. ---------------------
---.a---------- .. ----------- ------t-.-. ---------------------
---.tg--------t .. c---------cc-.---g-.-.--------------------c 
---.tg--------t .. c---------cc-.---g-.-. --------------------c 
--g.a---------- .. ----------tc-.---g-t-t---------------------
--g.a---------- .. ----------tc-.---g-g-. ---------------------
---aac---------c.---------g.--.---g-g-~ --------------------c 
--ggaa--------gcg----------c-g.-ta-ctc. -----gat------------c 


















CCCTTGTCTTATAGTGGTTGTAAA. TGGGCCGGACCGGGCC •.••••••. GGCC AGCAG 
------------------------ - -------------- · ....... . 
---------------------g--.--------------t- ......••. ----------
------------------------ - --------------- · ....... . 
---------------------g--.---------------- ......... ----







MSV-MatC ---cc.---------------g--.- -------------- . .. . . ..•. ---- 2663 
MSV-MaKD --tc-.---------------g--.---------------- •..••••.• ------ ---- 2663 
MSV-Mom ---cc.-t-------------tt-.---------------- •.••..••. ---- - ---- 2659 




g--ccc-t--- ----t---c--tta- ______________ •.•••••.. ___ _ 
Consensus ***** * * * * * ******* **** * **** 






































• - t -----.--------














FIGURE 0.1 Multiple alignment of the full genome sequences of 12 MSV isolates sequenced in this 
study. At positions where sequences are identical to MSV-MatA nucleotides are represented by a dash (-
). Dots (.) represent spaces inserted into the alignment to compensate for insertions and deletions in 
certain of the sequences. Numbering begins at the origin of (+) strand replication. A schematic genome 
diagram at the top of each page of the figure indicates the portion of the genome represneted on that 
page. Highlighted are sequence elements with either known or suspected functionality (see Chapter 












































































FIGURE 0.2 Multiple alignment of movement protein amino acid sequences predicted from the MSV 
genomic sequence determined in this study. Highlighted is a portion of the sequence that is predicted to 























Putative nuclear localisation signal DNA binding domain 
MSTSKRKRGDDSNWSKRVPKKKPSSAGLKRAGSKADRPSLQIQTLQHAGTTMITVPSGGV 




---- -------a------s --- ----- - ------- ----- - -------------------
---- -------a- -----t------------------q- ------ ---------------
----------- a------t------ -- --------- - ------ ------------ -----
- ----------a--n--tt--- -------k-----e------------s----------
---a -------a--n--st-- --a---- - k--a- - ----------- ---s--------- -
---- ----a-evq-n--st--- a-appv- kt-g------------l - s-d- --------g 
---- - - - -a-eaq-n--st--- g - apqa-kp-g-ge---------l - s-d----------



















--------- - ---------- - ------ v-------sq- -k--------------------
-------------------- -------v--- - --erq--k--------------------
----s------- ---- ---------vgv--------g------r---------------n 
-------------------- ----vgv------ ---s-k---r---------------n 
















Consensus * ***** * *** ******************** ********** ** * ** * 






































































































FIGURE 0.3 Multiple alignment of coat protein amino acid sequences predicted from the MSV genomic 
sequence determined in this study. Highlighted is a portions of the sequence with either known or 























Rolling circle replication motifs 
FLTYPxC H 






























-- - - i--d-q--tt-------d---------m-p-k-----------1------v---kt 


















































Consensus * * * * ***** **** *** *** ** ************** 
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FIGURE 0.4 Multiple alignment of replication associated protein amino acid sequences predicted from 
the MSV genomic sequence determined in this study. Highlighted is a portions of the sequence with 























Rolling circle replication motifs 
FLTYPxC H 
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FIGURE 0.5 Multiple alignment of RepA amino acid sequences predicted from the MSV genomic 
sequence determined in this study. Highlighted is a portions of the sequence with either known or 
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SIR + MP+ CP 
MatMPCPSIRKom KomMPCPSIRMat 




FIGURE E.1 Symptoms occurring on the 5'h leaf of sweetcorn (a MSV-sensitive maize genotype) 
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FIGURE E.2 Symptoms occurring on the 5'h leaf of sweetcorn (a MSV-sensitive maize genotype) 

























SIR + MP+ CP 
MatMPCPSIRVW VWMPCPSIRMat 




FIGURE E.3 Symptoms occurring on the 51h leaf of sweetcorn (a MSV-sensitive maize genotype) 






































Region Exchanged Predominantly MSV-Mat Chimeras Predominantly MSV-Kom Chimeras 
SIR + MP+ CP 
MatMPCPSIRKom KomMPCPSIRMat 
LlR + SIR 
MatLiRSIRKom KomLiRSIRMat 
Rep - . -- -----=.-
MatRepKom KomRepMat 
FIGURE E.4 Symptoms occurring on the 5'h leaf of PAN6099 (a moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype) 










Region Exchanged Predominantly MSV-MatA Chimeras Predominantly MSV-R2 Chimeras 
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Region Exchanged Predominantly MSV-Mat Chimeras Predominantly MSV-R2 Chimeras 
SIR + MP+ CP 
MatMPCPSIRR2 R2MPCPSIRMBt 




FIGURE E.S Symptoms occurring on the 51n leaf of PAN6099 (a moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype) 










Region Exchanged Predominantly MSV-MatA Chimeras Predominantly MSV-VW Chimeras 
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Region Exchanged Predominantly MSV-Mat Chimeras Predominantly MSV-VW Chimeras 
SIR + MP+ CP NS NS 
MatMPCPSIRVW VWMPCPSIRMat 
LlR + SIR NS 
MatLiRSIRVW VWLlRSIRMal 
Rep NP NS 
MatRepVW VWRepMat 
FIGURE E.6 Symptoms occurring on the 5th leaf of PAN6099 (a moderately MSV-resistant maize genotype) 
agroinoculated with MSV-MatANW chimeras . NS = No symptoms ever observed . NP = symptoms rarely occur 
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